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Cosmology is emerging into a new and exciting period thanks to a wealth of on-
going and planned massive surveys which will deliver exponentially growing volumes
of data over the next two decades. As a result of this rapid growth, which exhibits
fierce competition between different surveys due to the spiralling costs, forecasting
and optimization have become critical to help best use and benefit from this new
boon.
In this thesis various aspects of forecasting and optimization are explored, with
particular emphasis on, but not limited to, cosmology. We introduce a new optimiza-
tion algorithm which significantly outperforms all standard algorithms, especially
in higher dimensions where the improvement is remarkable. The new algorithm,
Hybrid-MTM, should provide a powerful new tool in addressing high-dimensional
optimization problems.
We then forecast the prospects for detecting dynamics in tracking dark energy
models. We show that Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and Cosmic Microwave Background
constraints in these models are extremely difficult to match with existing data. As
a result it is unlikely that a detectable deviations from the cosmological constant for
these models is possible before the Stage-IV DETF experiments, which will only come
on-line post-2015.
Finally we present new results on Fisher matrix forecasts for cosmology produced
using the Fisher4Cast code. Fisher4Cast allows novel insights into the nature of how
information is gained from cosmological experiments and the interplay between the
measurements of Hubble, distance and growth in constraining cosmological param-
eters. In the final chapter we provide a detailed overview of the code structure in
Fisher4Cast and its Graphical User Interface together with its unique features includ-
ing a LATEXreporting module which breaks new ground in the automated generation
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1.1 Discrete Random Variable – Here we show how a discrete random
variable can be seen as a process of assigning a finite set of random
events from a space of all possible outcomes, S, sometimes called the
experiment space, to a discrete set of numerical values. We typically
deal with the continuous case. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
1.2 Probability Density Function – The PDF, fX(x), for a random
variable, x, is shown with the shaded area between [a, b] representing
the probability, P (a ≤ x ≤ b), as given in Eq. (1.3). . . . . . . . . . . 4
1.3 A Gaussian Distributed Error – Here a Gaussian distribution is
shown around the mean value, µ. Each σ is shown with its associated
confidence level. The 1σ confidence level corresponds to ∼ 68% while
2σ represents a 95% confidence level (Credit2). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
1.4 Venn Diagrams – This set of Venn diagrams illustrates a few simple
examples that are representative of a probability or event in a space
of all possible outcomes, S. Random variables X and Y in space S
(top left). Mutually exclusive events X and Y (top right). The shaded
region is equivalent to the joint probability P (X ∩ Y ) (bottom left).
The shaded region is the same as P (X∩Y ′) where Y ′ is the complement
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1.5 Conditional Probability – This is the Venn diagram for a condi-
tional probability P (X|Y ) where X is conditioned on Y . The usual
space of all outcomes, S, is reduced to only be the enclosed subspace
of the blue bounded region, Y , which is being conditioned on. Hence
one is only interested in that portion of X which is in Y and its prob-
ability relative to Y . This is shown by blue shaded region which is
representative of P (X|Y ) while the grey shaded region shows the re-
gion of exclusion which is not taken into account. It should be noted
that this Venn diagram of the conditional probability is not equivalent
to that of P (X ∩ Y ) shown in Figure 1.4, since in that case the entire
space of outcomes, S, is being considered and here only the conditional
subspace (blue bounded area), Y , is considered. . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
1.6 The link between model curves, data and error ellipses [2] –
Here we show how a simulated survey measuring the angular diame-
ter distance, dA(z), with 6% error in ten bins between 0.1 < z < 3,
assuming ΛCDM, translates into an corresponding Fisher error ellipse
for the w0 − wa plane in the right panel. The parameter values shown
in left panel for the horizontal black solid line, blue dot-dashed line and
orange dashed line are then depicted with their respective position in
the w0 −wa plane on the right in a corresponding colour. The param-
eters which are a poor fit to the data fall outside the error ellipse, e.g.
orange dash line on the left and orange cross on the right, while better
fitting parameters fall inside the ellipse, e.g. the horizontal solid black
line where dA − dA,ΛCDM = 0 on the left and the black solid dot on the
right at (w0 = 1, wa = 0). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
1.7 Global and Local Minima – Here a function5 is shown to help
distinguish a local minimum, x∗B in the shaded region B, from the
global minmum, x∗ across the whole space. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
1.8 Example of Annealing [4] – This figure shows the emergence of
silver triangular crystals through the use of annealing. This becomes
more pronounced with an increases in size as the period of annealing
is extended. Results after an annealing time of 3 hours (a), 1 day (b),
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1.9 Flowchart for standard Simulated Annealing Algorithm – This
flowchart outlines the required components and sequence to build a
standard SA algorithm. The accompanying pseudo code in the text
describes each element listed in the flowchart. This flowchart also
serves as a guideline for the MCMC algorithm where α would be set
to a constant value. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
1.10 Swarm in Nature – Illustration of a flock of birds in the left panel
(Credit7) while a simulated swarm of particles is shown in the right
panel (Credit8). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
1.11 Flowchart for a Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm –
This flowchart outlines the required components and sequence to build
a PSO algorithm. The accompanying pseudo code in the text describes
each element listed in the flowchart. The multiple layered functions in
the flowchart indicate those specific subcomponent of the algorithm
that are applied to each particle, i, individually. . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
2.1 Isotropy in NVSS Data – The left panel shows the NRAO VLA
Sky Survey (NVSS) which is a whole sky survey north of declination
δ > −40◦ with sources above 100mJy. The right panel shows a “zoomed
in” view (blue region in left panel) above δ > 75◦ with sources greater
than 2.5mJy. The result shows the discrete sources across the sky to
be extremely isotropic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
2.2 COBE 4 Year DRM Results – Each of these three panels shows
the variation of temperature for the CMB across the sky. The top
panel shows a temperature scale between 0 Kelvin (blue) and 4 Kelvin
(red). This shows a completely uniform temperature across the sky,
thus substantiating the isotropic assumption. The middle panel shows
a scale which ranges between 2.721 (blue) and 2.729 Kelvin (red). This
produces the dipole anisotropy that results from the motion around the
Sun relative to the rest frame of the CMB. The bottom panel shows
the anisotropy map with the dipole removed. The plane of the Milky
Way still however remains and runs horizontally across the center of
the image. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
2.3 Negative Curvature – A unique illustration of a pseudosphere which
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2.4 Timeline of the Universe [5] – As inflation expanded the universe,
the plasma of photons and charged particles grew far beyond the hori-
zon. During the recombination period about 380,000 years later, the
first atoms formed and the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) ra-
diation was emitted. After another 300 million years, radiation from
the first stars reionized most of the hydrogen and helium. Note that
in most inflationary models all energy densities apart from the infla-
ton are redshifted away and are thus negligible. This implies that there
would be no plasma of photons and charged particles during the period
of inflation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
2.5 Angular Power Spectrum of CMB [5] – This shows that at large
scales (c) the variations are not very noticeably but there is a strong
peak depicting the largest contrast in variation at angels of about one
degree across (d). This maximum then gradually decreases as we go
to ever smaller scales (e). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
2.6 Multipoles of the CMB – Shown here (Credit6) are fits of the low
order CMB multipoles from l = 2 to l = 8 for the WMAP data. . . . 41
2.7 Hubble Diagram from Union Supernova Data [6] – In the top
panel the distance modulus is shown of the Union Sample data from
Type Ia SNe constructed with selection cuts and outlier rejection. Each
sample is independently binned in redshift bins of 0.01 with the line
being a best fit for Ωm = 0.29 and ΩDE = 0.71. The bottom panel
shows the residual of the distance modulus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
2.8 Combined Cosmological Probes [6] – The constraints for ΩΛ and
Ωm are shown in the left panel while w and Ωm are shown in the
right panel. Confidence levels of 68%, 95%, and 99.7% are depicted in
progressively lighter shades. The error ellipses are obtained from CMB
(orange), Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) (green), and the Union
Compilation of SNe Ia data (blue). The intersecting region produces
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2.9 Tracking Scalar Model – In the left panel is shown how the dark
energy equation of state parameter w(z) tracks the dominant epochs of
radiation and matter from recombination z∗ until zt. In the right panel
is a schematic illustration of how the corresponding energy density of
dark energy, ΩDE = ε, remains the same from radiation through to
the matter dominated eras until it begins to grow at a redshift zt
where it stops tracking and enters the dark energy dominated phase
and continues to increase until it reaches a value of ΩDE(z = 0) = 0.7,
today. In order to achieve this behaviour w(z) must be negative for a
sufficiently long period of time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
2.10 BBN Reactions – Here the hierarchy of reactions leading to the
production of the light nuclei is shown for Big Bang Nucleosynthesis.
The numbers correspond to the reactions listed in Table 2.2. Central to
the production of more complex elements (from 3 onwards) is sufficient
production of deuterium, H2 (shown in green), being available. . . . . 49
2.11 Evolution of Fractional Composition of Elements during BBN
– Here the evolution of the fractional composition for nuclei abun-
dance (left axis) is shown shortly after the Big Bang, as a function of
time (top axis) and the associated temperature of the universe (bot-
tom axis). Helium is produced after only approximately 20 seconds
(∼ MeV) which is followed by smaller amounts of other light elements
(Beryllium, Lithium). The results in this figure are based on calcula-
tions from [7]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
3.1 Rosenbrock function – Shown here is a 2D plot of the Rosenbrock
function where the z-axis gives the logarithm of the Figure of Merit
(FoM), log(FoM+1), in order to highlight the parabolic valley in which
the global minima is hidden. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
3.2 Paraboloid function – A 2D Paraboloid with the z-axis depicting
the FoM and showing the huge scale that is required to cover before
converging to the minima at the center of the function. . . . . . . . . 56
3.3 Griewangk function – A 2D plot of the Griewangk hypersurface
where the z-axis gives the Figure of Merit (FoM), showing the small
scale minima or dimples in the left panel while the overall larger scale
curvature is shown in the 1D slice through the x-axis in the plot on
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3.4 Flowchart of Hybrid Algorithm – This flowchart outlines the re-
quired components and sequence to build a Hybrid algorithm. The
accompanying pseudo code in the text describes each element listed in
the flowchart. The multiple layered functions in the flowchart indicate
those specific subcomponent of the algorithm that are applied to each
chain, i, individually. It owes its origin to the PSO and SA algorithms
and the similarity with these flowcharts can be seen in Figure 1.9 &
1.2.1 shown in the introduction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
3.5 Hybrid - In the case of the Rosenbrock function Hybrid outperforms
both SA and MCMC consistently, after 1000 steps, for all the dimen-
sions considered. The FoM is the Rosenbrock function value and the
lowest single FoM is plotted at each step amongst all the chains from
the entire set of 20 runs generated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
3.6 Hybrid – The Paraboloid test function shows an evenly matched set
of results for the 5D case with Hybrid showing a marginally quicker
rate of convergence. For higher dimensions Hybrid however shows a
more marked improvement both in the rate of convergence and the
final FoM after 1000 steps. This is consistently an order of magnitude
improvement in the FoM from the standard algorithms of SA and MCMC. 64
3.7 Hybrid – The Griewangk functions proves particularly testing for SA
and MCMC. Hybrid however performs very well in comparison showing
a clear improvement in all aspects from 5D-50D. In the 35D case there
is an improvement in FoM of close to two orders of magnitude after a
1000 steps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
3.8 Varying MCMC σ – The σ is the proposed step size for the MCMC
algorithm and is randomly selected from the proposal distribution
which is assumed to be a multivariate normal distribution. Illustrated
above the σ is varied by a factor from 1 (lightest blue) to 10 (darkest
blue) for the MCMC algorithm. In all cases an increase in σ shows a
faster initial rate of convergence but results in an earlier saturation at
a higher FoM. Hybrid outperforms all variations of MCMC across the
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3.9 Hybrid-MTM Results – The Rosenbrock functions produces similar
results for Hybrid and Hybrid-MTM from 5D-50D. Hybrid-MTM does
generally show a better rate of convergence and a small but noticeable
improvement of the FoM in all dimensions. MCMC-MTM initially
matches the Hybrid algorithms but appears to saturate early on, steps
< 100, and then never converges to the true minima. . . . . . . . . . 71
3.10 Hybrid-MTM Results – Hybrid-MTM outperforms both MCMC-
MTM and Hybrid for all dimensions with at least a 105 times improve-
ment in FoM compared with its nearest rival. The rate of improve-
ment is more prominent in the higher dimensional cases. Only in the
5D instance does Hybrid initially converge to a better FoM at a lower
number of steps than Hybrid-MTM which ultimately produces a much
better FoM than Hybrid after 400 steps. MCMC-MTM also shows a
faster rate of convergence than Hybrid in the higher dimensional cases
(> 20D) but doesn’t match Hybrid with its final FoM after 1000 steps.
These results are for the best FoM for each algorithm over 50 runs. . 72
3.11 Hybrid-MTM Results – The Griewangk test problem produces re-
sults very similar to the Paraboloid case but with a more dramatic dis-
parity in the rate of convergence where Hybrid-MTM is far more rapid
compared to the other two algorithms. Here a > 108 times improve-
ment is noted in FoM compared to both MCMC-MTM and Hybrid in
the 20D case. Only in the 5D example is there a similar rate of conver-
gence and final FoM for both Hybrid and Hybrid-MTM. MCMC-MTM
also shows in the 35D and 50D cases a rapid convergence at close to
1000 steps an FoM ∼ 0 which then outperforms Hybrid in these two
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3.12 CPU Time – Here a comparison between MCMC, SA, Hybrid, MCMC-
MTM and Hybrid-MTM is done on the Paraboloid test problem to
record how the FoM changes as a function of CPU time recorded in
seconds. As higher dimesions are considered so Hybrid-MTM’s per-
formance improves compared to the other algorithms. Hybrid-MTM,
although beaten initially (< 1 sec) by the other algorithms, rapidly
converges to a very good FoM showing excellent performance as a func-
tion of time. MCMC-MTM again also shows that its is well suited to
higher dimensional problems with good convergence to low FoM ini-
tially but then reaches a level of saturation too early to compete with
Hybrid-MTM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
4.1 Linear Parameterisation – Showing the step function (blue line)
and straight line (red dashed line) parameterisation for the dark en-
ergy equation of state, w(z), as a function of redshift, z. In combi-
nation with the BBN constraint and assuming a tracking model the
step function parameterisation has a zt = 2.67 while the straight line
parameterisation has a higher transition at zt = 6.28. . . . . . . . . . 79
4.2 w(z) for Double Exponential Potential [1] – This is for values
−30 ≤ µ ≤ 1 used in Eq. (4.9). The light brown curves correspond to
values from µ = 1 (for which w(0) = 0.8) to µ = 0, w(0) = 1. The dark
brown curves are for a range of negative values of µ which produce
a very rapid transition and can be identified by their characteristic
oscillatory nature. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81
4.3 Evolution of ΩDE(z) adapted from [1] – for the double exponen-
tial potential with −30 ≤ µ ≤ 1 , light brown lines for positive values
of µ and dark brown lines for negative values of µ. This illustrates
how ΩDE increases for different values of µ from the BBN limits of
3/4ε = ΩDE(z = zBBN) = 3/4 × 0.045 to ΩDE(z = 0) = 0.7 today.
For comparison we also show the curves for Λ and the CPL [8,9] w(z)
with the lowest asymptotic value of ΩDE in this model while still as-
suming w ≥ 1, showing its inability to match the BBN constraint and
describe a canonical scalar field. Figure 4.4 shows the corresponding
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4.4 Observable results for Double Exponential Potential [1] – This
figure shows a range of −30 ≤ µ ≤ 1 values considered for the double
exponential potential producing the results for the ∆µ(z) (top panel)
and the ratio HDE/HΛCDM (bottom panel). The same convention is
used as in previous plots of the double exponential potential where the
negative µ (light brown lines) and positive µ (dark brown lines) values
considered are clearly distinguished. The error bars in the top panel
correspond to simulated data for DETF Stage-III (large boxed errors)
and Stage-IV (small triangular errors) supernova surveys respectively.
The Stage-III errors are produced for the bottom line, w(z = −0.8),
while the Stage-IV (SNAP-like) errors are produced for the correspond-
ing w(0) = 0.9 model (thicker line asymptoting to ∼ 0.04 mag). The
notable improvement in the error bars is as a result of no systematic
errors being expected for Stage-IV surveys. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
4.5 w(z) for CPL parametrization for a range of wa values from 0.1
to 1.1 in steps of 0.1. This illustrates how the CPL parameterisation
has a w(z) which is convex and has a rapid transition as it approaches
w(z = 0) = −1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
4.6 Double Step Function illustrating the proposed counter example
w(z). There are now three free parameters: zt, zl and wl. . . . . . . . 89
4.7 Solutions for zt – This figure shows the logarithmic solution for
Eq. (4.25) given the range of values for zl from 0.1 to 1 and wl from
-0.5 to -0.1. Note how low values of zl < 0.2 in combination with higher
values of wl > −0.3 result in large zt values. This is so pronounced
that log(zt) is used to suppress the results sufficiently to illustrate the
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4.8 wl = −0.1 – Here we show the double step w(z) parameterisation
(top panel) for the range of zl ∈ [0.1, 1.0] (in steps of 0.225) for a
∆ = 0.1 producing a range of zt’s, shown in the legend, calculated from
Eq. (4.25). A logarithmic scale for z is used in the top panel due to
the broad range of zt’s produced. This creates the illusion of sharper
transition at high zt values as opposed to the low zl values but the
transition for both are equally steep as illustrated in Figure 4.6 where
a linear scale is used. The colours represent the respective value of zt
from blue for the highest to red for the lowest value. The associated
colour for each zt is used to plot the Cl (bottom panel) which are each
COBE normalised [10] and compared to the WMAP 5 year data [11,12].
Here we can see that the highest zt (blue line) is furthest from matching
the WMAP data (red data markers) while as the value for zt decreases
(become more red) so the peaks progressively move closer to, but don’t
match, the corresponding WMAP data. This is a consequence of the
Integrated Sachs Wolfe (ISW) effect, introduced in Section 2.3. . . . 93
4.9 wl = −0.3 – Here we show the double step w(z) parameterisation
(top panel) for the range of zl ∈ [0.1, 1.0] (in steps of 0.225) for a
∆ = 0.1 producing a range of zt’s shown in the legend produced from
Eq. (4.25). A logarithmic scale for z is used in the top panel due to
the broad range of zt’s produced. This creates the illusion of sharper
transition at high zt values as opposed to the low zl values but the
transition for both are equally steep as illustrated in Figure 4.6 where
a linear scale is used. The colours represent the respective value of zt
from blue for the highest to red for the lowest value. The associated
colour for each zt is used to plot the Cl (bottom panel) which are each
COBE normalised [10] and compared to the WMAP 5 year data [11,12].
Again the highest value of zt (blue line) is furthest from matching the
Cl’s of the WMAP data while the lowest value of zt is the closest again
via the ISW effect. There is a drastic narrowing in the range between
the peaks of the differing zt’s compared to Fig. 4.8. This is due to a
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4.10 wl = −0.5 – Here we show the double step w(z) parameterisation
(top panel) for the range of zl ∈ [0.1, 1.0] (in steps of 0.225) for a
∆ = 0.1 producing a range of zt’s shown in the legend produced from
Eq. (4.25). A logarithmic scale for z is used in the top panel due to
the broad range of zt’s produced. This creates the illusion of sharper
transition at high zt values as opposed to the low zl values but the
transition for both are equally steep as illustrated in Figure 4.6 where
a linear scale is used. The colours represent the respective value of zt
from blue for the highest to red for the lowest value. The associated
colour for each zt is used to plot the Cl (bottom panel) which are each
COBE normalised [10] and compared to the WMAP 5 year data [11,12].
This produces the same predictable trend as described in the previous
two figures with the highest value of zt (blue line) being the furthest
from matching the Cl’s of the WMAP while the lowest value of zt is
the closest as a result of the ISW effect. There is however the most
notable narrowing in the range between the peaks of the differing zt’s
in this example of wl = −0.5. This is again attributed to the much
smaller spread of different zt’s produced. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
5.1 Fisher Derivatives [2] – The Hubble parameter (top panel), angular
diameter distance (middle panel) and growth function (bottom panel)
are shown for the parameters considered in our cosmological example:
H0 (solid dark red line), ln Ωm (dot-dashed red line), Ωk (dashed dark
orange line), w0 (dotted orange line) and wa (dot-dashed peach line).
The full set of analytical derivatives of the H(z) and dA(z) are found
in Appendix C. In the case of the growth function G(z) the derivatives
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5.2 Marginalised Fisher ellipses for all parameters [2] – Here the
full range of Fisher ellipses are produced by Fisher4Cast for the cosmo-
logical parameters, H0, Ωm, Ωk, w0, wa, using data from Table 5.1 and
including growth measurements with redshifts and errors the same as
given for H0. The 1− and 2 − σ confidence levels are respectively
represented by dark inner and light outer shaded contours and are
marginalised over all other parameters. The fully marginalised one-
dimensional likelihood for each parameter is shown along the diagonal,
where the 1 and 2 − σ limits are denoted by solid and dashed vertical
lines respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
5.3 Future Survey Comparison – Here the WiggleZ, BOSS and WF-
MOS surveys are compared to show the different error ellipses produced
for w0 and wa. The larger ellipse corresponds to the WiggleZ survey
while the smaller red ellipse is for the WFMOS survey and lastly the
inner blue ellipse is the associated ellipse for the BOSS survey. . . . . 104
5.4 Eigenvalues and eigenvectors for an ellipse – This figure shows
the eigenvectors γ1 and γ2 orientating the alignment of the ellipse.
The eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 are responsible for determining the width
of the ellipse along the semi-minor and semi-major axes respectively.
The value for d is dependent on the confidence level chosen for σ e.g.
d2 = 1σ = 2.30. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
5.5 Varying redshift of H and dA – Here the degeneracy direction
is shown as a function of redshift for both observables H (left panel)
and dA (right panel) where only a single redshift bin is considered.
The colder colours, starting with blue, represent the orientation at the
lowest redshift bin of z = 0.1 and progress to the hotter colours ending
with red at z = 5.0. A fast rotation is apparent for the degeneracy
direction of H at lower redshifts while it then becomes more subdued
at higher redshifts. In contrast the rotation of dA is far less pronounced
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5.6 Angle of γ2 and eigenvalue λ1 for H and dA – The angle of the
eigenvector γ2 from the vertical axis is plotted in the left panel as a
function of the redshift bin for both H (red solid line) and dA (black
dashed line) changing from z = 0.1 to z = 5.0. The steep gradient
in the range of z = 0.1 − 1.5 for H corresponds to the rapid rotation
observed in Figure 5.5 (left panel) at low redshift (blue shades). The
eigenvalues in the right panel show a peak for λ1 at z ∼ 0.75 for H and
z ∼ 1.25 for dA which indicated the redshift at which the semi-minor
axis will be at its narrowest. Since the ellipse is not closed for the case
of a single redshift bin for H or dA, only parallel lines are produced
showing the degeneracy direction. This is as a results of λ2 being zero
at all redshift (not shown). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107
5.7 Varying w0 and wa of the fiducial model – the generated ellipses
for a measurements of the Hubble parameter H(z) and angular diam-
eter distance dA(z) survey characterised in Table 5.1. The values for
the coefficients in the CPL parameterisation for w(z), w0 and wa, have
been varied on a grid over −1.3 < w0 < −0.6,−0.7 < wa < 1. As
w0, wa change, not only does the ellipse centre shift, but the size of the
ellipse changes, as well as the slope of the degeneracy direction between
the two parameters. Since the Dark Energy Task Force Figure of Merit
is linked to the inverse of the area of the ellipse the value of the FoM
increases as w0 and wa increase. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
5.8 Figure of Merit plane – the Dark Energy Task Force Figure of
Merit (FoM) for a survey consisting of one bin each of the Hubble
parameter and angular diameter distance, with the fractional errors
σH/H = σdA/dA = 0.1. The redshifts of the H, dA measurements are
varied separately from z = 0.1 to z = 5, and the resulting FoM for each
survey configuration is plotted as a 3-dimensional landscape in the left
panel, or a flat 2-dimensional plane in the right panel. The colourmap
in both panels reflects the value of the FoM, from low values of FoM
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5.9 4D Fisher Hypersurface Visualisations – DETF FoM for the com-
bination of a single measurement each of H, dA and G (where the
growth is normalised to unity at z = 0). The redshift of each measure-
ment is allowed to vary, generalising Figure 5.8 by including growth.
Slices through this hypersurface, shown in the left panel, at zH = 1.67,
zdA = 0.67 and zG = 2.50 show the relationship between the redshifts
at which the measurement of the observables are made and the FoM.
The colourmap goes from a FoM of 9.5 × 10−4 (dark blue) to 0.14
(dark red). Adding a high-redshift measurement of the growth func-
tion tightens the constraints on the dark energy parameters w0 and
wa, shown by the red ridge of high FoM values. This hypersurface can
be illustrated in a complementary way: surfaces of constant FoM are
shown in the right panel - ranging from 0.03 (transparent light blue
outer surface) to 0.15 (dark red opaque centre surface). Comparing the
left and right panels, one notes that the intersection “hotspot” region
in the left-hand panel at (zH = 0.4, zdA = 0.67, zG = 5) is contained
within in the red iso-surface with the high value of the FoM. This
iso-surface extends right down to redshift zG ∼ 1, this reiterates the
improvement on dark energy constraints when including growth. . . 110
5.10 Varying redshift of H – examples of ellipses corresponding to par-
ticular values in the FoM landscape of Figure 5.8, in the particular case
where the redshift bins for H are varied while keeping the bin for dA
fixed at z = 0.6. The degeneracy direction for dA (black dashed line)
and H (red solid line) are included to help see how their relative orien-
tations contribute to the orientation and size of the combined ellipse.
The degeneracy direction of H rotates anti-clockwise with the most
rapid rotation experienced initially for the low redshift range of H.
After z = 1 the rotation of H slows down and no longer is significant.
As the H and dA degeneracy directions become more orthogonal so the
resulting constraints improve, yielding a higher FoM. The ellipses are
coloured corresponding to their FoM where red indicates the largest
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5.11 Varying redshift of dA – examples of ellipses corresponding to par-
ticular values in the FoM landscape of Figure 5.8, in the particular case
where the redshift bins for dA are varied while keeping the bin for H
fixed at z = 1.5. The degeneracy direction for dA (black dashed line)
and H (red solid line) are included to help see how their relative orien-
tations contribute to the orientation and size of the combined ellipse.
The parallel lines of the dA begin by undergoing a rapid narrowing
from z = 0.1 to z = 0.99. This is followed by a gradual anti-clockwise
rotation of the degeneracy direction of dA which slowly aligns with that
of H resulting in progressively weaker constraints, yielding a smaller
FoM. The ellipses are coloured corresponding to their FoM where red
indicates the largest (around 0.08), and blue the smallest, FoM. . . . 112
5.12 Curvature marginalisation and dark energy constraints [2] –
These two figures show how the weakening of priors on curvature den-
sity, from the left panel to the right, result in the DETF FoM being
reduced from 3.298 to 1.890 for the inner blue ellipse in the w0 − wa
plane. The left panel shows the ellipses with a strong Prior(Ωk = 10
6)
while the right panel uses a weak Prior(Ωk = 10). Table 5.1 was used
for the survey details with an additional 10% measurement on growth
at the same redshift as considered for H(z) while the prior on matter
density were kept fixed at 100. The fiducial model used was consid-
ered flat and the ellipses are given, from largest to smallest, as: G(z)
(light brown outer band), H(z) (dark brown filled ellipse), dA(z) (or-
ange filled ellipse) and the combination of all three (blue filled inner
ellipse, outlined in black). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113
5.13 Curvature marginalisation degrades dark energy constraints
[2] – This panel of figures shows how each ellipse produced has pro-
gressively less tight constraints on w0 and wa as the priors considered
for Ωk become weaker, from 10
6 for the inner ellipse to 10 for the outer
ellipse. The survey data used to produce these ellipses is the same as
that described in Figure 5.12. The ellipses correspond to measurements
used for the Hubble parameter (dark brown curves - top left panel), the
angular diameter distance (orange - top right), a combination of the
Hubble parameter and the angular diameter distance (green - bottom
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6.1 Plotting multiple ellipses on one axis - using the ‘Hold on’ multi-
ple error ellipses can be overlaid on one axis. The ‘Area Fill’ command
allows a specific colour to be chosen to fill the error ellipses with. Also
shown is the ‘Running’ window which indicates the code is running to
calculate the Fisher ellipses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
6.2 Different background images and colour schemes - the back-
ground images and colour schemes (skins) allow for a fully customisable
Graphical User Interface. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120
6.3 Various Figures of Merit can be plotted - the drop-down list
allows for a choice between various Figure of Merit options. . . . . . 120
6.4 Fisher4Cast Flowchart FM run.m – Here the outline of the core
code of Fisher4Cast is shown listing the processes, decisions and stor-
age of data in order of execution. For a key to the symbols see Figure 6.5.122
6.5 Component Key for Fisher Flowchart – This key shows the sym-
bols contained in the flowchart, Figure 6.4. They are from, left to right,
the begin and terminate indicator; a simple processing function which
would generally return an output; an if statement, for or while loop;
an input process function designed to be edited and changed as per
the user specifications and lastly a stored structure for either input or
output and passed globally for use throughout the code. . . . . . . . 123
6.6 Linking of functions for FM run.m – The relationships between
the various functions, variables and structures of the code are illus-
trated here. The vertical bars indicate the functions, variables and
structures respectively while the arrows illustrate how a function may
produce a variable and how that variable is in turn stored in a struc-
ture (left to right). Alternately the arrows can also show how a variable
is retrieved from a structure and (possibly) used in a function. The
order from top to bottom shows the chronological order in which the
functions, variables and structures are called FM run.m. . . . . . . 131
6.7 LATEX Report – The left panel shows excerpts from the .tex file that
was generated from the LATEX report while the panel on the right shows
extracts from the corresponding .pdf file that was generated from the
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A.1 Varying MCMC σ – The σ is the proposed step size for the MCMC
algorithm and is randomly selected from the proposal distribution
which is assumed to be a multivariate normal distribution. Illustrated
above the σ is varied by a factor from 1 (lightest blue) to 10 (darkest
blue) for the MCMC algorithm. In all cases an increase in σ does not
help the rate of convergence and only results in an earlier saturation
at a higher FoM. Hybrid outperforms all variations of MCMC across
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5.1 WFMOS-like survey data from the Seo & Eisenstein survey
configuration [14] – used in Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.12 and 5.7. In some
cases measurements of the growth function were added, taken at the
same redshifts as the Hubble parameter; in others the prior information
on various parameters was changed. See the captions of the relevant
figures for the specific details. The priors, as explained in Section 1.1.8,
are directly input into Fisher4Cast as a diagonal matrix and have been
chosen to be more conservative than the original data. . . . . . . . . 101
5.2 BOSS-like survey data [15] – used in Figure 5.3 to depict the blue
inner ellipse. The priors listed here are input into Fisher4Cast as a
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5.3 WiggleZ-like survey data [16] – used in Figure 5.3 to depict the
larger outer ellipse. The priors listed here are input into Fisher4Cast
as a diagonal matrix where higher numbers represent a great amount
of prior information for an associated parameter value of the model























Introduction to Statistics and Optimization
“Statistics means never having to say you’re certain.”
Unknown
The first half of this chapter introduces basic statistical elements leading up to
Fisher Matrix formalism, which forms a focal point for future chapters present in this
thesis. The second half of this introduction addresses the concept of optimization




Random variables are usually denoted by X and are used in probability theory to
assign a numerical value to the outcome of a random process as depicted in Figure 1.1.
An example of this would be flipping an unbiased coin, the two possible outcomes of
this random process are either heads or tails. In this instance you can assign a one if








There are two types of random variables, discrete and continuous. The previous case
of flipping a coin is an example of a discrete random variable where you can have only
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S
Figure 1.1: Discrete Random Variable – Here we show how a discrete random
variable can be seen as a process of assigning a finite set of random events from a
space of all possible outcomes, S, sometimes called the experiment space, to a discrete
set of numerical values. We typically deal with the continuous case.
amount that it will rain on a given day. There are, in principle, an infinite number
of measurements that could be observed when taking the final measurement of rain.
1.1.2 Probability Density Function
The relative likelihood of a random variable occurring at a given point in the sample





Figure 1.2: Probability Density Function – The PDF, fX(x), for a random vari-
able, x, is shown with the shaded area between [a, b] representing the probability,
P (a ≤ x ≤ b), as given in Eq. (1.3).
The principle law of probability ensures that the integral over the entire range
of outcomes must equal one [17–19], i.e. one event within the space of all possible












outcomes is guaranteed to occur:
∫ ∞
−∞
fX(x)dx = 1. (1.2)
It follows that the probability of an event occurring within a specified range is then
given by,




which is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
1.1.3 Expectation Values
An intuitive understanding of the expectation value can be gained by using the law
of large numbers which loosely states that the expectation value converges to that of
the sample average as the total number of samples, n, tends to infinity, we obtain:






where µ indicates the mean and the angle brackets the expected value which is also
often written as E(X).
Another useful interpretation of the expectation value can be formulated as a
weighted average by the probability of each given random variable. In the discrete
case this would be a sum of the random variables weighted by the probability of each
random variable occurring. In the continuous case it is the PDF, fX(x), weighted










The result for an expectation value represents a long term average and may thus be
unphysical, such as an expected value of 2.5 children per household in a census survey.
The elements of a Fisher Matrix, discussed in Section 1.1.8, are each expectation
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1.1.4 Variance & Covariance
A measure of the statistical dispersion of a single random variable, X, around its
expectation value (mean value), µ = 〈X〉, is called the variance,
Var(X) = σ2 = 〈(X − µ)2〉. (1.7)
The positive square root of the variance is known as the standard deviation, σ. This
allows us to quantify how “scattered” the data is around the mean of a random
variable.
Figure 1.1.4 shows the standard deviation, σ, for a specific example where the
distribution of the error or noise around the mean value is a Gaussian. This illustrates
the associated confidence interval each σ level produces.
Figure 1.3: A Gaussian Distributed Error – Here a Gaussian distribution is shown
around the mean value, µ. Each σ is shown with its associated confidence level. The
1σ confidence level corresponds to ∼ 68% while 2σ represents a 95% confidence level
(Credit2).
The covariance is a generalisation of the variance where the variation of a set of n
random variables, {X1, X2, . . . , Xn}, around their respective mean values, {µ1, µ2, . . . , µn},
are taken as opposed to a single variable around its mean. The covariance for n num-
ber of random variables is thus given by a matrix,
Cij = 〈(Xi − µi)(Xj − µj)〉, (1.8)
where i = 1, 2, . . . , n and the variance is a special case where both variables are
identical (i = j). Σ is also often used as an additional symbols to refer to the
covariance matrix above.












If the covariance between two random variables is zero, then they are uncorre-
lated or independent. A diagonal covariance matrix thus implies that the variables
are uncorrelated and only the variance, σ2, remains. The data covariance matrix is
important in defining a general chi-squared statistic for a correlated Gaussian likeli-
hood, done in Section 1.1.6, which is a key step that is required when defining the
Fisher Matrix, Section 1.1.8.
1.1.5 Probability and Bayes’ Theorem
In this subsection we introduce a basic guide to probability and build towards a
brief overview of Bayes’ theorem. Venn diagrams are used as an intuitive crutch to
grasp the idea of probability. In a Venn diagrams the area of an event, e.g. X, is
representative of the probability of that event occurring, P (X) ≡ area(X)/area(S),
where S is the space of all possible outcomes (also called the experimental space).










Figure 1.4: Venn Diagrams – This set of Venn diagrams illustrates a few simple
examples that are representative of a probability or event in a space of all possible
outcomes, S. Random variables X and Y in space S (top left). Mutually exclusive
events X and Y (top right). The shaded region is equivalent to the joint probability
P (X ∩Y ) (bottom left). The shaded region is the same as P (X ∩Y ′) where Y ′ is the
complement of Y (bottom right).
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happen in conjunction. This is analogous with the Venn diagram X ∩ Y in
Figure 1.4.
• Conditional probability P (X|Y ) defines the probability that X will occur
given that the event Y has happened. It is read as the probability of X given
Y .
• Marginal probability is the probability P (X) occurs regardless of the event
Y . This can be explicitly shown for two possible events X and Y to be P (X) =
P (X ∩ Y ) + P (X ∩ Y ′), this is known as marginalisation and will be discussed
in more detail in Section 1.1.7. Note that Y ′ is the same as the area excluding
the event Y in the Venn diagram, i.e. the area mutually exclusive to the event





X   Y
Figure 1.5: Conditional Probability – This is the Venn diagram for a conditional
probability P (X|Y ) where X is conditioned on Y . The usual space of all outcomes,
S, is reduced to only be the enclosed subspace of the blue bounded region, Y , which
is being conditioned on. Hence one is only interested in that portion of X which is
in Y and its probability relative to Y . This is shown by blue shaded region which is
representative of P (X|Y ) while the grey shaded region shows the region of exclusion
which is not taken into account. It should be noted that this Venn diagram of the
conditional probability is not equivalent to that of P (X ∩ Y ) shown in Figure 1.4,
since in that case the entire space of outcomes, S, is being considered and here only
the conditional subspace (blue bounded area), Y , is considered.
Figure 1.5 shows a specific example of a Venn diagram that is representative of the
conditional probability P (X|Y ) where X is conditioned on Y . In this case the space
of outcomes, usually denoted by S, has been limited to only be Y , producing a result
where P (X|Y ) ∝ area(X ∩ Y )/area(Y ), shown in the Venn diagram of Figure 1.5.
Thus the associated probability can be concluded to be P (X|Y ) = P (X ∩ Y )/P (Y )












directly from the definition of the conditional probability and the multiplication law
of probability [17–19]:
P (X, Y ) = P (X|Y )P (Y ). (1.9)
Since the reciprocal is also true we can rearrange the above probability,
P (Y, X) = P (Y |X)P (X). (1.10)
From this simple deduction we immediately can infer Bayes’ theorem where P (X, Y ) =
P (Y, X):
P (X|Y ) = P (Y |X)
P (Y )
P (X), (1.11)
as given in [17–19].
In most instances cosmologists would use Bayes’ theorem for a mix of data and
theoretical parameters. For this reason we use the notation where d = (d1, d2, . . . , dn)
represents data from an experiment and θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θn) denotes the parameters
of the model under consideration.





P (d)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Evidence
P (θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Prior
(1.12)
• Posterior probability is referred to as the revised probability that is updated
and used once new information becomes available. The important point here is
that we want P (θ|d) but are only able to calculate P (d|θ).
• Likelihood is often represented as L (θ) = P (d|θ) which allows us to infer the
probability of a parameter given the data.
• Prior is a measure of any previous knowledge or belief about the parameters.
This would include any known experimental results. In the absence of prior
information often a ‘flat prior’ is used, independent of θ. However if one does
parameter estimation with a new set of parameters, the prior for the new pa-
rameter, θ, will not be flat in general.
• Evidence acts as a normalisation constant for the probabilities. It can be ignored
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1.1.6 Parameter Estimation
The situation often arises where experimental data is collected and then needs to be
tested with a corresponding model. Since we don’t always know how correct a model
is we often require the reciprocal where we want to know which parameter values best
match the measured data. This was defined in the previous section as the likelihood.
The maximum likelihood and the Pearsons chi-square test are common techniques
often used for this purpose that we next introduce.
Chi-squared Statistic
The chi-squared statistic determines the extent to which an observation matches
the theoretical expectation, for a chosen model. Given the observed data, di, with
an assumed Gaussian distribution centered around a model expectation, Xi, for a






where ∆i ≡ di − Xi(θα) is a vector and C is the data covariance matrix. This accounts
for the most general case where data are correlated and is revisited when we introduce
the Fisher Matrix in Section 1.1.8. If we can assume the data are uncorrelated, then
only the diagonal component of the covariance matrix remain. This reduces the above







where σ2i is the variance for the observed data at index i.
To find the parameter values that best correspond to the observed data we can
vary the parameters, θα, until the χ
2 is minimized. By minimizing the χ2 one is
also simultaneously maximizing the likelihood, since L ∝ exp[−χ2/2]. The idea of
maximizing the likelihood is also used in parameter estimation and is discussed next.
Maximum Likelihood
This is a widely used statistical estimator. Within the likelihood function is a mix
of parameters and data. The aim in this technique is to maximise the probability of
the data, di, fitting a parameter, θi. The parameters are varied until the maximum
likelihood is achieved. These values for the parameters, θ̂i, are then called the Max-












introduced and discussed further in Section 1.2, where you are attempting to achieve
the maximum likelihood,
L (d1, . . . , dN |θ̂1, . . . , θ̂N) ≥ L (d1, . . . , dN |θ1, . . . , θN), (1.15)
and thus the parameter values that agree most closely to the data provided. One
of the benefits of using the maximum likelihood prescript is that the MLE’s become
the unbiased minimum variance estimators as the sample size increases [17]. The
minimum variance estimator produces the lowest variance for any possible values of
the parameters considered. On the downside a small sample size can lead to a strongly
biased result.
1.1.7 Marginalisation
In Section 1.1.5 the marginal probability is described as the probability that P (X)
occurs regardless of the event Y i.e. P (X) = P (X ∩ Y ) + P (X ∩ Y ′). In this case
there is only a single event that is not of interest, Y , called a nuisance parameter.
In a more realistic and general case there are likely to be p parameters of interest
and an additional n nuisance parameters that are not of no direct interest but still
form a natural part of the problem. As a result we are usually only interested in
the probability of the p key parameters, which is obtained by marginalising over the
nuisance parameters, viz.
P (θ1, ...θp) =
∫ ∞
−∞
P (θ1, .., θp, .., θp+n)dθp+1...dθp+n. (1.16)
Marginalising over the likehood is achieved in exactly the same way since L (θ) =
P (d|θ). In the case of a likelihood with an arbitrary shape, marginalisation must
be performed numerically and is well-suited to Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
methods but in the special case where it is a multivariate Gaussian, the marginalisa-
tion can be performed analytically and simply in terms of the Fisher Matrix (discussed
in the next section).
Here we introduce a simple two dimensional Gaussian likehood and marginalise
over a single parameter (see [20] for similar example). This lays the foundation for
the general analytic solution shown in the next section. Consider the example where
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where A and B run from 1 to 2 and we recognised θ21/σ
2
1 as a Gaussian chi-squared,
setting σ1 =
√




















where each σA can be expressed in terms of the matrix F . In the next section we
examine the origins of F , the Fisher Matrix. It will also be shown in the proceeding
section how we can generalise marginalisation of a multivariate Gaussian likelihood
by subdividing the Fisher Matrix into subcomponents which can then be combined
again to form an analytic solution.
1.1.8 The Fisher Framework
The Fisher Matrix translates errors on observed quantities, measured from an experi-
ment, into constraints on parameters of interest in the underlying model. This makes
it an attractive way to linearly propagate errors given multiple, correlated, measure-
ments with many parameters [21]. As an example, consider an arbitrary function























(δy)−2. This is perhaps the simplest
example of a Fisher Matrix; with a single element, cf. Eq (1.24). Here θ represents
the parameter we want to measure and f the observable quantity (e.g. H(z) or dA(z),
which are defined in Section 2.1 & 2.2).
If we consider a vector of parameters θ = (θ1, θ2, ..., θA, ..) the Fisher Matrix
formalism predicts the constraints on a vector of parameters - such as w0 and wa
- resulting from measurements of one or more observables Xα = Xα(θ, z) (such as
H(θ, z) or dA(θ, z)), each at a range of redshifts, z = (z1, z2, ..., zi, ..) e.g. in a
BAO survey one might measure H(θ, z) and dA(θ, z) at a single redshift, while a
Type Ia supernova (SNIa) survey may measure dL(θ, z) at hundreds of redshifts.
There are therefore three indices in general to keep track of, (A, α, i) corresponding
to parameter, observable and redshift. The number of observables is arbitrary and
combining results from independent observables is essentially trivial, hence we will
often suppress observable index, Xα = X for simplicity. Boldface indicates the entire
vector, either of parameters θ, observables X or redshifts z.
The Fisher Matrix estimates not only the individual errors on the parameters, θ,
evaluated at a given input or fiducial set of parameters θ = θ∗, but also the correla-
tions between them, leading to the characteristic Fisher error ellipsoids (ellipses if only
pairs of θA are considered). To make this clear, consider the likelihood, L = P (d|θ),
for a general survey, which gives the conditional probability of observing the data
d = (d1, d2, ..., di, ..) assuming the cosmological model θ is correct. We can expand
the likelihood around the fiducial model:
ln L (θ∗ + δθ) = ln L (θ∗) +
∑
A


































δθAδθBδθDδθE + ... ,
(1.22)
where ∂A ≡ ∂θA represents the partial derivatives with respect to the parameter θA.
The first term in the expansion is a constant depending on the fiducial model. The
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point of maximum likelihood, hence the first derivative of the likelihood vanishes.
The third term is the curvature matrix (Hessian) of the likelihood, and is the term
used in the Fisher Matrix which is formally defined as the expectation value of the






































Figure 1.6: The link between model curves, data and error ellipses [2] – Here
we show how a simulated survey measuring the angular diameter distance, dA(z),
with 6% error in ten bins between 0.1 < z < 3, assuming ΛCDM, translates into
an corresponding Fisher error ellipse for the w0 − wa plane in the right panel. The
parameter values shown in left panel for the horizontal black solid line, blue dot-
dashed line and orange dashed line are then depicted with their respective position in
the w0 − wa plane on the right in a corresponding colour. The parameters which are
a poor fit to the data fall outside the error ellipse, e.g. orange dash line on the left
and orange cross on the right, while better fitting parameters fall inside the ellipse,
e.g. the horizontal solid black line where dA − dA,ΛCDM = 0 on the left and the black
solid dot on the right at (w0 = 1, wa = 0).
Using the general chi-squared statistic for correlated data from Section 1.1.6,
where the observable X is expressed in terms of the theoretical value of the observable
Xi evaluated at the redshifts zi and data for that specific observable is given by di.
This gives a likelihood L ∝ exp(−∆T C−1∆/2) where ∆ ≡ X − d as introduced
previously. Substituting the above expression for the likelihood into Eq. (1.23) con-












































where ∂C/∂θA is the derivative of the data covariance matrix with respect to the
parameter θA which is assumed to vanish in the second equality implying that the
data errors are independent of cosmological parameters. This is often the case, e.g.
the errors on measurements of Type Ia supernova (SNIa) flux are independent of the
dark energy parameters w0, wa to good accuracy. The second equality also requires
that the data are uncorrelated, in which case C is diagonal with entries σ2i , with the
σi the 1σ error on the i-th data point.
In the case where we have multiple independent measurements of different ob-
servables Xα (e.g. H(z) and dA(z)), the total Fisher Matrix is just the sum of the
individual Fisher matrices indexed by α. Similarly, if we have independent prior in-
formation, this is encoded in a prior matrix between the cosmological parameters. In
this section we will refer to the prior on a single parameter θA as Prior(θA) = (∆θA)
−2,
where ∆θA is the uncertainty on the parameter as measured from prior surveys. In
the case where the different measurements are not independent, they must be com-
bined with the suitable data covariance matrix. The inverse of the Fisher Matrix,
F−1AB, provides an estimate of the error covariance matrix for the parameters θA, as
we now expand upon.
As discussed in Section 1.1.7 marginalising over n nuisance parameters when we
have a p + n-dimensional likelihood reduces to only a function of p key parameters:
L (θ1, ...θp) =
∫ ∞
−∞
L (θ1, .., θp, .., θp+n)dθp+1...dθp+n. (1.25)
If we further assume that the likelihood is a multivariate Gaussian then an analytic
solution was shown to be possible in Section 1.1.7. With the concept of a Fisher
Matrix now formally introduced we are able to expand on this initial illustration
where we now have a general p + n-dimensional Fisher Matrix which can be written







where Θ is the p × p sub-matrix corresponding to the parameters of interest, O is
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parameters of interest3 and N is the n×n matrix representing the nuisance parameters
we wish to marginalise over. The marginalised Fisher Matrix for the parameters of
interest is then given by [22]:
F̃ = Θ −ON−1OT, (1.27)
where the first term is the matrix of the reduced parameter space of interest, the sec-
ond term encodes the effects of the marginalisation over the other nuisance parameters
and T represents matrix transpose.
As we mentioned before, the inverse of the Fisher Matrix provides an estimate
of the parameter covariance matrix. For an unbiased estimator (that is one whose
expected value of θ is equal to the fiducial model θ∗ assumed to be correct), and in the
case where one does not marginalise over any other parameters (i.e. we consider all






while in the more realistic case that one wants to marginalise over all the other




i.e. one first inverts the Fisher Matrix, then takes the AA component of the resulting
matrix. One can show that the latter is always greater than or equal to the former,
i.e. marginalisation cannot decrease the error on a parameter, and only has no effect
if all other parameters are completely uncorrelated from the parameter of interest.
Note that in the case where the likelihood is exactly Gaussian in the parameters, the
Cramér-Rao bound becomes an equality and not just a lower bound.
Since Fisher Matrix analysis assumes the likelihood is a multivariate Gaussian,
contours of constant probability are ellipsoids within the Fisher formalism. These
ellipsoids (ellipses for two parameters) are given by solving the equation,
∆θTF̃∆θ = β, (1.30)
where ∆θ = θ − θ∗ is the parameter vector around the fiducial model, θ∗, and β
is a constant determined by the desired confidence level and the number of param-
eters. For two parameters, the 1 and 2 − σ contour levels correspond to β = 2.31
3If O = 0 then the nuisance parameters have no impact on Θ.











and 6.17 respectively [22,23]. In Chapter 5-6 the Fisher4Cast software is introduced
and its applications highlighted. This is a toolbox, written in Matlab, which aims to
automate the Fisher Matrix calculations in a completely general way, while adding
numerous additional cosmological specific features to help with survey forcasting in
the Graphical User Interface (GUI). The Fisher4Cast GUI allows plotting of both
1- and 2-dimensional contours and hence always marginalises the full 5-dimensional
Fisher Matrix to achieve this. Marginalisation over some or all of the other param-
eters can be effectively switched off by making the corresponding diagonal elements
of the prior matrix very large. The Fisher Matrix and the corresponding ellipses
provide the Gaussian estimate for how well the parameters of the model will be con-
strained by a given experiment assuming the true model is that at which the Fisher
Matrix was evaluated (e.g. ΛCDM). This is illustrated in Figure 1.6, which shows
the 1 − σ error ellipse around the fiducial ΛCDM model with the coefficients in the
Chevallier-Polarski-Linder (CPL) [8,9] parameterisation (w0, wa) = (−1, 0), for a sur-
vey consisting of measurements of the angular diameter distance between redshifts of
0.1 and 3. Values of w0, wa inside this ellipse will have expected likelihoods that differ
from the fiducial model by less than 1 − σ. The Fisher Matrix allows us to estimate
which sets of parameter values we will be able to rule out at a given significance level
if the fiducial cosmological model is correct.
1.2 Optimization
A general problem that is common to a wide spectrum of endeavours is using a limited
resource in the most effective way. This usually means that a maximum return or
minimum cost is desired for a given situation and its associated constraints. A simple
example would be finding the shortest distance between two points or possibly the
fastest route between two points, while the limiting factors would be the top speed
of the transport being using and the roads or paths available between the two points.
This is the domain of optimization and it is used in a myriad of applications from
industry to finance.
This also extends to cosmology where optimization has become more common
place [24, 25]. Selecting an optimal subset of targets from a large catalog would
be a simple example of how optimization can have a very real impact on everyday
astronomy and cosmology, as shown in [26].
Optimization can be defined as the process of maximising or minimising a func-
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analytically, where possible, or else through heuristic algorithms, when not possible.
Here we define a global minimum for a function as being:
Given f : Rn → R,
find x∗ ∈ Rn such that f(x∗) ≤ f(x), ∀x ∈ Rn.
There are three characteristic elements to an optimization problem:
1. The objective function or figure of merit (FoM) represents the function that is
to be optimized.
2. A set of variables which the objective function is dependent on, e.g. parameters
of a model, x.
3. A range of constraints that are applicable, e.g. non-negative time.
Constraints, however, are not always provided or required and these unconstrained
problems are an important field of study.
In Figure 1.7 we illustrate the difference between a local and global minimum. A
local minimum, x∗B, is the minimum in a given region, B (which is shaded), while
the global minimum, x∗, is the true minimum in the entire search space considered.
These two minima can be placed in a more rigorous context where, x∗B, is defined as,
f(x∗B) ≤ f(x), ∀x ∈ B,
and B ⊂ S ⊆ R where S represents the search space. While the global minimum is
defined as,
f(x∗) ≤ f(x), ∀x ∈ S.
It is customary in the unconstrained case to use S = Rn, where n is the dimension of
x.
Optimizing problems can in the simplest cases be solved analytically but often
more difficult problems have a level of complexity that makes an analytic solution
impossible. In the case of the more simple problems deterministic algorithms are
used which often employ numerical methods. An example of some of the more popu-
lar deterministic algorithms are the Newton-Raphson method, Steepest Decent [27],
Scaled Conjugate Gradient [28], and Quasi-Newton methods [29]. In contrast the












Figure 1.7: Global and Local Minima – Here a function5 is shown to help dis-
tinguish a local minimum, x∗B in the shaded region B, from the global minmum, x
∗
across the whole space.
cated approach and for this purpose heuristic algorithms are employed.
A heuristic algorithm abandons the notion of an exact solution and rather employs
a methodology of trial and error to reach an optimal solution. We can understand
this in simple terms by taking the example of packing a suitcase. It would be very
difficult to formulate an analytic solution of how we can pack the content of a bag
for all varieties of content and containers in the most compact way. A strategy that
is general and reliably good is to first pack the larger things and progressively pack
the smaller content on top of that, into the bag. This is a heuristic procedure.
1.2.1 Standard Algorithms
There is no standard recipe for generating optimizing algorithms but nature is often
used as a good starting point since it has developed dynamics that favour finding the
best outcomes and does so in a diverse range of ways. A prime example of this would
be the evolutionary strategy employed by a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [30–33] which
uses the principle of cross breeding and mutation of genes to formulate an optimal
solution. Other optimization algorithms often used include Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) [34,35], Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [27], Simulated Annealing (SA) [36]
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and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [37, 38].
Each of these optimization techniques has their own strengths and weaknesses
which makes them better suited to particular applications. GA and ACO are powerful
techniques but they can be complicated to implement and generally require a great
deal of expertise to successfully be used. In the remainder of this introduction we
will be concentrating on SA and PSO which are more simple to apply to a diverse set
of problems and become the focus of Chapter 3. We next look at SA in more detail
which has a very basic algorithm making it easy to code along with being particularly
well suited for a broad range of problems.
Simulated Annealing
Simulated Annealing (SA) [36] is an optimization algorithm which derives its name
from the process of annealing in Metallurgy where a metal is heated to a high temper-
ature and then cooled in a slow and systematic way. This allows the atomic structure
of the metal to become unbonded and then explore an assortment of random configu-
rations while the temperature is high. This facilitates the exploration of lower energy
configurations and the system will favour and eventually settle in these stable states
as the temperature is decreased.
This will generally be the most stable bonded state which in turn will result in the
metal’s strength being greatly increased, provided that the process was started at a
sufficiently high temperature and the cooling is done slowly enough. Figure 1.8 shows
an example where annealing is used as a technique to promote the production of single
crystal silver particles, which in turn are more stable than the silver nanocrystals
deposited in the beginning [4].
The heuristic of a SA optimization algorithm [36] is thus exactly analogous to this
process and relies on the same principle that the system will converge on a minimum
or maximum FoM, where the FoM plays the same role as the bonding energy in
the case of annealing. There is an inherent danger in SA, much the same as in
annealing, that the system can converge to and get trapped in local minima. This
problem typically arises when rapid cooling takes place which doesn’t give the system
sufficient opportunity to exhaust all the energy configuration before converging on
the best option. One effective way of overcoming this is to allow for a probability
of accepting a worse position of a higher FoM. This allows the algorithm to more
broadly explore varying paths and not just limit it search to what appears to be a
better location in the state space. Metropolis and Hastings sampling [39, 40] is a












Figure 1.8: Example of Annealing [4] – This figure shows the emergence of silver
triangular crystals through the use of annealing. This becomes more pronounced with
an increases in size as the period of annealing is extended. Results after an annealing
time of 3 hours (a), 1 day (b), 2 days (c), 3 days (d) 6 days (e) and 8 days (f).
in standard SA6.
We follow a notational convention where a position in the parameter space at a
given iteration, j, is represented by x(j) where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and n is the total
number of iterations. The FoM is returned by the position in the parameter space
and a shorthand is used where FoM(j) represents the FoM of a given position, x(j),
after j iterations.
Next we run through an outline of a standard SA algorithm using MH sampling
with the help of a flowchart, shown in Figure 1.9, and discuss the component of the
flowchart in the proceeding pseudo code. The pseudo code assumes throughout that
the SA algorithm is seeking the minimum FoM.
Pseudo Code
• Initialize: The first step is to set the initial position and conditions for con-
vergence. Additional values to set to zero would be the current best position
and the number of iterations done. An initial run of a certain number of iter-
ations may also be done before the recording of data begins. This is referred
to as a “burn in” period and is used to help eliminate bad statistics that may
emerge from the initial transient. The necessity for a burn in period is a point
of contention and is discussed futher in [41].
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Figure 1.9: Flowchart for standard Simulated Annealing Algorithm – This
flowchart outlines the required components and sequence to build a standard SA
algorithm. The accompanying pseudo code in the text describes each element listed
in the flowchart. This flowchart also serves as a guideline for the MCMC algorithm












• Set α: At this step we increase α by a set amount as given by the cooling
schedule:
α(j) = 1/T (j) = log(j + 1)/T0, (1.31)
where T0 is a factor (often referred to as the initial temperature) which sets the
rate at which the acceptance probability decreases as the number of iterations
increase. Thus bad steps are less likely to be accepted towards the end of the
run of the algorithm.
• Propose move: Next a new position is proposed:
x(j + 1) = x(j) + σ, (1.32)
where σ is chosen from a proposal distribution which is usually taken to be a
Gaussian. The FoM, of the desired object function, is calculated at the new
position and the difference in the proposed FoM(j + 1) and current FoM(j) is
calculated,
∆FoM = FoM(j + 1) − FoM(j). (1.33)
• Is FoM better?:
- If the newly considered position has a lower FoM than the previous posi-
tion, ∆ FoM< 0, then accept the move to the new position.
• Randomly accept bad move?:
- If the newly proposed position has a higher FoM than the current position
a move wouldn’t normally be allowed. The Metropolis Hastings (MH) algorithm
does however allow these bad moves with a certain probability. This helps to
ensure that the system doesn’t converge in local minima and the algorithm can
“climb” its way out of bad positions to better explore the entire space for a
global minimum. The probability is given by:
P (x(j)|x(j + 1)) = min{1, exp[−α∆FoM]}. (1.34)
Thus if the uniform random number generated, between [0,1], is less than
exp[α∆FoM] then the bad move is accepted.
• Record data: This is an optional step not shown in the flowchart of Figure 1.9
but can be used to record data that can be used for postprocessing analysis.
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position in the parameter space along with the α value at each iteration. The
number of accepted and rejected steps can also be recorded to analyse what the
acceptance ratio of proposed steps was.
• Convergence?: Here we consider the convergence criteria which needs to be
met before the while loop ends. There are a range of criteria that can be used
for convergence. The simplest is to set a fixed number of iterations or a fixed
length of time that the code runs for. More sophisticated methods would set
a threshold of accuracy for the FoM or cease when the FoM doesn’t change
significantly over a set number of iterations (FoM stagnates). If the while loop
is not ended then the algorithm loops back to the second step.
• Output results: This is done once the loop has completed and the statistics
of the run including the best position and value can be displayed, plotted or
written to file.
The well known Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm, which is often
used in combination with the MH sampling method, is equivalent to the SA algorithm
where α = 1. This implies that the acceptance probability, Eq. (1.34), does not change
as a function of iteration.
The overriding factors that contribute to SA being very popular are its basic
code structure which allows for easy implementation to a variety of problems while
being robust and reliably finding the global minimum, even when dealing with a
complex parameter spaces. Although there exist variants on the standard SA there
are none that address the idea of sharing information between multiple chains. This is
further explored in Chapter 3. An optimization algorithm that successfully employs
a strategy of sharing information between multiple particles is PSO, which we next
look at.
Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) first introduced by [37], was inspired by the
sociological behaviour associated with birds flocking and the dynamics at play in
establishing the flock as a collective entity. In nature swarming, establishing a herd
or a flock has many evolutionary advantages since it aids survival and distributing
the responsibility of finding a food source. This underlies the optimization principle













Figure 1.10: Swarm in Nature – Illustration of a flock of birds in the left panel
(Credit7) while a simulated swarm of particles is shown in the right panel (Credit8).
We can build a simple algorithm to mimic the nature of a swarm by assigning an
object function to each of the particles composing the swarm. The object function
is referred to as the figure of merit (FoM) throughout this thesis. The position of a
particle is specified by the vector ~xi(j) and the velocity vector of the same particle is
given by ~vi(j) while its best position up until that iteration is given by yi(j). Each
particle is identified by a subscript i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s} where s is the total number of
particles in the swarm. As before the iteration is given by j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} where n
is the total number of iterations.
This is governed by a simple model of individual birds within a flock (or particles
in a swarm) and how the direction of the individual particle is determined by the
knowledge of its own previous best position and the best position of a neighbouring
bird (global influence). These heuristics combine in such a way as to allow the flock
to swarm and navigate its way through the parameter space until it settles on an
optimum location. The premise is that the collective direction of the swarm is de-
pendent on the findings of the best prospects within the swarm and each individual’s
best previous position. This means that the individuals or particles from within the
swarm share information between each other and the best location is accelerated to-
wards while being tempered by the individuals own previous best position prior to
that information being known.
The highest FoM of any particle within a neighbourhood is found and then all the
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swarm. All the particles then jointly accelerate towards both the best position of the
highest FoM of a given neighbourhood, ŷ(j), and their own previous best position,
yi(j). This process can be quantified in the velocity equation for each iteration,
~vi+1(j) = η~vi(j) + c1r
1




i (j) [ŷ(j) − ~xi(j)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
global influence
(1.35)
where c1 and c2 are called the acceleration coefficients and the FoM at the current
position is given by x(j). The stochastic component of the equation is composed
of the two random numbers, r1i and r
2
i , which allow each particle, i, to be weighted
randomly in favour of either the personal or global influence. The personal and global
influences are also known as the cognitive and social interaction components. In order
to then update the position of each of the particle, i, we simply add the velocity of
that particle to its current position,
~xi(j + 1) = ~xi(j) + ~vi(j + 1). (1.36)
There are two predominant forms of PSO, global best and local best models. The
distinguishing factor between these two models is the range of particles considered in
order to locate the best FoM. In the case of the global best models the entire swarm
is considered while in local best models only a defined neighbourhood is considered.
The global best model has the advantage of being able to converge very quickly on a
solution but this is done at the cost of generality. This makes it more susceptible to
converging on local minima while the local best model doesn’t have the same speed
but it is able to be broadly applied to a function and converging to the true global
minimum with a greater level of confidence.
Next we run through an outline of a typical PSO algorithm with the help of a
flowchart, shown in Figure 1.2.1, and discuss the component of the flowchart in the
proceeding pseudo code.
Pseudo code
• Initialize: Here we initialize the position of the swarm. We also specify the
number of particles in the swarm along with the convergence criteria. This
could include a set number of iterations or a threshold FoM value.
• While loop: We test to see if the convergence criteria has been met and whether
the loop should terminate.












Figure 1.11: Flowchart for a Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm –
This flowchart outlines the required components and sequence to build a PSO al-
gorithm. The accompanying pseudo code in the text describes each element listed in
the flowchart. The multiple layered functions in the flowchart indicate those specific
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particles in their current positions.
• Choose particle with best FoM: We next determine the best FoM for all particles
in a defined neighbourhood (could be small or be the entire swarm).
max{~xi(j)} (1.37)
where i = 1, 2, . . . , r and r defines the size of the neighbourhood.
• If best FoM:
- If the newly evaluated FoM is better than the previous best global FoM,
then replace it as the new best global FoM.
• Calculate velocity: Next calculate the velocity, using Eq. (1.35), for each of the
particles using the best FoM of the individual particles up until that iteration,
yi(j), and the current best global FoM, y(ĵ).
• Update position: We now update the position, using Eq. (1.36), of all the par-
ticles using the newly calculated velocity and adding it to the particles current
position.
• End while loop: We now loop back to the second step of checking to see if the
convergence criteria has been met yet. If not we continue the loop and follow
the same procedure else we proceed to the output of the data.
• Output results: This is done once the loop has completed and the statistics
of the run including the best position and FoM can be displayed, plotted or
written to file.
In the simplest version of PSO only a global best is considered and there is no
accounting for each particle memorizing its previous best FoM. The version of PSO
described above is thus slightly more complex than the very simplest incarnation of
PSO but most variants build on a version of this form. It thus helps to show the
interplay between local and global influences in the PSO heuristic.
The strength of PSO lies in the fact that it can share information between the
particles. This can lead to quicker convergence times in complex problems. The
disadvantages are that it is a more complex algorithm to implement and can have a
longer run time than for example SA. The intriguing question that arises is how we can
combine the strengths of both PSO and SA to provide a better hybrid optimization












differing optimization algorithms on an equal footing to identify the most promising
candidates.
1.3 Conclusion
This chapter introduced basic statistical elements culminating in the Fisher Matrix
formalism. This becomes an important aspect of Chapter 5 and 6 where a software
suite able to do Fisher Matrix calculations is presented and its capabilities explored.
In addition the concept of optimization and some standard heuristic algorithms were
introduced and reviewed. This forms a basis for Chapter 3 which discusses a new

























“In the beginning the Universe was created. This has made a lot of people
very angry and been widely regarded as a bad move.”
Douglas Adams
Cosmology is a vast field and usually requires a broad exposition to grasp its
complexity. Fortunately there are only certain fundamental aspects of cosmology
that pertain to the upcoming chapters and can be summarised in a self contained
introduction presented here. For a more thorough review see [20, 42–44].
2.1 Einstein Equations
The Einstein equations provide a link between the geometry of spacetime, Gµν , and
the stress-energy tensor, Tµν , of matter:
Gµν ≡ Rµν −
1
2
gµνR = 8πGTµν. (2.1)
Here Gµν is the Einstein tensor and Rµν is the Ricci tensor [43] which is dependent
on the metric, gµν, and its derivatives. While R is the Ricci scalar formed from the
contraction of the Ricci tensor R ≡ gµνRµν while G is Newtons’ constant. The key
geometric building block is the metric:
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν, (2.2)
which describes the curvature of any space. The Einstein equations, in Eq.(2.1),
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identities, which state that
Gµν ;ν = 0 = T
µν
;ν, (2.3)
where the subscript ; is shorthand for the covariant derivative [43]. The resulting
set of ten nonlinear coupled partial differential equations are challenging to solve and
exact solutions are only known in special cases, typically with high symmetry. Fortu-
nately the universe is close to isotropic in both galaxy counts, see Figure 2.1, and the
Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), see Figure 2.2. An additional simplification
is given by the Copernican principle which states that the universe is homogeneous
or invariant under spatial translations. While homogeneity has not yet been proved
convincingly [45, 46] it is the simplest starting point and leads to predictions that
are in good agreement with observations. Combining the simplification of isotropy
and homogeneity leads to the Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) space-
times [20, 42–44], which is the most general constant curvature spacetime:
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2
[
dr2




where dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 and k = −1, 0, +1 represent the three cases of spatial
curvatures (open, flat, closed). The signature in Eq. (2.4) is [−1, 1, 1, 1]. In Figure 2.3
an example of an exotic space with constant negative curvature is shown.
The radiation from a distant astronomical object, s, moves to progressively longer
wavelengths as it recedes from an observer, o, due to the background expansion of
the universe. This measure of displacement from an observer is called the redshift, z,











where a0 is the value of the scale factor today. The energy-momentum tensor of a
perfect fluid is given by,
Tµν = (ρ + p)UµUν + pgµν, (2.7)
where Uµ is the fluid four vector. This is a standard way in which to model the
energy-momentum sources and assumes an isotropic pressure, p, and energy density,
ρ.
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Figure 2.1: Isotropy in NVSS Data – The left panel shows the NRAO VLA Sky
Survey (NVSS) which is a whole sky survey north of declination δ > −40◦ with
sources above 100mJy. The right panel shows a “zoomed in” view (blue region in
left panel) above δ > 75◦ with sources greater than 2.5mJy. The result shows the
discrete sources across the sky to be extremely isotropic. Note that this figure is good
evidence for isotropy, but is not strictly a proof. It would in principle be possible to
take distributions of galaxies at different redshifts which are very anisotropic taken
separately but which, when combined, give an isotropic distribution. This is very
fine-tuned however, especially as the isotropy is preserved at different flux limits
(Credit1).













while the combination of both the time-time components, G00, and the space-space





(ρ + 3p). (2.9)
as described in [20] on page 151. Energy momentum conservation dictates that,
ρ̇ + 3H(ρ + p) = 0. (2.10)
The density required to ensure that Eq (2.8) produces a zero spatial curvature (k=0)
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Figure 2.2: COBE 4 Year DRM Results – Each of these three panels shows the
variation of temperature for the CMB across the sky. The top panel shows a tem-
perature scale between 0 Kelvin (blue) and 4 Kelvin (red). This shows a completely
uniform temperature across the sky, thus substantiating the isotropic assumption.
The middle panel shows a scale which ranges between 2.721 (blue) and 2.729 Kelvin
(red). This produces the dipole anisotropy that results from the motion around the
Sun relative to the rest frame of the CMB. The bottom panel shows the anisotropy
map with the dipole removed. The plane of the Milky Way still however remains and
runs horizontally across the center of the image (Credit2).
The Universe is composed of differing components of energy density, which are diluted
as the Universe expands depending on their equations of state parameter w. Each












where each of the subscripts r, m and DE represent radiation, matter and dark en-
ergy respectively. The later is responsible for fuelling the accelerated expansion of
the Universe and is often assumed to be a cosmological constant, as described in Sec-
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Figure 2.3: Negative Curvature – A unique illustration (Credit3) of a pseudosphere
which is a hyperbolic surface with constant negative curvature not often seen.
the above two equations (Eq (2.11) & Eq (2.12)):
H(z) = H0E(z) ≡ H0
√
Ωm(1 + z)3 + Ωk(1 + z)2 + (1 − Ωm − Ωk)f(z, w0, wa),
(2.13)











where w(z) is the equation of state parameter is defined as w(z) ≡ ρ/p. The total
energy density is composed of the sum of its four sub-components,
Ωr + Ωm + ΩDE + Ωk = 1, (2.15)
where the subscripts r, m, DE and k are representative of radiation, matter, dark
energy and curvature. There have been three distinct eras of dominance spanning
the evolution of the universe. Determining dominance is a measure of which energy
density contributes the most to the total energy density. Each of the contributing
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where i applies for radiation, matter and dark energy. The energy density for cur-
vature can be obtained via the constraint that the sum of the other components is
unity, as shown in Eq. (2.15). Each of the energy densities have been experimentally
measured by a range of cosmological probes and the results are listed in Table 2.1.
The energy components of radiation is often neglected due to its very small con-
tribution to the total energy density (∼ 104 smaller than matter and dark energy). It
accounts for electromagnetic radiation and relativistic matter (e.g. neutrinos) with
w = 1/3 resulting in a4 for Eq. (2.16).
The energy density of matter has two sub-components composed of baryonic, Ωb,
and non-baryonic or “dark matter”, ΩDM, the latter being inferred from observations.
When cold dark matter (non-relativistic) is considered the resulting pressure for both
components of matter is zero which leads to an equation of state parameter of w = 0
producing a3 for Eq. (2.16).
Finally dark energy, the force that drives the acceleration of the universe, is often
assumed to be equivalent to the cosmological constant Λ for simplicity. This is dis-
cussed in more detail in Section 2.5.1. An equation of state parameter parameter in
this case is given by w = −1 resulting in ΩDE(a) = ΩDE(a = 1) from Eq. (2.16).
Measured Cosmological Parameters
Tests of Geometry
Probe Reference Ωb ΩDM ΩDE
CMB [12] 0.0441 ± 0.003 0.214 ± 0.027 0.742 ± 0.030
CMB + BAO + SNe [12] 0.0462 ± 0.002 0.233 ± 0.013 0.721 ± 0.015
SNe Ia [47] 0.31 ± 0.21 0.80 ± 0.31
SNe Ia + BAO [47] 0.27 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.08
BAO + SNe + CMB [48] 0.252 ± 0.027 0.743 ± 0.047
Tests of the Growth of Structure
Clusters + CMB [49] 0.265 ± 0.016 1 − Ωm
Table 2.1: Measured Parameters by Combining Cosmological Probes – The













In an expanding universe we need a more general notion of distance than that offered
by Euclidean geometry. A comoving distance can be used as a means to keep the
measured distance between points invariant under an expanding background. We




















where “sinn(x)” denotes sinh(x) when Ωk > 0, sin(x) when Ωk < 0, and x when
Ωk = 0. We next define standard measures of distance which can be extracted from
observational quantities.
The angular diameter distance, dA(z), is defined as the ratio of the object’s phys-
ical transverse size to its angular size (in radians). We are thus able to convert the
angular separations between two objects, from an observers viewpoint, into the proper






The flux received from a distant source decreases spherically symmetrically the
further away it is. If we know the intrinsic luminosity we are able to calculate how far
away the object is. This is what makes standard candles4 such as Supernova, discussed
in Section 2.4, so important in determining astronomical distances to source galaxies.






A useful expression that relates all three of the above distance measures in terms of
each other, is given by:
dL = (1 + z)DM = (1 + z)
2dA, (2.21)
where the angular diameter distance is multiplied by one factor of (1+z) from the loss
of energy of the photon being stretched by the expanding universe, and an additional
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factor of (1 + z) due to time dilation.
A common form of expressing distances in astronomy is the distance modulus, µ.
This is given in terms of the apparent magnitude, m, (the apparent brightness of an
object at its true distance from the observer) minus the absolute magnitude, M (the
brightness of that object if we were 10 parsec away) [50]:






where dL is measured in parsec.
2.3 Cosmic Microwave Background
Figure 2.4: Timeline of the Universe [5] – As inflation expanded the universe,
the plasma of photons and charged particles grew far beyond the horizon. During
the recombination period about 380,000 years later, the first atoms formed and the
Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation was emitted. After another 300
million years, radiation from the first stars reionized most of the hydrogen and helium.
Note that in most inflationary models all energy densities apart from the inflaton are
redshifted away and are thus negligible. This implies that there would be no plasma
of photons and charged particles during the period of inflation.
The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) is still in evidence today and surpris-
ingly we can see its remnants in something as mundane as tuning a television set
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In 1965 a mysterious background noise on their radio antenna led Arno Penzias and
Robert Wilson from AT&T Bell Laboratory to discover the CMB [51] which substan-
tiated the Big Bang theory. The Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) [52] satellite
was launched in 1990 to measure the spectrum of the CMB radiation and confirmed
the expected temperature fluctuation from place to place in the sky. The subsequent
CMB experiments progressively improved on these initial measurements. This culmi-
nated in the launch of the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) [53, 54]
satellite in 2001 which has produced the most accurate measurement of the temper-
ature fluctuations to date. This has lead to data that confirmed cosmological theory
and can be used to determine the age, composition and geometry of the universe.
Peebles and Yu [55] successfully described the origins of the CMB as emerging from
a universe which was a hot dense plasma composed of photons, electrons and protons.
Figure 2.4 shows an overview of how the universe evolved over time. During the
radiation-dominated phase, photons coupled to electrons through Thomson scattering
while the electrons were coupled to the baryons through coulomb interaction. This
formed a tightly coupled system known as the photon-baryon fluid. As the universe
expanded so it cooled until at T ∼ 3000K, known as “Recombination” (z = 1089),
neutral Hydrogen was formed. At this point the photons decoupled and began free
streaming towards a present day observer who would be able to note the small changes
in temperature over the sky. It is these temperature differences on the surface of last
scattering that account for the anisotropies we see5 in the CMB today.
Inflation [56] predicts an exponential growth of the universe which smoothed out
the majority of inhomogeneities. This is supported by the findings of COBE which
found remarkable isotropy across the entire sky at one part in 105. It is believed that
quantum fluctuations grew from a subatomic scale to an astrophysical size during
inflation. Once inflation ceased these fluctuations became the density perturbations
which gave rise to the observed anisotropies.
The tug-of-war between the attraction of gravitation and repulsion of radiation
lead to an interplay where acoustic waves where produced in the coupled photon-
baryon fluid. If we imagine the sound waves oscillating with time through the
primordial plasma from inflation until recombination. The regions of longitudinal
compression resulted in an increase in temperature while an alternating decrease in
temperature occurred in the areas of rarefaction.
The size of these oscillations across the two-dimensional spherical surface can be
quantified as an expansion in terms of spherical harmonics, Ylm, of the temperature
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Figure 2.5: Angular Power Spectrum of CMB [5] – This shows that at large
scales (c) the variations are not very noticeably but there is a strong peak depicting the
largest contrast in variation at angels of about one degree across (d). This maximum
then gradually decreases as we go to ever smaller scales (e).
























P ml (cos θ)e
imϕ, (2.25)
where P ml are the associate Legendre functions with l and m the integers such that




l′m′(θ, ϕ)dΩ = δll′δmm′ , (2.26)
where dΩ = sin θdθdϕ. Each multipole is given by the integer value of l where l = 1
is the monopole, l = 2 is the dipole etc. This is depicted in Figure 2.6. A higher
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ILC l =  2
l =  3 l =  4
l =  5 l =  6
l =  7 l =  8
Figure 2.6: Multipoles of the CMB – Shown here (Credit6) are fits of the low
order CMB multipoles from l = 2 to l = 8 for the WMAP data.
The Cl’s can be defined in terms of the alm’s:
〈alma∗l′m′〉 = δll′δmm′Cl, (2.27)
where 〈alm〉 = 0. This allows us to define Cl =
∑
m |alm|2 and makes for a simple
means to plot the power spectrum in terms of l(l + 1)Cl versus l. As shown in
Figure 2.5 where the first predominant peak is at l ∼ 200, which equates to about 1◦
across. The accompanying box figures overlayed inside the angular power spectrum
plot show the temperature fluctuations for large scales (c), 1◦ - which shows the
sharpest contrast in fluctuations - (d) and very small scales (e).
The photons that are streaming from the surface of last scattering have had little
interaction with matter since decoupling, resulting in a clear snapshot of how the
universe looked when it was 380, 000 years old. There are however two weakly con-
tributing effects that can alter the anisotropies observed. The Integrated Sachs-Wolfe
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regions) or blueshifted (in underdense regions) as they pass through gravitational po-
tential wells on their path to an observer [58]. While the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect is
due to inverse Compton scattering which transfers some of the energy from electrons
to CMB photons, see [59] for a review.
Measurements made from the first peak of the angular power spectrum point
to a universe that is spatially very close to flat. In addition the data from the
CMB experiments can help constrain several cosmological parameters in particular
when used in combination with other cosmological probes. Importantly any new
cosmological model proposed that may account for an exotic form of dark energy or
perhaps a particular parametrisation of dark energy must reproduce an angular power
spectrum comparable to that measured by the most recent WMAP data [11]. Code
has been developed such as CAMB [60] and CMBFAST [61,62] that can help in quickly
testing the plausibility of new ideas by producing an angular power spectrum which
can be compared to the results of WMAP. This technique is used in Section 4.5.1
where a double-step function parametrisation for dark energy in combination with
other constraints is compared to the data for WMAP.
2.4 Supernovae
The two forces in conflict in the universe are the attractive pull of matter and the
repulsive push of dark energy. The most dominant will be the deciding factor in
whether the universe is slowing down or speeding up. It is not clear what the nature
of dark energy is, its density is expected to change slowly or not at all as the universe
expands. Although in the past the density of matter was greater than dark energy,
at present the density of dark energy is in the ascendancy.
Type Ia Supernovae (SNe) are a well suited astronomical candidate to help estab-
lish the expansion history of the universe since they have an intrinsic luminosity. A
Type Ia SN is believed to originate from a white dwarf star which accretes material
from an orbiting companion until it reaches the Chandrasekhar limit. The result
is a very bright explosion outshining the host galaxy and can easily be seen from
ground based telescopes while space based telescopes are able to detect more distant
events. The luminosity function is relatively well understood and calibrated making
it possible to deduce the distance the supernovae occurred at. In contrast Type Ib,
Ic, IIP and IIL SNe are not as reliable as Type Ia SNe at being standard candles due
to the wider range of luminosities that they produce upon exploding, as opposed to












Figure 2.7: Hubble Diagram from Union Supernova Data [6] – In the top
panel the distance modulus is shown of the Union Sample data from Type Ia SNe
constructed with selection cuts and outlier rejection. Each sample is independently
binned in redshift bins of 0.01 with the line being a best fit for Ωm = 0.29 and
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Figure 2.8: Combined Cosmological Probes [6] – The constraints for ΩΛ and Ωm
are shown in the left panel while w and Ωm are shown in the right panel. Confidence
levels of 68%, 95%, and 99.7% are depicted in progressively lighter shades. The
error ellipses are obtained from CMB (orange), Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO)
(green), and the Union Compilation of SNe Ia data (blue). The intersecting region
produces a very tightly constrained error ellipse from the combined data (grey).
Riess et al. [63] and Perlmutter et al. [64] concluded from measurements of Type
Ia SNe that the universe is expanding at an accelerated rate. This was a profound
discovery that lead to the resurgence of the cosmological constant, see Section 2.5.1.
High redshifts SNe are required to substantiate that the current burst of acceleration
is only a recent phenomenon. The chance discovery of an ancient (high redshift) Type
Ia supernova by Riess 2001 [65] on the Hubble Space telescope helped confirm that
there was an initial slowdown of the universe’s expansion before entering the current
late period of acceleration. Figure 2.7 shows a recent compilation of Type Ia SNe
data in a distance modulus diagram. These results can also be used in combination
with other cosmological probes to help contrain cosmological parameters and dark
energy, as shown in Figure 2.8.
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future surveys in Stages7 which will help understand and better constrain dark energy.
Amongst the DETF proposed supernova surveys for Stage-IV are the Supernova
Acceleration Probe (SNAP), Joint Dark Energy Mission (JDEM) and Large Synoptic
Survey Telescope (LSST). These will provide improved accuracy in measuring the
distance modulus and are used in Section 4.3.1 to see if dynamical dark energy can
be detected at low redshift.
2.5 Theoretical Models of Acceleration
In Chapter 4 we will study scalar field models of late time acceleration. It is there-
fore appropriate at this point to give a basic introduction to theoretical models of
acceleration including the cosmological constant and scalar fields in cosmology.
2.5.1 Cosmological Constant - Λ
As discussed in Section 2.1 the Einstein equations reduce to the Friedmann equa-
tions. One of Einstein’s primary interest was to introduce a static universe with
positive energy density. This is possible if you consider a positive curvature, +k, in
Eq. (2.8) but does not resolve the problem in Eq. (2.9) where ä remains non-vanishing
since the pressure p is also considered non-negative. A simple fix was to introduce a




gµνR + gµνΛ = 8πGTµν , (2.28)
where the infamous Λ is introduced as the new parameter. Considering the Friedmann



















The discovery of the expanding universe by Hubble did away with the original
motivation for constructing a static universe and the cosmological constant was re-
nounced by Einstein. There are two key shortfalls that still haunt the idea of the
7Stage-I represents what is known from past surveys. Stage-II is the status after completing
current surveys. Stage-III surveys comprises of near-term, medium-cost, current proposed projects
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cosmological constant. The first is that the terms in Eq. (2.30) are so precariously
balanced that it would only take a very slight deviation to lead to a catastrophic
runaway departure from a static universe.
The second and more recent problem relates to the fact that the cosmological
constant should be equivalent to the energy density of the vacuum. The measured
energy density is however drastically smaller than any theoretical prediction, the scale
of the difference has been described as the most embarrassing problem in physics.
2.5.2 Scalar Field Theory
Scalar field theory has become an important component of modern Cosmology with
well known applications to modeling the matter content of the early inflationary
universe with a non-negative self interacting potential V (φ). A detailed review of
scalar fields is given in [20,42,67] while only a cursory overview will be given here to
familiarise the reader with the required framework used in Chapter 4.
The life of a scalar field begins by introducing the action over a spacetime,
S = −
∫ √
− det gµν L d4x, (2.31)
where the Lagrangian of a standard, minimally coupled, scalar field is given by:
L = 1
2
gµν∂µφ∂νφ − V (φ), (2.32)
and the potential is denoted by V (φ). The energy-momentum tensor for a scalar field
is found by varying metric [42]:




gρσ∂ρφ∂σφ + V (φ)
]
+ gµρgνσ∂ρφ∂σφ. (2.33)
Given you are considering a FLRW metric, these results match the energy-momentum








φ̇2 − V (φ). (2.35)
Using the above relationships for p and ρ and substituting them into Eq. 2.10, which
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homogeneous scalar field in an expanding universe,




As previously discussed the ratio of the pressure to energy density is defined as the
equation of state parameter for the field and is given by wφ ≡ pφ/ρφ.






but to ensure that a scalar field results in an accelerating universe the strong energy
condition must however fail, i.e. w < −1/3. The choice of the scalar field’s potential
determines the dynamics of the field. We next introduce a particular scalar field which
generically arises in particle physics theories involving compactified dimensions [67].
Scaling Field - Tracking Model
A scaling model (also called a tracking model), first introduced by [68], is a scalar
field with a potential that allows it to mimic the dominant energy component of the
universe. An example is the exponential potential [69], which we discuss in detail
below. A tracking model results in a fixed fractional contribution that Ωφ makes to
the total energy density for each appropriate epoch. Figure 2.9 shows, in the left
panel, the nature of a tracking model with the equation of state parameter matching
the dominant phases in the universe’s evolution. In the right panel of Figure 2.9 we
can see how the energy density contribution of ΩDE = ε remains constant until at zt
it begins to grow at the onset of a period of dark energy dominance.
A tracking model arises when we consider a canonical scalar field, φ, minimally
coupled to gravity, with an exponential potential,
V (φ) = M4e−λκφ, (2.38)
as given by [70] where M is a constant with dimensions of mass, λ is a dimensionless
constant, κ2 = 8πG = 8πm−2pl and mpl = 1.22 × 1019 GeV is the Planck mass.
Consider a field evolving in a spatially flat FLRW universe containing a fluid with
a barotropic equation of state w = p/ρ, where p and ρ are the respective pressure and
energy density of the fluid. This results in two attractor solutions for the scalar field,
which depend on the values of λ and wb [70]. In the case where λ
2 > 3(1 + w) the
scalar field will enter into a scaling regime, following the evolution of the background
fluid with wφ = pφ/ρφ = w and Ωφ = 3(1 + wb)/λ
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Figure 2.9: Tracking Scalar Model – In the left panel is shown how the dark energy
equation of state parameter w(z) tracks the dominant epochs of radiation and matter
from recombination z∗ until zt. In the right panel is a schematic illustration of how
the corresponding energy density of dark energy, ΩDE = ε, remains the same from
radiation through to the matter dominated eras until it begins to grow at a redshift
zt where it stops tracking and enters the dark energy dominated phase and continues
to increase until it reaches a value of ΩDE(z = 0) = 0.7, today. In order to achieve
this behaviour w(z) must be negative for a sufficiently long period of time.
the field will be the dominant component of the universe, with wφ = −1 + λ2/3 and
Ωφ = 1.
Consider an early time constraint that can be placed on the value of the energy
density of the field, Ωφ, taken in combination with a scaling field model. This will
set the value of Ωφ to be constant throughout the radiation and matter dominated
epochs until, at the dark energy phase of dominance, it starts growing to reach the
energy density of ∼ 0.7 measured today, illustrated in the right panel of Figure 2.9.
In the next section we discuss Big Bang Nucleosynthesis which can give rise to such
early time constraints [71].
One known shortfall of the single exponential potential scalar field is that it doesn’t
allow for a late phase of acceleration. This can be addressed in two possible ways.
The first is to employ a particular parametrisation for the equation of state from
the point that dark energy becomes dominant. The second is to introduce a double
exponential scalar field potential, as described by [72], which still produces tracking
but does allow for a period of dark energy dominance to arise naturally from the
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2.6 Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
The theory of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) is concerned with the origin and
abundance of light and heavy nuclei. Gamow, Alpher and Herman [73] proposed
the hot Big Bang to explain the existence of all elements while Burbidge, Burbidge,
Fowler and Hoyle [74] calculated the nucleosynthesis process which takes place in
stars and generates elements heavier than Helium over a long time scale. Today we
understand that both these mechanisms contribute to the formation of elements. The
majority of the Helium is forged in the Big Bang while carbon and everything heavier
is the product of nucleosynthesis in stars.
Figure 2.10: BBN Reactions – Here the hierarchy of reactions leading to the pro-
duction of the light nuclei is shown for Big Bang Nucleosynthesis. The numbers
correspond to the reactions listed in Table 2.2. Central to the production of more
complex elements (from 3 onwards) is sufficient production of deuterium, H2 (shown
in green), being available.
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the corresponding numbered reactions listed in Table 2.2. The fractional abundance
of the different elements are depicted in Figure 2.11 as a function of time (top axis)
and temperature (bottom axis).
1 n −→ H1 + e− + ν 7 H3 + He4 −→ Li7 + γ
2 H1 + n −→ H2 + γ 8 He3 + n −→ H3 + H1
3 H2 + H2 −→ He3 + n 9 He3 + H2 −→ He4 + H1
4 H2 + H2 −→ H3 + H1 10 He3 + He4 −→ Be7 + γ
5 H2 + H3 −→ He4 + n 11 Li7 + H1 −→ He4 + He4
6 H2 + H3 −→ He4 + n 12 Be7 + n −→ Li7 + H1
Table 2.2: Order of Reactions for BBN – Here the chemical reactions undergone
during BBN are listed roughly in the order that they occur. The numbers correspond
to those listed in Figure 2.10.
Directly after the Big Bang and baryogenesis the universe was hot, fully ionised
and dissociated. This resulted in a thermal equilibrium between protons and neu-
trons. As the universe expanded the temperature cooled until, at T ∼ 0.8 Mev [75],
the expansion rate matched and subsequently exceeded the weak interaction rate of
protons and neutrons. This meant that the equilibrium could not be maintained any
longer and a fixed ratio of neutrons to protons, 1:6, emerged at a stage called freeze
out. No further reactions were possible at such a high temperature allowing the neu-
trons an opportunity to decay into protons. This pushed the final ratio of neutrons
to protons up to 1:7.
Approximately 100 seconds after the Big Bang the temperature had sufficiently
decreased to allow for deuterium to start forming. This is a fundamental building
block for further reactions to produce heavier elements, as can be seen from Fig-
ure 2.10. The amount of heavier elements that can be produced are thus dependent
on the amount of deuterium that is available. Deuterium is however limited by the
ratio of neutrons to protons (set by the expansion rate) and is only produced for a
certain period of time while the temperature is sufficiently high.
Initially any deuterium formed is broken up again since the background energy
is higher than the binding energy of deuterium. This is known as the deuterium
bottleneck since it limits the production of deuterium until the temperature cools
sufficiently to allow for stable deuterium to remain. A portion of deuterium produced
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Figure 2.11: Evolution of Fractional Composition of Elements during BBN
– Here the evolution of the fractional composition for nuclei abundance (left axis)
is shown shortly after the Big Bang, as a function of time (top axis) and the as-
sociated temperature of the universe (bottom axis). Helium is produced after only
approximately 20 seconds (∼1 MeV) which is followed by smaller amounts of other
light elements (Beryllium, Lithium). The results in this figure (Credit8) are based on
calculations from [7].
universe leads to a temperature that is too low to allow these reactions to continue.
Figure 2.11 illustrates this sequence of events showing the deuterium beginning to
peak after 100s along with the subsequent production of heavier elements.
This represents a snapshot of the particle and element production in a given
period of time (with a corresponding expansion rate) and the abundances are then
set for the rest of the universe’s existence. The exceptions are Be7 and H3 which
undergo radioactive decay to form He3 and Li7 with a half-life of 12 years and 53
days respectively and hence traces of these elements don’t exist from primordial origin
today. The majority of the protons that did not end up forming part of the more stable
He4 remained as free particles. This resulted in an abundance of 25% Helium and 75%
Hydrogen by mass as measured today. Heavier nuclei form only trace components of
the total abundance.
The ratio of protons to neutrons is the key indicator of what the final abundance
of He4 is after BBN and is thus exponentially sensitive to the expansion rate of the
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ratio (expansion rate) can, lead to results that don’t match the measured abundance.
This allows a very accurate means to pin down the expansion rate of the universe.
If, for example, there is a large concentration of dark energy at T ∼ 1 MeV the
expansion rate of the universe would be significantly larger which would lead to an
earlier freeze out altering the neutron to proton ratio and thus changing the final
fraction of He4 produced. Bean et al. [71] show that this allows a constraint of
ΩDE(zBBN) < ε = 0.045. This result together with the tracking model of Ferreira et
al. [69] and the analysis of Doran et al. [76] provide the main starting point for our
analysis in Chapter 4, where we study the implications of this BBN constraint on
dark energy dynamics at low redshifts.
2.7 Conclusion
This chapter presented a self contained summary of cosmology with specific topics
that lay the foundations for the work presented in Chapter 4 and 5. In the first of
these chapters we consider the constraints that BBN imposes on late time dark energy
dynamics when a tracking model is assumed. While in Chapter 5 we highlight the
novel use of a new software package called Fisher4Cast which can produce unique













Optimization is an area of great diversity with broad applicability to industry and
research. Other examples where optimisation is becoming more and more important
in cosmology and astronomy are related to automated searches of large datasets, see
e.g. [77, 78]. Searching for unusual or weird objects is an optimisation problem and
improving the efficiency of the underlying optimisation algorithm is an important way
of maximising the science from future surveys.
It is common in many paradigms to use a very small but well understood group of
standard optimization algorithms. These are simple and proven methods of solving
complex non-linear optimization problems. In this chapter we review the idea of
combining some of the standard algorithms to form a hybrid style algorithm [26].
This is also examined in combination with a multiple-try sampling technique [79]
which results in a completely new algorithm, Hybrid-MTM, that leads to impressive
gains and shows particular applicability to higher dimensional problems.
In the introductory chapter we covered the concept of optimization and intro-
duced some of the well known and commonly used heuristic algorithms. Next we
propose three commonly used standard test functions used in the context of evalu-
ating optimization algorithms. We then compare both the efficiency and accuracy of
these methods with a hybrid algorithm which incorporates aspects of Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and Simulated Annealing (SA). This is done by evaluating each
algorithms performance on the set of test problems introduced over a range of di-
mensions (5 to 50 dimensions) where we look for the best convergence rate to the
minimum after a set number of steps for each of the algorithms. We also look at the
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observed and shows that there exists a great deal of promise for a Hybrid algorithm.
The addition of a new sampling method, called Multiple-Try Metropolis (MTM),
is also considered. This is first used in conjunction with the well known Monte
Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) algorithm and then applied to the newly proposed
Hybrid method. This produces significant improvements with particular applicability
to higher dimensional problem where a billion fold improvement is gained in certain
instances over the commonly used methods.
3.1 Benchmark Problems
There exists a set of well known test problems which are commonly used to apply
optimization algorithms to. These provide good benchmarks for both testing the
efficiency of new algorithms and comparing a range of optimization algorithms against
each other.
3.1.1 Rosenbrock
The Rosenbrock function has a distinct parabolic shaped valley shown in Figure 3.1.
To find this valley is relatively easy but to converge on the actual global minimum






(1 − xi)2 + 100(xi+1 − x2i )2
]
∀x ∈ RN , (3.1)
where N is the number of dimensions being considered. The global minimum of this
function is given at (x1, x2, . . . , xN) = (1, 1, . . . , 1) in general but there also exists a
local minimum for dimensions N > 4 at (x1, x2, . . . , xN) = (−1, 1, . . . , 1).
3.1.2 Paraboloid
The Paraboloid function, shown in Figure 3.2, is a simple example and can easily
be solved by a deterministic Conjugate gradient type of algorithm but yet offers
sufficient complexity to test a heuristic algorithm. This becomes particularly relevant
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Figure 3.1: Rosenbrock function – Shown here is a 2D plot of the Rosenbrock func-
tion where the z-axis gives the logarithm of the Figure of Merit (FoM), log(FoM+1),
in order to highlight the parabolic valley in which the global minima is hidden.
where N is the number of dimensions. The global minima is given by (x1, x2, . . . , xN) =
(0, 0, . . . , 0).
3.1.3 Griewangk Function
The Griewangk function has an overall shape very similar to the Paraboloid test
function but in addition has small and deep dimples which are spaced evenly across
the entire hypersurface. There exists two scales to this problem, one is a long range
curvature to the function which is centered around the global minimum and the
second is a short range curvature which is given by the dimples or local minima. In
most instances these two scales are sufficiently contradictory to render a heuristic















where N is the total number of dimensions. The global minimum exists at (x1, x2, . . . , xN) =
(0, 0, . . . , 0) while there are multiple local minima.
The methodology employed when applying an optimizing algorithm to one of these
test problems is to start from a unique position for each function and then let the
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Figure 3.2: Paraboloid function – A 2D Paraboloid with the z-axis depicting the
FoM and showing the huge scale that is required to cover before converging to the
minima at the center of the function.














Figure 3.3: Griewangk function – A 2D plot of the Griewangk hypersurface where
the z-axis gives the Figure of Merit (FoM), showing the small scale minima or dimples
in the left panel while the overall larger scale curvature is shown in the 1D slice through
the x-axis in the plot on the right.
FoM at each step for a fixed number of steps. In order to get a true reflection of the
performance a total of 50 runs were done for each of the algorithms on each of the
test problems. In each instance the best FoM was recorded at every step and used for
the plots comparing the FoM. This does away with the need for error bars since we
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3.2 Introduction to Hybrid
A unique and promising algorithm which combines aspects of both Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and Simulated Annealing (SA) is aptly named Hybrid [26]. As
opposed to one chain, Hybrid has multiple chains running at the same time which
share information about their position and what the best FoM is amongst the chains
much the same as PSO. This enables each chain to evaluate how its relative FoM,
at a certain position, relates with the other chains and then use this information as
a basis to determine the nature of both the range for a new step and the transition
probability of accepting that new position.
Hybrid incorporates the idea of a traditional cooling schedule, α, applied to the
transition probability as used in SA and in addition applies this idea to the step size
as well. This is implemented by using a multiplicative factor which governs the step
size of all the chains. It gradually becomes smaller in size which in turn tempers and
reduces the step size of all the chains as the number of iterations increase.
To summarise the rational of the Hybrid algorithm. The chains share information
about their relative position and FoM in a collaborative sense. If a particular chain’s
FoM is good relative to the other chains then it will start to take smaller steps since it
would assume that it is close to the optimum position and needs to refine its search.
In contrast if a particular chain is doing very badly relative to the rest of the chains,
then it would start taking more bold, large steps to allow it the opportunity to more
broadly search the space for a favourable position.
Hybrid uses two functions, f and g, to dynamically adapt the proposed step size
of each chain. This is achieved by multiplying both functions with σ0i , which is drawn
from a Gaussian distribution centered around the current position,
σi(j) = σ
0
i (j) × fi(j) × g(j). (3.4)
Here we have employed the same notation as introduced for PSO in section 1.2.1
where the subscript i represents the chain and j the step under consideration. We
first define a ratio of the FoM for a particular chain, i, relative to the average FoM





where N is the total number of chains and we have used a shorthand notation for the
FoM of a given chain, i, at a given position x after j steps, FoMi(j) ≡ FoM(xi(j)).
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of the chains. If a chains current position resulted in a bad FoM compared with the
rest of the chains the ratio would be p > 1 (in the case of minimization) while if it
were doing relatively well p < 1. The piecewise function f is thus chosen to use the






−γ where 0 < p ≤ 1,
mpi(j) + c where 1 < p
(3.6)
where f(j) = f(pi(j)). A cutoff is employed for p where the ratio is only considered
up to a maximum of 2. This limits the maximum contribution of f to Eq. (3.4) and
thus the largest likely step size to be taken for a chain that has a very bad relative
FoM. This prevent the instance of a runaway bad chain which in turn has the negative
effect of “freezing” the progress of the other chains since their ratio p becomes very
small, since the average FoM of the chains becomes unavoidably large. This producing
a small f which in turn results a small σ from Eq. (3.4), producing a set of chains
which make very small step proposals. Eq. (3.6) is a refinement of the equation for
f(j) first introduced in [26].
The factor q acts as a means to gauge the current average FoM, 〈FoM(j)〉, relative
to the initial average FoM, 〈FoM(1)〉,
q ≡ 〈FoM(j)〉〈FoM(1)〉 , (3.7)
where 〈FoM(j)〉 ≡∑Nk=1 FoMk(j)/N . The factor q can then loosely be thought of as
the memory of the chains which give an indicator of how well the chains as a whole
are doing at improving the average FoMs of the chains relative to their initial average
FoM from their starting positions. The factor g is given by,
g = qβ, (3.8)
which gradually tempers and refines the step size to become smaller as q improves
(becomes smaller) or help increase the step size in the event that q becomes larger.
Both f and g can be tailored to suite the nature of the problem under consideration.
Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 list the parameters for m, c, γ and β used in Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.8)
for each of the benchmark problems to which Hybrid was applied.
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SA:
Pi(x(j + 1)|x(j)) = exp [−α(xi(j + 1) − xi(j))] , (3.9)
where α is inversely proportional to the temperature for SA and set to log(1 + j)/T0
as a standard cooling schedule.
If we look at SA and MCMC it turns out that these two algorithms are trivial
to convert and run in a parallel implementation. Hybrid is not as straight forward
unfortunately. The reason for this lies in the fact that it shares information between
the chains while the parallel chains for SA and MCMC can be run completely in-
dependently. There may be a more adept version or implementation of Hybrid that
would be best suited to parallelization but this is left as a question to be addressed
in future work.
We next give a blueprint for writing a Hybrid algorithm by detailing step-by-step
procedures in the pseudo code and accompanying flowchart, shown in Figure 3.4.
3.2.1 Pseudo code
The pseudo code for Hybrid follows a very similar structure to that of SA but with
only two fundamental differences. The first being that there are multiple chains and
the second being that additional variables are calculated and used to reposition a
chain from one step to the next.
• Initialize: We begin by initializing the position and calculate the appropriate
values for f and g given by Eq (3.6) and Eq (3.8). We also set the condition
for convergence.
• Set α: Next we set the cooling schedule, α = log(1 + j)/T0, the same as used
in SA.
• Propose move: Here we use Eq. (3.4) to calculate a newly proposed position.
• Is the proposed FoM better?:
- If the newly proposed position has a lower FoM than the previous position,
then accept the move to the new position. In the case of the test problems
introduced in Section 3.1 the FoM is simply the function value returned for the
current position of the chain for the benchmark problem it is being applied to.
• Randomly accept bad move?:
- If the newly proposed position has a higher FoM than the current position
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Figure 3.4: Flowchart of Hybrid Algorithm – This flowchart outlines the required
components and sequence to build a Hybrid algorithm. The accompanying pseudo
code in the text describes each element listed in the flowchart. The multiple layered
functions in the flowchart indicate those specific subcomponent of the algorithm that
are applied to each chain, i, individually. It owes its origin to the PSO and SA
algorithms and the similarity with these flowcharts can be seen in Figure 1.9 & 1.2.1
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Metropolis Hastings algorithm to allow for bad moves in SA, we do the same for
Hybrid. This helps to ensure that the system doesn’t converge in local minima
and the algorithm can “climb” its way out of bad positions to better explore
the entire space for a global minimum. The probability is given by Eq. (3.9)
and the move is thus accepted if a uniform random number is generated which
is lower than the transition probability.
• Record data: This is an optional step not shown in the flowchart of Figure 3.4
but can be used to record data that can be used for postprocessing analysis.
Data that can be recorded includes the lowest FoM found at each step and its
position in the parameter space along with the α value at each iteration. The
number of accepted and rejected steps can also be recorded to analyse what
the acceptance ratio of proposed steps was. Other data that can be recorded
include the factors for σi, pi, fi, q and g given by Eq. (3.4)-(3.8).
• Convergence?: Here we consider the convergence criteria which needs to be
met before the while loop ends. There are a range of criteria that can be used
for convergence. The simplest is to set a fixed number of iterations or a fixed
length of time that the code runs for. More sophisticated methods would set
a threshold of accuracy for the FoM or cease when the gradient of the FoM
doesn’t change significantly over a set number of iterations. If the while loop is
not ended then the algorithm loops back to the second step. For the remainder
of this chapter we use the simple method of limiting the number of steps (usually
1000 steps).
• Output results: This is done once the loop has been completed and the best
FoM and its position along with the remaining statistics of the run can be
output to the screen or a file.
3.2.2 Hybrid Applied to Test Problems
We will be using the Rosenbrock, Paraboloid and Griewangk benchmark problems
introduced in Section 3.1. These will be used as a means to assess each of the
optimization algorithms and thus be able to compare their relative performance.
In order to make the problems particularly challenging we also vary the range of
dimensions to include 5D, 20D, 35D and 50D cases. This will really test the algorithms
and also minimize the possibility that an algorithm is tuned to a specific dimensional
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So if there are multiple chains and multiple runs, the chain with the lowest FoM at
a given step of all the runs, is recorded as the minimum FoM and used in the plots.
This also explains the lack of error bars for all the results plotted since they represent
a minimum value after 50 runs and not an average.
The discussion in [26] showed both error bars and minima are correlated and
that Hybrid gives less dispersion than the other methods because of the sharing
of information. We decided to focus on the best of the 50 runs as a measure of
performance. Tables 3.1-3.3 list the parameter values for each of the algorithms used
for each of the respective benchmark problems. These parameters were chosen a-
priori to consistently produce good results for any given test function and dimension
without requiring a drastic change in the parameter values. An exact and exhaustive
analysis of the best parameter values for given test problems is left for future work.
In Figure 3.5 a MCMC, SA and Hybrid optimization algorithm are run on the
Rosenbrock test problem. Both the MCMC and SA algorithms are similarly matched
and converge at approximately the same rate towards the minimum. The Hybrid
algorithm is on par with these two algorithms in the case of the five dimensional
example and shows some improvement in the higher dimensional examples. In the
50 dimensional case, this becomes more significant in particular the initial rate of
convergence. The Hybrid algorithm is fundamentally stochastic. Sometimes a random
jump leads to a significant improvement, while at other times it is possible for all
chains to take worse steps.
α gβ f : If p > 1 f : If p < 1 Chains No. Runs
MCMC 0.5 - - - 1 20
SA 0.5 - - - 1 20
Hybrid 0.5 g0.2 13p + 0.2 p1.2 10 20
Table 3.1: Rosenbrock Function – This table lists the parameters used for MCMC,
SA and Hybrid to produce the results plotted in Figure 3.5. The starting point in
each instance for this test function was (x1, . . . , xi) = (−2, . . . ,−2) for all chains while
the range was restricted to xi = [−2.048, 2.048].
For the Paraboloid problem we have the comparisons of the algorithms displayed
in Figure 3.6. This again shows very similar performance between the MCMC and
SA algorithms for all the dimensional cases considered. In the instance of the Hybrid
algorithm there is a more marked improvement for the five dimensional case over the





























































































































Figure 3.5: Hybrid - In the case of the Rosenbrock function Hybrid outperforms
both SA and MCMC consistently, after 1000 steps, for all the dimensions considered.
The FoM is the Rosenbrock function value and the lowest single FoM is plotted at
each step amongst all the chains from the entire set of 20 runs generated.
higher dimensional cases. In the 20, 35 and 50 dimensional problem the other two
algorithms struggle to converging to the minimum while Hybrid successfully manages
to do this in each of these cases. The overall FoM is up to three orders of magnitudes
better in the case of the 50 dimensional problem for Hybrid.
The comparative results for the more complex Griewangk test function are shown
in Figure 3.7. Here the SA algorithm begins to marginally outperform the MCMC
algorithm but this is vastly over shadowed by the impressive way in which the Hybrid
heuristic completely outperforms the other two algorithms. As we have seen in the
two other test problems Hybrid performs progressively better as we consider higher
dimensional instances of the test function. The MCMC and SA algorithm both
struggle in making any sort of progress toward the minimum because of the way





































































































































Figure 3.6: Hybrid – The Paraboloid test function shows an evenly matched set of
results for the 5D case with Hybrid showing a marginally quicker rate of convergence.
For higher dimensions Hybrid however shows a more marked improvement both in
the rate of convergence and the final FoM after 1000 steps. This is consistently an
order of magnitude improvement in the FoM from the standard algorithms of SA and
MCMC.
successfully confuse the heuristics for these algorithm.
3.2.3 Varying step size - σ
To address the question of whether MCMC just requires further tuning to get more
favourable results we choose a set of varying σ values and compare the results again
for the Paraboloid test problems in Figure3.8 while the other two test problems are
shown in Appendix A, Figures A.1 and A.2. There are 10 variations considered from
σ = 1 (lightest shade of blue) to σ = 10 (darkest shade of blue).
A large σ can help improve convergence early on but can also lead to an early
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α gβ f : If p > 1 f : If p < 1 Chains No. Runs
MCMC 1 - - - 1 20
SA 1 - - - 1 20
Hybrid 1 g0.2 20p + 0.1 p2 10 20
Table 3.2: Paraboloid Function – This table lists the parameters used for MCMC,
SA and Hybrid to produce the results plotted in Figure 3.6. The starting point in
each instance for this test function was (x1, . . . , xi) = (20, . . . , 20) for all chains while
the range was restricted to xi = [−30, 30].
α gβ f : If p > 1 f : If p < 1 Chains No. Runs
MCMC 1 - - - 1 20
SA 1 - - - 1 20
Hybrid 1 g0.1 15p + 0.2 p0.2 10 20
Table 3.3: Griewangk Function – This table lists the parameters used for MCMC,
SA and Hybrid to produce the results plotted in Figure 3.7. The starting point in
each instance for this test function was (x1, . . . , xi) = (100, . . . , 100) for all chains
while the range was restricted to xi = [−600, 600].
its way to the true minima. This is reflected in the case of the Paraboloid test problem,
Figures 3.8, where initially the increase in σ speeds up the rate of convergence but
then progressively reaches saturation at higher FoMs as the σ is increased.
A larger σ shows improvement in some instances, in particular the case of the
Griewangk test functions. This is to be expected since an increase in σ effectively
tunes out the small scale curvature of the minima that MCMC would normally get
stuck in and thus ‘smooths’ the test problem to become a more simple Paraboloid
type of function. This is a very specific case of where tuning the σ for MCMC would
produce better results but this strategy would generally not yield any benefit.
It is important to highlight that at best the tuned MCMC matches the results of
Hybrid and no σ consistently performs well throughout the range of dimensions so
potentially a lot of time can be lost in an effort to fine tune the MCMC algorithm.
















































































































Figure 3.7: Hybrid – The Griewangk functions proves particularly testing for SA
and MCMC. Hybrid however performs very well in comparison showing a clear im-
provement in all aspects from 5D-50D. In the 35D case there is an improvement in
FoM of close to two orders of magnitude after a 1000 steps.
3.3 Multiple-Try Metropolis Sampling
A tried and tested sampling technique is Metropolis Hastings (MH) [39, 40] which is
widely used and recognised as the de facto method when constructing Markov chain
algorithms as used in MCMC and SA. This enables a sample to be drawn from a
probability distribution but requires the user to supply a proposal distribution. A
Gaussian distribution is often used as the default in this instances.
MH is an attractive method to use when little knowledge of the target distribu-
tion is available. If one has a good idea of what the target distribution is, then this
information can be used to inform the proposal distribution to improve the rate of
convergence. In practise this usually means assuming a multivariate normal distribu-

















































































































Figure 3.8: Varying MCMC σ – The σ is the proposed step size for the MCMC
algorithm and is randomly selected from the proposal distribution which is assumed
to be a multivariate normal distribution. Illustrated above the σ is varied by a factor
from 1 (lightest blue) to 10 (darkest blue) for the MCMC algorithm. In all cases
an increase in σ shows a faster initial rate of convergence but results in an earlier
saturation at a higher FoM. Hybrid outperforms all variations of MCMC across the
dimensions considered.
appropriate covariance matrix for the proposal distribution to best explore the target
distribution.
Metropolis Hastings sampling can suffer from a low acceptance rate in the transi-
tion probability which translates into a slow rate of progress through the parameter
space. In order to improve the acceptance rate and ensure a reasonable convergence
time one needs to tune either the size of σ or else the transition probability, usually
by introducing and varying a factor α. If for example σ is too large the proposed
steps will regularly be rejected and by contrast if σ is too small nearly all the steps
will be accepted resulting in a random walk through this space but with a very slow
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This problem is compounded in higher dimensions where a well tuned scale pa-
rameter is given by, σ/
√
Dim, where Dim is the dimensions, to ensure a reasonable
acceptance rate. This results in a predictably slow rate of transversing the parameter
space as we consider larger dimensional problems and thus improperly explores the
parameters space when we have a limited amount of processing time.
Liu et al. [79] suggested the Multiple-try Metropolis algorithm (MTM) which is
a modified MH algorithm that overcomes the above shortfall. The major difference
being that multiple proposals are used as opposed to a single proposal per step in
the MH algorithm. The obvious benefit of this is that one has a sample range of
many positions which allows for a wider set of proposals. This leads to an improved
acceptance ratio which is critical to a successfull and speedy convergence. These
elements all combine well for application to higher dimensional problems.
MTM is a very subtle sampling technique and in order to introduce the concept
in an intuitive way we will address a specific instance of MTM to begin with, followed
by the general formalism at the end of this section. The example of MTM given here
is described as MTM(II) in Liu et al. [79] and corresponds to an orientation biased
Monte Carlo [80].
For simplicity we will consider only a single step of a single chain. MTM begins
by selecting k trial proposals, y1, . . . , yk centered around the current position x. In
this case a Gaussian distribution is used to select the points. Each trial position is
given a weighting, wn, and a proposed position, Y , is selected from the trial set, {yi}
with a probability proportional to the weightings of each of the points in the trial
set. A simple case of assigning the weighting is to let it be proportional to the FoM
of each positions in the trial set wn = FoM(yn), where n is an index which runs from
1 to k.
The transition probability, which governs how likely the move from the current
position (x) to the selected proposed position (Y ) is, has to take into account the
fact that multiple trial proposals have been made in order to select Y . Given that we
have multiple proposed positions we now need an equal number of reference points,
x1, . . . , xk from which the selected position Y could have originated. This is addressed
by the reference set, x̂1, . . . , x̂k−1, which samples the points of possible origin and is
centered around the proposed position Y and will also include the original starting
point x = x̂k. Again a Gaussian distribution was used to select these points.
In MH moving from a bad position to a better position guarantees that the move
is accepted; in much the same way MTM wants to ensure that if the proposed move to
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is guaranteed. This is achieved by taking the ratio of the summed FoMs for the trial
set and dividing by the reference set,
P (Y |x) = min
{
1,
FoM(y1) + · · ·+ FoM(yk)
FoM(x̂1) + · · ·+ FoM(x̂k)
}
. (3.10)
MTM is thus focused on how plausible the summed set of proposed points, yn, is
given the set of reference samples, x̂n, centered around the selected proposed position
Y , where n = 1, . . . , k.
To generalise the MTM sampling we begin by defining the weighting to be,
w(x, y) = π(x)T (x, y)λ(x, y), (3.11)








if T (x, y) is symmetric distribution then the weighting reduces to w(x, y) = π(x)




π(y1) + · · · + π(yk)
π(x̂1) + · · · + π(x̂k)
}
(3.13)
which is equivalent to the example introduced in the beginning of this section where
π(x) ≡ FoM(x) and thus producing Eq. (3.10).
The general steps followed when considering an arbitrary weighting, w, and dis-
tribution, T , for MTM are:
1. Draw a set of k trial proposals y1, . . . , yk from T (x, ·). Compute the weightings
w(yj, x) for j = 1, . . . , k
2. Select Y from the set {y1, . . . , yk} with a probability proportional to the weight-
ings given by Eq. (3.11).
3. Produce a reference set of {x̂1, . . . , ˆxk−1} from the distribution T (y, ·) and set
x̂k = x to be the same as the current position under consideration.
4. Accept the step to Y with a probability proportional to
P (Y |x) = min
{
1,
w(y1, x) + · · ·+ w(yk, x)
w(x̂1, Y ) + · · ·+ w(x̂k, Y )
}
. (3.14)
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5. If the step to Y is rejected then remain at the current position, x.
3.3.1 MTM Results
In this section we evaluate how much of an impact the MTM sampling has when
combined with the MCMC and Hybrid algorithms. This is compared with the Hybrid
algorithm which convincingly outperformed SA and MCMC in the previous section.
The results are illustrated in Figure 3.9 , 3.10 and 3.11 using the parameters listed
in Table 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. The same methodology is employed as with all the other
plots where a total of 50 runs is done on each algorithm on each test problem. The
lowest FoM at each step is recorded and plotted, showing the best results over all the
runs. Throughout the range of benchmark problems Hybrid-MTM outperforms its
optimizing counterparts.
In the case of the Rosenbrock test probelm, shown in Figure 3.9, Hybrid and
Hybrid-MTM produce similar results. MCMC-MTM saturates in each of the dimen-
sional cases at less than 100 steps and then doesn’t match the final results of Hybrid
and Hybrid-MTM.
α gβ f(p > 1) f(p < 1) Chains No. Runs k
MCMC-MTM 1 - - - 1 20 10
Hybrid-MTM 0.1 g0.6 1.5p + 0.5 p2 10 20 10
Table 3.4: Rosenbrock Function – This table lists the parameters used for MCMC-
MTM and Hybrid-MTM to produce the results plotted in Figure 3.9 while the pa-
rameters for MCMC remain the same as given in Table 3.1. The parameter k is the
number of multiple trial proposals used per chain. The starting point in each instance
for this test function was (x1, . . . , xi) = (−2, . . . ,−2) for all chains while the range
was restricted to xi = [−2.048, 2.048].
In Figure 3.10 the Paraboloid benchmark functions is shown. Here Hybrid-MTM
outperforms all other algorithms convincingly showing a final FoM in excess of seven
orders of magnitude better than MCMC-MTM for all dimensions. Only in the lower
dimensional case (5D) does Hybrid initially outperform Hybrid-MTM but cannot
match the final FoM produced by Hybrid-MTM. MCMC-MTM also shows gains in
its rate of convergence in higher dimensions but again saturates marginally above the
final FoM of Hybrid.
The final test problem’s results for the Griewangk function is depicted in Fig-

























































































































Figure 3.9: Hybrid-MTM Results – The Rosenbrock functions produces similar
results for Hybrid and Hybrid-MTM from 5D-50D. Hybrid-MTM does generally show
a better rate of convergence and a small but noticeable improvement of the FoM in
all dimensions. MCMC-MTM initially matches the Hybrid algorithms but appears
to saturate early on, steps < 100, and then never converges to the true minima.
with Hybrid only matching the results for the 5D case. The difference in the final FoM
for Hybrid-MTM is again impressive with a eight order of magnitude improvement
shown in the 20D case while a six orders of magnitude improvement is achieved for
the 35D and 50D cases. The MCMC-MTM algorithm shows that it is better suited
to this test problem since it outperforms Hybrid in all the dimensions greater than
5D.
MTM sampling is more complex and evaluates many more points than the stan-
dard MH sampling technique. This would imply that it is a more computationally
intensive method to employ. This may in turn suggest that using the FoM as a func-
tion of steps is not a fair comparison with the simpler and naively faster algorithms of











































































































































Figure 3.10: Hybrid-MTM Results – Hybrid-MTM outperforms both MCMC-
MTM and Hybrid for all dimensions with at least a 105 times improvement in FoM
compared with its nearest rival. The rate of improvement is more prominent in the
higher dimensional cases. Only in the 5D instance does Hybrid initially converge to a
better FoM at a lower number of steps than Hybrid-MTM which ultimately produces
a much better FoM than Hybrid after 400 steps. MCMC-MTM also shows a faster
rate of convergence than Hybrid in the higher dimensional cases (> 20D) but doesn’t
match Hybrid with its final FoM after 1000 steps. These results are for the best FoM
for each algorithm over 50 runs.
as previously presented, applying all the algorithms to the three benchmark problems
across a range of dimensions. In this case however we compare the best FoM for each
algorithm at every step as a function of computational time, given in seconds. These
results are shown for the Paraboloid function in Figure 3.12 while the remaining two
test functions are shown in Appendix A, Figures A.4 and A.4.
It can be seen from the Paraboloid test problem shown in Figure 3.12 that Hybrid-
MTM, despite its added complexity and computational expense, still manages to
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α gβ f(p > 1) f(p < 1) Chains No. Runs k
MCMC-MTM 1 - - - 1 20 10
Hybrid-MTM 0.1 g0.2 2.5p + 1e−3 p2 10 20 10
Table 3.5: Paraboloid Function – This table lists the parameters used for MCMC-
MTM and Hybrid-MTM to produce the results plotted in Figure 3.10 while the
parameters for MCMC remain the same as given in Table 3.2. The parameter k is
the number of multiple trial proposals used per chain. The starting point in each
instance for this test function was (x1, . . . , xi) = (20, . . . , 20) for all chains while the
range was restricted to xi = [−30, 30].
α gβ f(p > 1) f(p < 1) Chains No. Runs k
MCMC-MTM 1 - - - 1 20 10
Hybrid-MTM 0.5 g0.6 5p + 5e−3 p2 10 20 10
Table 3.6: Griewangk Function – This table lists the parameters used for MCMC-
MTM and Hybrid-MTM to produce the results plotted in Figure 3.11 while the
parameters for MCMC remain the same as given in Table 3.3. The parameter k is
the number of multiple trial proposals used per chain. The starting point in each
instance for this test function was (x1, . . . , xi) = (100, . . . , 100) for all chains while
the range was restricted to xi = [−600, 600].
it has such a rapid rate of convergence to very good FoM values. This becomes
particularly more evident as we consider higher dimensional cases. The MCMC-
MTM shows signs of faster convergence, again in higher dimensions, but suffers from
saturating at a high FoM leaving it unable to compete with Hybrid-MTM.
The second favourable aspect of MTM is that it has a high acceptance rate even in
large dimensional problems. It thus successfully averts the problems faced by SA and
MCMC using standard MH sampling discussed in Section 3.3. This factor combines
particularly well with Hybrid’s methodology which allows for a range of step sizes to
be explored in the parameter space and the best option sought out at every step.
The standard algorithms of SA, MCMC and even MCMC-MTM are capable of
taking more steps in the same length of time as Hybrid or Hybrid-MTM but this
doesn’t offer any gains since both Hybrid and Hybrid-MTM still converge to lower
FoM values, even when considering CPU running time. In Figure 3.12 SA, MCMC
and MCMC-MTM are all being run for 3000 steps while Hybrid and Hybrid-MTM





























































































































Figure 3.11: Hybrid-MTM Results – The Griewangk test problem produces results
very similar to the Paraboloid case but with a more dramatic disparity in the rate
of convergence where Hybrid-MTM is far more rapid compared to the other two
algorithms. Here a > 108 times improvement is noted in FoM compared to both
MCMC-MTM and Hybrid in the 20D case. Only in the 5D example is there a similar
rate of convergence and final FoM for both Hybrid and Hybrid-MTM. MCMC-MTM
also shows in the 35D and 50D cases a rapid convergence at close to 1000 steps an
FoM ∼ 0 which then outperforms Hybrid in these two instances.
roughly equivalent but the results still drastically favour Hybrid-MTM and to a lesser
extent Hybrid.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we built on the concepts of non-linear optimization along with the
the commonly used optimization techniques of PSO, SA and MCMC which were
introduced in Section 1.2.











































































































































Figure 3.12: CPU Time – Here a comparison between MCMC, SA, Hybrid, MCMC-
MTM and Hybrid-MTM is done on the Paraboloid test problem to record how the
FoM changes as a function of CPU time recorded in seconds. As higher dimesions
are considered so Hybrid-MTM’s performance improves compared to the other algo-
rithms. Hybrid-MTM, although beaten initially (< 1 sec) by the other algorithms,
rapidly converges to a very good FoM showing excellent performance as a function
of time. MCMC-MTM again also shows that its is well suited to higher dimensional
problems with good convergence to low FoM initially but then reaches a level of
saturation too early to compete with Hybrid-MTM.
trated how combining aspects of both PSO and SA helped it emerge as a more efficient
optimization algorithm. This was highlighted by using multi-dimensional versions of
the Rosenbrock, Paraboloid and the Griewangk functions as test problems. The di-
mensions used were 5D, 20D, 35D and 50D. The three algorithms of Hybrid, SA and
MCMC were then applied to these multi-dimensional test problems. In each case
Hybrid showed a marked improvement in the rate of convergence with a significantly
lower FoM after 1000 steps. The distinction between Hybrid, SA and MCMC became
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In an attempt to gain equal performance out of MCMC to match that of Hybrid,
the step size standard deviation, σ, is tuned across a range from σ = 1 to σ = 10
for each of the test problems. This was found to have mixed results and did not
warrant the extra time needed to successfully tune σ. Even in the event that a good
σ was found, this would not be applicable across the range of dimensions chosen and
would have to be individually tuned for each dimensional case. The tuning is time
consuming, in particular for higher dimensional cases, and does not match Hybrid’s
more robust ability to effectively handle a range of multi-dimensional problems.
Lastly an advanced sampling technique was introduced and reviewed, Multiple-
Try Metropolis (MTM). This was first used in conjunction with MCMC and showed
great promise. When it was combined with Hybrid drastic improvements were noted.
These were particularly evident in higher dimensions where instances of outperform-
ing standard methods by eight orders of magnitude were often encountered. The
computational efficiency of this new sampling method coupled with Hybrid was also
examined by comparing the CPU time on each of the test problems with that of all
the other optimization algorithms. This rather surprisingly showed that in higher
dimensional cases, despite the more complex algorithmic calculations required by
MTM, it more quickly (in CPU time) converged to a lower minimum than its simpler
optimizing counterparts. This can be attributed to the higher acceptance ratio that
MTM sampling maintains in higher dimensional problems which combines well with
Hybrid’s ability to explore a wide range of step sizes and thus allows for greater gains
in finding the minimum effectively in CPU time relative to standard techniques.
In this thesis we have re-explored the MTM and Hybrid methods and, for the
first time, combined them, yielding a new algorithm, Hybrid-MTM, that significantly












Constraints on Dark Energy at low z from BBN
This chapter is partly composed of the work presented in the published paper [1]
while the counter example presented in Section 4.5 is an extension of this work.
In a general dark energy model the dynamics at late times are completely inde-
pendent of the dynamics of the early universe, in other words the values of w(z) at
small and large z can be completely uncorrelated. However in this chapter we will
show that for a popular class of dark energy models known as tracking models (also
referred to as scaling models), there are indeed strong implications for late time dy-
namics given early universe constraints arising from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN)
and the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB).
Both BBN and the CMB limit the amount of dark energy at those respective
epochs to be less than about 5% of the total energy density of the universe [71,76]. In
tracking models, as discussed in Section 2.5.2, the equation of state of the dark energy,
w(z), follows the dominant component at that period. In other words w(z) = 1/3
during radiation domination and w(z) = 0 during matter domination. As a result the
fraction of dark energy, ΩDE(z), is constant in time. This means that any constraint
that applies to dark energy at early times will also apply subsequently while the field
is still tracking and in particular up to some redshift zt at which the field breaks away
from tracking and dark energy becomes dominant, initiating cosmic acceleration.
If we allow only a simple transition from tracking to dark energy domination then
we will show that in these tracking models BBN and CMB constraints imply powerful
limitations on the range of allowed dynamics at z < 1 which will make detecting dark
energy dynamics of such models very difficult and will perhaps have to wait for the
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could be raised with the generality of these results is that the transition from tracking
to dark energy domination might not be simple and may have significant substructure,
e.g. the transition from w = 0 to w ' −1 could proceed via two stages with an
intermediate plateau at wl. Although fine tuned and somewhat unnatural such a
model will allow strong dynamics at z < 1 while still meeting the BBN constraints.
However we show in the second part of this chapter that such models are unlikely
to be compatible with the WMAP [11, 12] angular power spectrum for the CMB.
Our main conclusion therefore is that it is difficult or perhaps impossible to produce
tracking dark energy models that meet all observational constraints and also have
dynamics which will be detectable before the Stage-IV dark energy experiments.
4.1 Recipe for Solving zt
Using the BBN constraint where ΩDE ≤ ε ≡ 0.045 [71] and assuming a tracking scalar
field until the transition from matter dominance to DE dominance, we are able to
calculate the transition redshift, zt, at which the scaling ceases. In this section we
introduce a recipe for determining zt given a general parameterisation of the dark
energy equation of state, w(z), which is specified after the field breaks away and dark
energy becomes dominant (when z ≤ zt). This formalism is used in the next section
where a warm up problem is introduced and subsequently in Section 4.5 detailing a
proposed counter example.
We want a prescription that allows us to solve for zt given a specified w(z) when
0 ≤ z ≤ zt. In order to relate the BBN constraint ΩDE ≤ ε to w(z) we require
an intermediate step of relating ε to f(z), given in Eq. 4.3. First we consider the







ΩDEf(z) + Ωm(1 + z)3
, (4.1)
where the universe is assumed to be flat and composed of matter and dark energy
with densities given today by ΩDE ∼ 0.7 and Ωm ∼ 0.3 while Ωr makes a negligible
contribution and is thus omitted for simplicity.
Applying the upper limit of the BBN constraint at transition between matter
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r(1 − ε)(1 + zt)
3, (4.2)
where r = ΩDE/Ωm. The evolution of dark energy is given by the left side of the











and allows a specific form of w(z) to be considered between z = zt and z = 0. By
solving the expression for f(zt) from Eq.(4.3) and then substituting it into Eq.(4.2)
we are able to solve for zt.
4.2 Linear Parameterisation











Figure 4.1: Linear Parameterisation – Showing the step function (blue line) and
straight line (red dashed line) parameterisation for the dark energy equation of state,
w(z), as a function of redshift, z. In combination with the BBN constraint and
assuming a tracking model the step function parameterisation has a zt = 2.67 while
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Next we consider a warm up problem were we examine what happens after dark
energy stops tracking. We can assume a transition in the equation of state at z =
zt which can take any form of parameterisation to represent the transition but for
simplicity we only consider a step-function and a linear transition from w(z = 0) = −1
to w(zt) = 0.
Although the step-function parameterisation, shown in Figure 4.1, is rather un-
physical it has the benefit of significantly simplifying our calculation. Specifically
when we consider how the integral in Eq.(4.3) reduces to,
f(zt) = (1 + zt)
3(1+wDE). (4.4)







3 ln(1 + zt)
, (4.5)







The best current data suggests a wDE ∼ −1 [81] which when substituted into the
above equation results in a solution of zt = 2.67 where .
Since a step function represents an extremely rapid transition in the parameteri-
sation of the equation of state, a simple straight line between z = zt and z = 0, shown
in Figure 4.1, can be used to evaluate a more gradual transition from matter to dark
energy domination.
Following the same logic as we did with deriving the zt above, we first establish
the form of the integral in Eq.(4.3) for a straight line w(z) = w0 +w1z where w0 = −1
since we assume for simplicity that w(z = 0) = −1. This implies that,
f(zt) = exp [3w1(zt − ln(1 + zt))] , (4.7)









3 [zt − ln(1 + zt)]
. (4.8)
If we substitute w1 from the above equation into w(zt) = w0 + w1zt = 0 and numeri-
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In Figure 4.1 we can note a contrast between the sharp transition of the step
function and the more gradual transition for the linear parameterisation producing a
zt which is much higher for the gradual transition than that of the sharper transition.
This suggests that in general the zt is forced to become higher from the BBN con-
straint as we consider a parameterisation that allows for a more gradual transition.
From the above examples, one can deduce that the smoother or more gradual the
transition from matter to DE domination, the earlier the corresponding transition
redshift takes place, resulting in a larger zt. This can be understood since a slower
change in w(z) results in a longer time to change ΩDE = 0.045 to ΩDE = 0.7. This is
in contrast to a more rapid transition which would result in a much later or lower zt.
By this reasoning we can conclude that a step function will have the lowest allowed
zt for any parameterisation where an equation of state w ≥ −1 is being used.










Figure 4.2: w(z) for Double Exponential Potential [1] – This is for values
−30 ≤ µ ≤ 1 used in Eq. (4.9). The light brown curves correspond to values from
µ = 1 (for which w(0) = 0.8) to µ = 0, w(0) = 1. The dark brown curves are for
a range of negative values of µ which produce a very rapid transition and can be
identified by their characteristic oscillatory nature.
Up until now we have considered parameterisations which are theoretical toy mod-
els and rather unphysical in nature so we now turn our attention to more realistic
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As introduced in Section 2.5.2, a single exponential potential is well known to
give early scaling [69,70,82] but cannot also lead to late-time acceleration. One well-
studied way to combine the two is via the double exponential potential, as considered
by Barreiro, Copeland and Nunes [72]:
V (φ) = M41 e
−λκφ + M42 e
−µκφ. (4.9)
This potential with the correctly tuned values can lead to the desired scenario where
the universe goes through radiation and matter dominated epochs, during which the
field scales with the background fluid, and importantly, at late times, evolves into
the scalar field dominated regime. Such a potential is theoretically well motivated,
because it is expected to arise as a result of compactifications in superstring models
[82].
Unlike a perfectly scaling tracking model, as we have assumed to this point, ΩDE
actually decreases in the transition to matter domination and we have ΩDE < 3/4× ε
during matter domination. Here we explain how this happens and how it leads to this
even more stringent result. Assuming that the scalar field is already in the scaling
regime at the epoch of nucleosynthesis (which occurs during the radiation dominated
era), using ΩDE = n/λ
2 along with the BBN constraint ΩDE < ε implies a constraint




⇒ λ & 9.43, (4.10)
where n = 4 is used for radiation and n = 3 for matter domination. Now that we
have fixed the value for λ in terms of ε we can calculate what the constraint on the












If the BBN constraint in Eq.(4.10) is satisfied we will have tracking during ra-
diation and matter dominated eras, and we need µ <
√
2 if we want the field to
leave the scaling regime at late times and give rise to an accelerated expansion. In
addition we must choose M2 such that ΩDE ∼ 0.7 and Ωm ∼ 0.3 today (which implies
M2 ∼ 10−31mpl for µ ∼ 1). A wide range of initial conditions were shown to be
compatible with this scenario [72].
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in Eq. (4.9) and for radiation and matter fluids,
φ̈ + 3Hφ̇ + V,φ = 0, (4.12)
ρ̇r + 4Hρr = 0, (4.13)







φ̇2 + V (φ) + ρm + ρr
]
. (4.15)
In order to maximise deviation from ΛCDM we choose the value of λ to be the upper
bound given in Eq.(4.10) and M1 = 10
−14 where we use Plank units and set κ = 1.
The field will scale during the radiation dominated era, with the equation of state
of 1/3, and then proceed to scale with matter when the universe enters in the matter
dominated regime, with an equation of state of zero, and will finally dominate the
energy density of the universe at late times. The shape of the curve for w(z) as it
transitions from zero to the final value today will depend on the value of the parameter
µ [72], this is depicted in Figure 4.2.
There are two cases that are considered, namely a negative µ where −30 ≤ µ < 0
(dark brown lines in Fig. 4.2) and a positive µ where 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 (light brown lines
in Fig. 4.2). In the negative case the field oscillates around the minimum of the
potential and is clearly illustrated in Figure 4.2. The potential in this case has a
global minimum and for z . 0.2 the equation of state satisfies w ≤ −0.98. Another
clear feature of the negative µ case is that there is a rapid transition from w = 0 to
w ∼ −1 with only a slight variation due to the oscillations. This results in relatively
low zt values since we are approximating the case of the step function described in
our warm up problem.
In the second case we consider positive values of µ. This has the effect of modifying
the slope of the potential which allows for a smoother form of w(z). It also has the
benefit of being able to yield values of w(z) significantly different from −1 today, e.g.
for µ ∼ 1 will result in w(0) ∼ −0.8 which is consistent (at about the 2σ level [53,83])
with current observations and which we therefore take as the upper bound for µ.
Here again we note a similarity of what we encountered with our toy model of the
gradual linear transition for w. The more gradual the transitions, the higher the
resulting zt, in order to ensure that the ΩDE ∼ 0.7 today. This is compounded in
the instance where the models considered only reach a minimum of w(0) ∼ −0.8
which will require an even longer period at a negative equation of state to satisfy
the ΩDE ∼ 0.7 condition. Figure 4.3 illustrates this point and one can see that the



























Figure 4.3: Evolution of ΩDE(z) adapted from [1] – for the double exponential
potential with −30 ≤ µ ≤ 1 , light brown lines for positive values of µ and dark brown
lines for negative values of µ. This illustrates how ΩDE increases for different values of
µ from the BBN limits of 3/4ε = ΩDE(z = zBBN) = 3/4 × 0.045 to ΩDE(z = 0) = 0.7
today. For comparison we also show the curves for Λ and the CPL [8,9] w(z) with the
lowest asymptotic value of ΩDE in this model while still assuming w ≥ 1, showing its
inability to match the BBN constraint and describe a canonical scalar field. Figure 4.4
shows the corresponding observational quantities for the scaling quintessence models.
(earlier) since they don’t have the same steep increase for ΩDE at low redshifts as the
negative µ models have (dark brown lines).
4.3.1 Observational Implications
We now address the prospect of observational detection of dark energy dynamics
for the specific case of the double exponential potential introduced in the previous
section. We employ two methods to achieve this, illustrated in Figure 4.4. The first
figure in the top panel shows the difference in distance modulus ∆µ ≡ µDE(z)−µΛ(z)
given by:
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z



















Figure 4.4: Observable results for Double Exponential Potential [1] – This
figure shows a range of −30 ≤ µ ≤ 1 values considered for the double exponential
potential producing the results for the ∆µ(z) (top panel) and the ratio HDE/HΛCDM
(bottom panel). The same convention is used as in previous plots of the double
exponential potential where the negative µ (light brown lines) and positive µ (dark
brown lines) values considered are clearly distinguished. The error bars in the top
panel correspond to simulated data for DETF Stage-III (large boxed errors) and
Stage-IV (small triangular errors) supernova surveys respectively. The Stage-III errors
are produced for the bottom line, w(z = −0.8), while the Stage-IV (SNAP-like) errors
are produced for the corresponding w(0) = 0.9 model (thicker line asymptoting to
∼ 0.04 mag). The notable improvement in the error bars is as a result of no systematic
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and E(z) is specified by,
E(z) =
√
Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩDEf(z) + Ωrad(1 + z)4, (4.18)
and f(z) is given by Eq. (4.3) where the form of w(z) being used can be entered.
While the second figure on the bottom panel is a ratio of HDE/HΛ where each HDE was
calculated numerically from the range of µ values described in the previous section.
Again we considered the two cases of a negative µ where −30 ≤ µ < 0 and a posi-
tive µ where 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1. The negative µ case, as shown by the dark lines in Figure 4.3,
display only a very small deviations from ΛCDM at low redshift. This implies that
all the negative µ models also only show a fractional detectability resulting in 1.5%
for H(z) and less than 0.015 mag for ∆µ shown in Figure 4.4. In both panels of Fig-
ure 4.4 it is clear that the negative µ results are the most challenging to distinguish
from standard ΛCDM results. In the model with w(0) < 0.9 there is a deviation
from HΛCDM(z) by at most 2.7% (marked by the horizontal line in the bottom panel)
and implies a deviation in distance modulus of less than 0.05 mag. Note that the
ratio H(z)/HΛCDM (bottom panel) for the double exponential potential converges to
∼ 1+(3/8)ε ∼ 1.017 due to the matter-dominated value of ΩDE(z) being constrained
to be 3/4 of the radiation-dominated value. These illustrations show that detection
will be extremely difficult even with the Stage-IV dark energy experiments such as
DUNE, JDEM, LSST and SKA [66].
In contrast there is a more substantial difference between ΛCDM and positive
values of µ shown by the light brown lines in Figure 4.3. Which produces a bigger
deviation for H(z) from HΛ(z) for this case of about 5%, peaking at z ∼ 1 with
a maximum value of ∆µ ∼ 0.9 mag. Such a model will be detectable with Stage-
III supernova surveys and with the upcoming Baryon Acoustic Oscillation (BAO)
surveys such as WiggleZ, BOSS and WFMOS [84], since the maximum deviation in
H(z) coincides with the redshift ranges in which they will operate, i.e. 0.7 . z . 1.1.
This is only for the cases where we consider w(0) ∼ −0.8 and if we rather look at
values more consistent with the current best-fits, w(0) < −0.9 one finds much smaller
deviations of 2.7% and 0.045 mag respectively for H(z) and ∆µ which again will
require Stage-IV experiments for conclusive detection as can be seen in the bottom
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Figure 4.5: w(z) for CPL parametrization for a range of wa values from 0.1 to
1.1 in steps of 0.1. This illustrates how the CPL parameterisation has a w(z) which
is convex and has a rapid transition as it approaches w(z = 0) = −1.
4.4 CPL parameterisation
The DETF figure of merit (FoM) [66] is based on the commonly used Chevallier-
Polarski-Linder (CPL) parameterisation [8, 9],




It would thus make sense to evaluate how this parameterisation deals with the BBN
constraint combined with scaling. This however results in an unexpected and drastic
failure of the CPL parameterisation to both meet the BBN constraint and demand
w(z) ≥ −1, ΩDE ∼ 0.7 today and w(z ≥ zt) = 0 as before (for some zt). One can
gain good intuition for this by considering Figure 4.5, here we can see that in the
best instance of the CPL parameterisation going from w0 = 0 to w0 = −1 a rapid
transition results at a low zt < 2 going from w(z) = −0.25 to w(z) = −1. However if
we recall the instance of the step function were the zt = 2.67, this is the case of both
the most rapid transition and the lowest zt allowed by the BBN constraint and hence
it becomes clear that CPL will battle to coincide with the requirements of w0 = −1
and the same BBN constraint.
If we consider how this rapid transition effects CPL’s ability to reach an ΩDE ∼ 0.7
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enough period of time spent between zt and z = 0 at a sufficiently negative value for
w(z) to force ΩDE = 0.7. This is compounded by the fact that the shape of the w(z)
function for CPL is convex and thus does not favour a prolonged period at a low w(z)
value as would be the case for a concave function such as tanh. The inability of CPL
to meet the ΩDE constraint is illustrated in Figure (4.3), where one can see what the
initial value of ΩDE would have to be ∼ 0.2 at zt in order to reach ΩDE = 0.7 today
for w0 = −1. We can next attempt to determine the least phantom value of w0 that
is able to satisfy the BBN constraint. Imposing the constraint w(zt) = 0 and solving
for wa in terms of w0:














Next we substitute the above result for wa into w(z):























Using this result along with Eq. (4.19) we find wa = −w0. Using the standard method
introduced in Section 4.2 along with Eq. (4.2) where,
f(zt) = (1 + zt)
3e3w0zt, (4.22)
sets up an equation which can be solved for w0,
(1 + zt)
3e3w0zt ≤ ε
r(1 − ε)(1 + zt)
3,
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straint is w0 = −1.3. In contrast the logarithmic expansion w(z) = w0 + wa ln(1 + z)
is able to match the BBN constraint with w(z) ≥ −1, but only for zt > 12.4.
4.5 A Counter Example
In the preceding sections we have shown how the BBN constraint in combination with
a tracking canonical scalar field implies that a rapid low redshift transition (z < 2.67)
is not permitted. This suggests that the prospects of detecting dynamical dark energy,
assuming the above constraints, is unlikely in the next 10 years since surveys probing
sufficiently deep redshifts lack the necessary sensitivity [1].
One counter example that can be considered is that of a double transition for
w(z) between z = zt and z = 0 where the second redshift transition is called zl and
will have an intermediate plateau of w(zl < zt) = wl, see Figure 4.6. This would still
adhere to the BBN constraint but could be constructed in such a way that it would
allow for a rapid transition in w(z) at a low redshift. This then allows for dynamical
dark energy to occur at a low and thus detectable redshift. In this section we explore
how viable this scenario is.


















Figure 4.6: Double Step Function illustrating the proposed counter example w(z).
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0 z ≥ zt,
wl zl ≤ z < zt,
w0 z ≤ zl,
(4.24)
where we assume w0 = −1 throughout this section. Employing a similar strategy to
Section 4.2 we require a relationship to relate the parameter zt in terms of zl, wl and







is simplified by the fact that we
are using a step-function, as before, albeit a double step-function in this case. Once





















3wl − 1. (4.25)
We can now solve Eq.(4.25) for zt given a specified range of zl and wl. Since we
want to test the feasibility of a double step function transition, with one being at a
low redshift, we consider a range of zl from 0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.225 and wl from
-0.5 to -0.1 in steps of 0.1. Figure 4.7 illustrates the solutions for zt for this range of
parameters. The values for zt are so large for zl < 0.2 and wl > −0.3 that log(zt) was
used in the figure to better present the range of solutions.
4.5.1 CMB Constraints
Since the BBN constraints do not exclude the possibility of the double step parametriza-
tion we need another means to test its plausibility. For this we use a variant of CMB-
FAST [61,62], which has an additional module called KINKFAST [86]. This software
allows for the evaluation of dynamical dark energy parameterisation and produces an
angular power spectra which can be compared to that of the current 5 year WMAP
data [11, 12]. The parameterisation used to mimic the double step function is given
by,

































































Figure 4.7: Solutions for zt – This figure shows the logarithmic solution for
Eq. (4.25) given the range of values for zl from 0.1 to 1 and wl from -0.5 to -0.1.
Note how low values of zl < 0.2 in combination with higher values of wl > −0.3 result
in large zt values. This is so pronounced that log(zt) is used to suppress the results
sufficiently to illustrate the full range of solutions.
where ∆ represents the steepness of the transition taken by each of the two steps. If
the ∆ is set to be too rapid (∆ < 0.01) this can result in numerical instabilities or a
very long run time. We initially choose a range for ∆ from 0.1 to 0.3 in steps of 0.1,
but this proved to have a marginal effect on the results generated and we will thus
only consider the ∆ = 0.1 case. The appropriate values for wl, zl and zt are then used
in Eq. (4.26) to produce a w(z) which is used to produce a corresponding angular
power spectra. The range of the double step w(z) parameterisation is shown in the
top panel of Figure 4.8 (for wl = −0.1), Figure 4.9 (for wl = −0.3) and Figure 4.10
(for wl = −0.5) with the corresponding power spectrum plots in the bottom panel
(each COBE normalised [10]) where the same line colour is used for the matching
w(z). In each of these figures the blue lines represent the lowest zl value (highest zt
value). The colours gradually move more to the red end of the spectrum as zl increase
in value until eventually reaching red in the case of zl = 1 (lowest zt value).
None of the spectra produced for the range of wl’s are even marginally within
range of the WMAP angular power spectrum data and we can thus safely conclude
that this type of double step parametrization is not permitted by the CMB. We can
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discrepancies.
There exists an interplay between wl, zl and zt which is governed by the BBN con-
straint and is reflected in Eq. (4.25). As less negative wl are considered in combination
with small values for zl so progressively higher values for zt are required to solve the
BBN constraint and can be seen in Figure 4.7. This is shown in the zt’s produced
from the combination of wl’s and zl’s we have chosen for this counter example. The
reason for zt being so large in these instances is the same as explained in Section 4.4,
which described why the CPL parameterisation failed in combination with the BBN
constraint and a tracking model. Remembering that the rate at which ΩDE grows is
governed by w(z) (via the integral of f(z)), with a more negative w(z) results in a
faster growth of ΩDE. We can thus see that in order for ΩDE to grow from 0.045, at
transition, to 0.7 today we will require the transition to occur at progressively earlier
times as wl is made less negative (ΩDE grows more slowly). A large negative w(z) at
z ≤ zl would ease the requirement for zt to be as high but, for simplicity, we don’t
consider phantom models in the current counter example.
Translating the above interplay between the free parameters to the resulting lower
peaks produced for the Cl’s plotted is a direct consequence of the Integrated Sachs
Wolfe (ISW) effect. As the dark energy dominance starts at progressively earlier times
(higher zt) the gravitational potential begins to evolve at earlier times leading to a
markedly increased ISW effect compared with the usual concordance model. This is
shown in Figures 4.8-4.10, where the acoustic peaks at l > 200 are suppressed due to
the strong ISW effect and the normalisation of all spectra at l = 10.
4.6 Conclusion
Scaling models are arguably the best-motivated alternatives to the cosmological con-
stant. We have shown that the constraints on the energy density of a tracking scalar
field at the time of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and decoupling strongly limit their al-
lowed dynamics. If w today is not close to the maximum value allowed by current data
then detection of dynamics will likely have to wait a decade for the Stage-IV DETF
experiments. Of course, these strong conclusions are only true for canonical scaling
field models and if one allows exotic phantom behaviour (w < −1) the conclusion is
much more optimistic.
We discussed two specific families of these scaling models while imposing the early
Universe constraints on general scaling models is left for future work. In addition we
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Figure 4.8: wl = −0.1 – Here we show the double step w(z) parameterisation (top
panel) for the range of zl ∈ [0.1, 1.0] (in steps of 0.225) for a ∆ = 0.1 producing a
range of zt’s, shown in the legend, calculated from Eq. (4.25). A logarithmic scale for
z is used in the top panel due to the broad range of zt’s produced. This creates the
illusion of sharper transition at high zt values as opposed to the low zl values but the
transition for both are equally steep as illustrated in Figure 4.6 where a linear scale
is used. The colours represent the respective value of zt from blue for the highest
to red for the lowest value. The associated colour for each zt is used to plot the Cl
(bottom panel) which are each COBE normalised [10] and compared to the WMAP
5 year data [11, 12]. Here we can see that the highest zt (blue line) is furthest from
matching the WMAP data (red data markers) while as the value for zt decreases
(become more red) so the peaks progressively move closer to, but don’t match, the
corresponding WMAP data. This is a consequence of the Integrated Sachs Wolfe
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Figure 4.9: wl = −0.3 – Here we show the double step w(z) parameterisation (top
panel) for the range of zl ∈ [0.1, 1.0] (in steps of 0.225) for a ∆ = 0.1 producing a
range of zt’s shown in the legend produced from Eq. (4.25). A logarithmic scale for
z is used in the top panel due to the broad range of zt’s produced. This creates the
illusion of sharper transition at high zt values as opposed to the low zl values but the
transition for both are equally steep as illustrated in Figure 4.6 where a linear scale is
used. The colours represent the respective value of zt from blue for the highest to red
for the lowest value. The associated colour for each zt is used to plot the Cl (bottom
panel) which are each COBE normalised [10] and compared to the WMAP 5 year
data [11, 12]. Again the highest value of zt (blue line) is furthest from matching the
Cl’s of the WMAP data while the lowest value of zt is the closest again via the ISW
effect. There is a drastic narrowing in the range between the peaks of the differing
zt’s compared to Fig. 4.8. This is due to a smaller difference in the zt’s produced in
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WMAP vs Dbl Step for BBN
WMAP
Figure 4.10: wl = −0.5 – Here we show the double step w(z) parameterisation (top
panel) for the range of zl ∈ [0.1, 1.0] (in steps of 0.225) for a ∆ = 0.1 producing a
range of zt’s shown in the legend produced from Eq. (4.25). A logarithmic scale for
z is used in the top panel due to the broad range of zt’s produced. This creates the
illusion of sharper transition at high zt values as opposed to the low zl values but the
transition for both are equally steep as illustrated in Figure 4.6 where a linear scale is
used. The colours represent the respective value of zt from blue for the highest to red
for the lowest value. The associated colour for each zt is used to plot the Cl (bottom
panel) which are each COBE normalised [10] and compared to the WMAP 5 year
data [11, 12]. This produces the same predictable trend as described in the previous
two figures with the highest value of zt (blue line) being the furthest from matching
the Cl’s of the WMAP while the lowest value of zt is the closest as a result of the
ISW effect. There is however the most notable narrowing in the range between the
peaks of the differing zt’s in this example of wl = −0.5. This is again attributed to
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dramatically to match the BBN constraint when describing scaling fields which satisfy
w ≥ −1. This is particularly important given that the CPL parameterisation is the
basis of the DETF figure of merit [66] which is now the de facto standard for the
optimisation of future cosmological surveys, e.g. [87]. A concern therefore is that
optimisations may be unwittingly biased away from scaling dark energy models.
The double step function parameterisation of w(z) is introduced as a possible
counter example to allow for a rapid transition of w at a lower and thus more de-
tectable redshift range. Although a solution of this nature does adhere to the BBN
constraints it was found that it cannot match the CMB constraints and fails to pro-
duce a power spectrum that can agree to the WMAP data [11, 12]
More work in this area is clearly needed to assess the implications for cosmological
survey design, but it is no surprise that the current non-detection of dark energy













Fisher Matrix Cosmology using Fisher4Cast
This chapter is composed of work presented in [2] with a supplemented explanation
of the nature of the rotation of the ellipses described in Section 5.3.
Fisher Matrix theory is a powerful tool introduced in Section 1.1.8 along with some
foundational theory and notation which we follow for the remainder of this thesis.
Fisher4Cast is a software suite designed to help do general Fisher Matrix calcula-
tions that also lends insight for students and researchers alike, whether for quick and
easy evaluation or more advanced applications and survey forecasting. Fisher4Cast is
written in Matlab1 following an object-oriented model and using standard software
engineering standards for implementation and testing. The code is not specific to
cosmology; Fisher matrices can be generated given any parameter X(θ). The Fisher
derivatives ∂X/∂θA are computed analytically (if they are known) or numerically, for
example in the case of growth, allowing the code to handle complex cases without
analytical formulae for X. The code suite includes a Graphical User Interface (GUI),
which is specific to the cosmological example which we discuss in the following Sec-
tion 5.1. The use, design and structure of the program are detailed in the following
chapter.
Fisher4Cast facilitates novel research and education in two different ways. Apart
from being well-tested against existing Fisher Matrix results, it is general and mod-
ular. Because of this modular nature, a natural application of Fisher4Cast is to
visualisation. The code can easily be called repeatedly in large loops, enabling one
to study large-scale properties of the Fisher Matrix for a wide range of surveys and
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Fisher4Cast is coded for a general Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW)
universe since the curved case has rarely been studied in the literature. We study the
issues of curvature in dark energy Fisher analysis in the last subsection.
5.1 The Cosmology of Hubble, Distance and Growth
Although Fisher4Cast is a completely general Fisher Matrix framework at the command-
line level, the GUI is coded as a cosmology interface, since this is its primary appli-
cation. In the context of modern cosmological surveys, the primary observables are
the expansion rate of the Universe, measured through the Hubble rate H(z), cosmo-
logical distances such as the angular diameter distance, dA(z), and the growing mode
of dark matter density perturbations, δ(x, z) ∝ G(z). H(z) and dA(z) are provided
by Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) surveys while growth can be measured using
lensing or number count surveys and potentially also BAO if the bias is measured
independently (e.g. through redshift distortions - see [88, 89]).
The Fisher4Cast GUI uses the observables H, dA and G in a general FLRW uni-
verse. The cosmic parameters assumed for the GUI are (H0, Ωm, Ωk, w0, wa), where
H0 is the value of the Hubble constant in kms
−1Mpc−1, Ωm is the energy density
of matter today in units of the critical density, Ωk is the curvature energy density
(ΩDE = 1−Ωm−Ωk)2 and w0, wa are the coefficients in the Chevalier-Polarski-Linder
(CPL) expansion of the dark energy equation of state [8, 9]:
w(z) = w0 + wa
z
1 + z






where a0 = c/(H0
√
|Ωk|) is the curvature radius of the cosmos. Other dark energy
expansions can be easily accommodated in Fisher4Cast by changing the appropriate






3 + Ωk(1 + z)




2Unless explicitly indicated elsewhere, references in this chapter to Ωi will mean the current value
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Figure 5.1: Fisher Derivatives [2] – The Hubble parameter (top panel), angular
diameter distance (middle panel) and growth function (bottom panel) are shown for
the parameters considered in our cosmological example: H0 (solid dark red line),
ln Ωm (dot-dashed red line), Ωk (dashed dark orange line), w0 (dotted orange line)
and wa (dot-dashed peach line). The full set of analytical derivatives of the H(z)
and dA(z) are found in Appendix C. In the case of the growth function G(z) the
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For the CPL parameterisation, Eq. (5.1), f(z) is given by,







The angular-diameter distance, dA(z) relates the angular size of an object to its




















and E(z) is as defined in Eq. (5.2). These forms are valid for all values of Ωk via
continuity and the trigonometric identity sinh(ix) = i sin(x). The often-used equation
for the angular diameter distance contains three equations, depending on the sign
and magnitude of Ωk, however this is redundant, at least conceptually. In numerical



















X(z, 0) ≡ X(z)|Ωk→0 , (5.8)
are the functions (for example E(z), χ(z)) assuming flatness.
Finally we discuss the governing equation for the growth of structure, a potentially
powerful probe of dark energy [66,90–99]. In general, one needs to solve the differential
equation for the perturbations in the matter density δ (assuming the pressure and
pressure perturbations of the matter are zero i.e. p = δp = 0) [100–102]:
δ̈ + 2Hδ̇ = 4πGρmδ . (5.9)
We discuss this equation in the context of a curved universe with dynamical dark
energy in [2]. Fisher4Cast takes as input constraints on the growth G(z) which
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5.2 Future Survey Constraints
Fisher4Cast can be used to help quickly generate a comparison between planned
future surveys and even optimize the design specifications. This is made easier with
the addition of a new extension for Fisher4Cast which is designed for calculating
errors on H and dA from BAO survey specifications.
As an example we show a comparison of the WFMOS, BOSS and WiggleZ surveys
[15,16,103] with the error ellipses shown in Figure 5.3 using the survey specifications
listed in Table 5.1-5.3. From this figure we can quickly then analyse the expected
constraints that each of the respective surveys can produce for w0 and wa. The results
show the WiggleZ survey produces a bigger error ellipse (DETF FoM ∼ 0.17) than
that of BOSS (DETF FoM ∼ 1.86) and WFMOS (DETF FoM ∼ 1.68) which are
similar in size. In addition to comparing future surveys, error ellipses for all the
cosmic parameters can be shown for a single survey, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. In
this case the fisher ellipses have been computed for the flat-ΛCDM fiducial model -
(H0, Ωm, Ωk, w0, wa) = (70, 0.3, 0,−1, 0) - and data as listed in Table 5.1 while using
the full set of analytical derivatives for H(z), dA(z) as given in Appendix B.1.
Parameter Value
Redshifts of H : z = [0.3, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 3]
measurement dA : z = [0.3, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 3, 1000]
Percentage error Value [%]
H(z) σH/H = [5.80, 5.19, 3.59, 2.84, 2.53, 1.48]
dA(z) σdA/dA = [5.19, 4.30, 3.22, 2.3, 2.03, 1.19, 0.22]
Cosmological model Value
(H0, Ωm, Ωk, w0, wa) (70kms
−1Mpc−1, 0.3, 0,−1, 0)
Priors on model (1, 100, 104, 0, 0)
Table 5.1: WFMOS-like survey data from the Seo & Eisenstein survey con-
figuration [14] – used in Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.12 and 5.7. In some cases measurements
of the growth function were added, taken at the same redshifts as the Hubble pa-
rameter; in others the prior information on various parameters was changed. See the
captions of the relevant figures for the specific details. The priors, as explained in
Section 1.1.8, are directly input into Fisher4Cast as a diagonal matrix and have been
chosen to be more conservative than the original data.
5.3 Rotation of Ellipses
Understanding the role the Fisher Matrix plays in the orientation, width and length










































Figure 5.2: Marginalised Fisher ellipses for all parameters [2] – Here the full
range of Fisher ellipses are produced by Fisher4Cast for the cosmological parameters,
H0, Ωm, Ωk, w0, wa, using data from Table 5.1 and including growth measurements
with redshifts and errors the same as given for H0. The 1− and 2 − σ confidence
levels are respectively represented by dark inner and light outer shaded contours and
are marginalised over all other parameters. The fully marginalised one-dimensional
likelihood for each parameter is shown along the diagonal, where the 1 and 2 − σ
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Parameter Value
Redshifts of H : z = [0.35, 0.6, 2.5]
measurement dA : z = [0.35, 0.6, 2.5]
Percentage error Value [%]
H(z) σH/H = [1.0, 1.1, 1.5]
dA(z) σdA/dA = [1.8, 1.7, 1.5]
Cosmological model Value
(H0, Ωm, Ωk, w0, wa) (70kms
−1Mpc−1, 0.3, 0,−1, 0)
Priors on model (1, 100, 104, 0, 0)
Table 5.2: BOSS-like survey data [15] – used in Figure 5.3 to depict the blue
inner ellipse. The priors listed here are input into Fisher4Cast as a diagonal matrix
where higher numbers represent a great amount of prior information for an associated
parameter value of the model (see Section 1.1.8 for more details).
Parameter Value
Redshift of H : z = [0.7]
measurement dA : z = [0.7]
Percentage error Value [%]
H(z) σH/H =[1.8]
dA(z) σdA/dA = [2.7]
Cosmological model Value
(H0, Ωm, Ωk, w0, wa) (70kms
−1Mpc−1, 0.3, 0,−1, 0)
Priors on model (1, 100, 104, 0, 0)
Table 5.3: WiggleZ-like survey data [16] – used in Figure 5.3 to depict the larger
outer ellipse. The priors listed here are input into Fisher4Cast as a diagonal matrix
where higher numbers represent a great amount of prior information for an associated
parameter value of the model (see Section 1.1.8 for more details).
eigenvalues of the Marginalised Fisher Matrix (MFM) are the determining factors in
the orientation and dimensions of the error ellipses. This forms an important aspect
of the analysis in the following section and thus the mechanics of how this occurs is
addressed in this section. The relationship of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues with
that of the ellipse is summarised in Figure 5.4. The eigenvectors, γ1 and γ2, of the
MFM orientate the semi-minor and semi-major axes while the eigenvalues, λ1 and λ2,
contribute to the length of the semi-minor and semi-major axes respectively. Here d2
in the figure is equivalent to the confidence level under consideration, e.g. d2 = 2.30
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Figure 5.3: Future Survey Comparison – Here the WiggleZ, BOSS and WFMOS
surveys are compared to show the different error ellipses produced for w0 and wa.
The larger ellipse corresponds to the WiggleZ survey while the smaller red ellipse is
for the WFMOS survey and lastly the inner blue ellipse is the associated ellipse for
the BOSS survey.
Consider an example where we only have a single redshift bin for H or dA and vary
this bin value from z = 0.1 to z = 5.0. This does not result in a closed error ellipse
and produces parallel lines indicating the degeneracy direction of the observables.
This is a good first example which lays a foundation for the more complex example
presented in the next section. To get a graphical appreciation of the rotation of the
ellipse changing as the redshift is varied, see Figure 5.5. The low redshift results are
plotted in blue and progressively becomes more red as the redshift increases. We
note a rapid anti-clockwise rotation for H at low redshift while the rotation of dA,
although in the same direction, is more subdued and has little rotation evident at
higher redshifts.
The reason for the rotation seen in Figure 5.5 is due to the MFM generated which
is different at each redshift and thus results in differing eigenvalues and eigenvectors
at each z. This in turn impacts the rotation and width of the error ellipses.
We can analyse the change in eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the MFM as a
function of redshift to more systematically illustrate the nature of the rotation of
the ellipses and change in their width for a varying redshift bins. This is done in
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Figure 5.4: Eigenvalues and eigenvectors for an ellipse – This figure shows the
eigenvectors γ1 and γ2 orientating the alignment of the ellipse. The eigenvalues λ1
and λ2 are responsible for determining the width of the ellipse along the semi-minor
and semi-major axes respectively. The value for d is dependent on the confidence
level chosen for σ e.g. d2 = 1σ = 2.30.
Figure 5.6 shows how the angle of the γ2 eigenvector deviates from the vertical
axis in degrees over a range of redshifts from z = 0.1 to z = 5.0, in the left panel. The
orientation of the semi-major axis is shown to change, in the same way as depicted
in Figure 5.5, but quantifies in degrees how the angle changes from the vertical axis.
The region with the steepest gradient corresponds to the redshift range in which the
fastest rotation takes place. This mirrors the results shown Figure 5.5 where a rapid
low redshift rotation was observed for H and almost no rotation for high redshift of
dA.
In the right panel of Figure 5.6 the eigenvalues for H and dA are plotted as a
function of redshift. The peaks of 0.75 and 1.25 for H and dA represent the redshift
at which the degenerate lines (semi-minor axis of the ellipse) will be at their narrowest.
As previously described, a single redshift bin for the observables H and dA doesn’t
produce a closed error ellipse but rather results in two parallel lines. This is reflected
in the eigenvalues for λ2 which are zero for all redshifts and thus not plotted in
Figure 5.4. This produces a semi-major axis which is infinite in length for the ellipse
and thus implies that we have parallel lines. The length of the semi-minor axis is
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Rotation of H Degeneracy Direction
by varying z=0.1:0.1:5




















Figure 5.5: Varying redshift of H and dA – Here the degeneracy direction is
shown as a function of redshift for both observables H (left panel) and dA (right
panel) where only a single redshift bin is considered. The colder colours, starting
with blue, represent the orientation at the lowest redshift bin of z = 0.1 and progress
to the hotter colours ending with red at z = 5.0. A fast rotation is apparent for
the degeneracy direction of H at lower redshifts while it then becomes more subdued
at higher redshifts. In contrast the rotation of dA is far less pronounced across the
redshift range from z = 0.1 to z = 5.0.
at a redshift of about z ∼ 0.75.
5.4 Visualisations
One of the key design principles behind Fisher4Cast is ease of use where the GUI was
specifically created to provide users without an in-depth knowledge of Fisher Matrix
theory access to the power of the formalism. Fisher4Cast can also be called from the
command-line, as shown in the code examples in Section 6.1.1 of the following chapter.
In this subsection we investigate applications of Fisher4Cast to probe and visualise the
Fisher Matrix. Figure 5.7 illustrates the resulting ellipses when Fisher4Cast is called
in a simple two-dimensional loop that varies the values of w0−wa in the cosmological
model assumed to be true. The strong dependence of both the orientation and size
of the resulting ellipse on the assumed model is clearly evident, as the ellipses rotate
and shrink for larger values of w0 and wa.
Figure 5.8 illustrates the complementary case when the assumed cosmological
model is kept fixed, but where instead the survey parameters are varied. In all cases
the survey consisted of one measurement of dA(z) and H(z) in a single redshift bin
(with fractional errors of 10% on either observable), while the redshifts of these two
bins were varied independently over the range 0.1 < z < 5. The DETF Figure of



















































Figure 5.6: Angle of γ2 and eigenvalue λ1 for H and dA – The angle of
the eigenvector γ2 from the vertical axis is plotted in the left panel as a function
of the redshift bin for both H (red solid line) and dA (black dashed line) changing
from z = 0.1 to z = 5.0. The steep gradient in the range of z = 0.1 − 1.5 for H
corresponds to the rapid rotation observed in Figure 5.5 (left panel) at low redshift
(blue shades). The eigenvalues in the right panel show a peak for λ1 at z ∼ 0.75 for
H and z ∼ 1.25 for dA which indicated the redshift at which the semi-minor axis will
be at its narrowest. Since the ellipse is not closed for the case of a single redshift bin
for H or dA, only parallel lines are produced showing the degeneracy direction. This
is as a results of λ2 being zero at all redshift (not shown).
“landscape”, where the colourmap is related to the value of the FoM, where the
higher values of the FoM are depicted in red, and the lower values in blue. The
FoM ranges between 10−5 and ∼ 0.08. The right-hand panel of Figure 5.8 shows this
landscape projected into two dimensions, with the same FoM colourmap as in the
three dimensional case.
Two interesting features are immediately apparent. First, the peak in the FoM
landscape, or “FoM hotspot” occurs for a survey with measurements of H(z) at
z = 1.5 and dA(z) at z = 0.6, while a ridge of moderately good values of the FoM
(relative to the average) emerges along the line corresponding to H(z = 0.2) for
measurements of dA and redshifts larger than 1.6. Secondly these two regions of
higher Figure of Merit are separated by a “cold valley” of lower FoM values.
This is of particular interest given the optimisation of current and future Baryon
Acoustic Oscillation (BAO) surveys [24, 66, 104–106]. Future BAO surveys will mea-
sure the radial and tangential oscillation scale (see [107] for a recent review of BAO
in cosmology), producing measurements of dA and H at the same redshifts, i.e. along
the diagonal line in this plot. For z roughly between 0.5 and 3, this line intersects
regions of relatively high FoM. This landscape is explained by the geometric interplay
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Figure 5.7: Varying w0 and wa of the fiducial model – the generated ellipses
for a measurements of the Hubble parameter H(z) and angular diameter distance
dA(z) survey characterised in Table 5.1. The values for the coefficients in the CPL
parameterisation for w(z), w0 and wa, have been varied on a grid over −1.3 < w0 <
−0.6,−0.7 < wa < 1. As w0, wa change, not only does the ellipse centre shift, but the
size of the ellipse changes, as well as the slope of the degeneracy direction between
the two parameters. Since the Dark Energy Task Force Figure of Merit is linked to
the inverse of the area of the ellipse the value of the FoM increases as w0 and wa
increase.
dA(z) ellipses, as has been discussed in the previous section and further highlighted
in Figures 5.10 and 5.11.
Finally we extend the H − dA landscape to include a loop over the redshift of a
single growth measurement in the range 0.1 < z < 5. In all cases we normalise the
growth today; G(z = 0) = 1. The full four dimensional surface cannot be plotted
in general, we show slices through the hypersurface in Figure 5.9, illustrating how a
measurement of the growth at high-redshift leads to larger values of the FoM overall,
and opens up interesting new “hotspots”. These are only a few of the potential
visualisation applications for Fisher4Cast.
The FoM landscape in Figure 5.8, and in particular the valleys separating high
points in FoM space warrant further investigation. We argued previously that the
variation in the FoM was an interplay between the widths of the ellipses (the ellipses
for a single redshift measurement are infinitely degenerate along the semi-major axis)
and the orientation of the H and dA ellipses.












Figure 5.8: Figure of Merit plane – the Dark Energy Task Force Figure of Merit
(FoM) for a survey consisting of one bin each of the Hubble parameter and angular
diameter distance, with the fractional errors σH/H = σdA/dA = 0.1. The redshifts
of the H, dA measurements are varied separately from z = 0.1 to z = 5, and the
resulting FoM for each survey configuration is plotted as a 3-dimensional landscape
in the left panel, or a flat 2-dimensional plane in the right panel. The colourmap in
both panels reflects the value of the FoM, from low values of FoM ∼ 0(blue) to higher
values (FoM ∼ 0.08) .
solid lines for H and black dashed lines for dA) and the combined ellipse for a series
where we keep the dA bin fixed at z = 0.6 while varying H in the redshift range
0.1 < z < 5. This moves us along a line in the landscape that intersects the peak at
an H bin of z = 1.5. The combined ellipses have colours that correspond to the FoM
in Figure 5.8, the highest value of the DETF FoM (∼ 0.08) coloured in red, and the
lowest (∼ 0) coloured in dark blue. One can see a distinct rotation of the degeneracy
direction for H as the redshift changes. This anti-clockwise direction rotation is most
pronounced at low redshift from z = 0.1 to z = 1.0 after which it becomes more
subtle and slows down drastically at higher redshifts. This is as expected from our
analysis in Section 5.3 and depicted in Figure 5.6.
Similarly in Figure. 5.11 we again show two degenerate ellipses (red solid lines
for H and black dashed lines for dA) but for a series of ellipses where we keep the
H bin fixed at z = 1.5 while varying dA in the redshift range 0.1 < z < 5. This
again intersects the peak FoM when the dA bin is z = 0.6 in the landscape depicted
in Figure 5.8. Here we see a distinct narrowing of the parallel lines of the degeneracy
direction for dA from z = 0.1 to z = 0.55 which impacts favourably on constraining
the produced error ellipse. This effect is highlighted in Section 5.3 where the right
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Figure 5.9: 4D Fisher Hypersurface Visualisations – DETF FoM for the combi-
nation of a single measurement each of H, dA and G (where the growth is normalised
to unity at z = 0). The redshift of each measurement is allowed to vary, gener-
alising Figure 5.8 by including growth. Slices through this hypersurface, shown in
the left panel, at zH = 1.67, zdA = 0.67 and zG = 2.50 show the relationship be-
tween the redshifts at which the measurement of the observables are made and the
FoM. The colourmap goes from a FoM of 9.5 × 10−4 (dark blue) to 0.14 (dark red).
Adding a high-redshift measurement of the growth function tightens the constraints
on the dark energy parameters w0 and wa, shown by the red ridge of high FoM
values. This hypersurface can be illustrated in a complementary way: surfaces of
constant FoM are shown in the right panel - ranging from 0.03 (transparent light
blue outer surface) to 0.15 (dark red opaque centre surface). Comparing the left and
right panels, one notes that the intersection “hotspot” region in the left-hand panel
at (zH = 0.4, zdA = 0.67, zG = 5) is contained within in the red iso-surface with the
high value of the FoM. This iso-surface extends right down to redshift zG ∼ 1, this
reiterates the improvement on dark energy constraints when including growth.
range.
5.5 The Effect of Cosmic Curvature On Dark En-
ergy Constraints
The degeneracy between curvature and dark energy has been well studied even for
perfect measurements of any single observable such as H(z) [108–112], implying that
marginalising over the curvature is important when performing parameter estima-
tion and forecasting constraints on dark energy. The degree to which curvature




















































































































































































Figure 5.10: Varying redshift of H – examples of ellipses corresponding to par-
ticular values in the FoM landscape of Figure 5.8, in the particular case where the
redshift bins for H are varied while keeping the bin for dA fixed at z = 0.6. The
degeneracy direction for dA (black dashed line) and H (red solid line) are included to
help see how their relative orientations contribute to the orientation and size of the
combined ellipse. The degeneracy direction of H rotates anti-clockwise with the most
rapid rotation experienced initially for the low redshift range of H. After z = 1 the
rotation of H slows down and no longer is significant. As the H and dA degeneracy
directions become more orthogonal so the resulting constraints improve, yielding a
higher FoM. The ellipses are coloured corresponding to their FoM where red indicates
the largest (around 0.08), and blue the smallest, FoM.
Figure 5.12 shows Fisher error ellipses for the dark energy parameters w0, wa, after
marginalising over curvature, as the prior information on curvature is changed from
Prior(Ωk) = 10 (weak) to Prior(Ωk) = 10




































































































































































































































Figure 5.11: Varying redshift of dA – examples of ellipses corresponding to par-
ticular values in the FoM landscape of Figure 5.8, in the particular case where the
redshift bins for dA are varied while keeping the bin for H fixed at z = 1.5. The
degeneracy direction for dA (black dashed line) and H (red solid line) are included to
help see how their relative orientations contribute to the orientation and size of the
combined ellipse. The parallel lines of the dA begin by undergoing a rapid narrow-
ing from z = 0.1 to z = 0.99. This is followed by a gradual anti-clockwise rotation
of the degeneracy direction of dA which slowly aligns with that of H resulting in
progressively weaker constraints, yielding a smaller FoM. The ellipses are coloured
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and G considered separately and in combination. While uncertainty in the curva-
ture of the universe (represented by a small prior value on Ωk) degrades all ellipses,
this is much less pronounced when the observables are considered in combination,















Figure 5.12: Curvature marginalisation and dark energy constraints [2] –
These two figures show how the weakening of priors on curvature density, from the
left panel to the right, result in the DETF FoM being reduced from 3.298 to 1.890
for the inner blue ellipse in the w0 −wa plane. The left panel shows the ellipses with
a strong Prior(Ωk = 10
6) while the right panel uses a weak Prior(Ωk = 10). Table 5.1
was used for the survey details with an additional 10% measurement on growth at
the same redshift as considered for H(z) while the prior on matter density were kept
fixed at 100. The fiducial model used was considered flat and the ellipses are given,
from largest to smallest, as: G(z) (light brown outer band), H(z) (dark brown filled
ellipse), dA(z) (orange filled ellipse) and the combination of all three (blue filled inner
ellipse, outlined in black).
the parameters, Figure 5.13 shows that the constraints are eroded and the ellipse
increases in size with the decrease in the prior which expresses our confidence in the
flatness of the universe. While the ellipses from the single observables such as H&dA
show a much greater increase in size with a decrease in the curvature prior, using
a combination of parameters is more robust. By combining multiple probes we are
able to break the curvature-dark energy degeneracy more effectively. The change in
the size of the ellipse directly relates to a change in the Figure of Merit (FoM), or
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Figure 5.13: Curvature marginalisation degrades dark energy constraints [2]
– This panel of figures shows how each ellipse produced has progressively less tight
constraints on w0 and wa as the priors considered for Ωk become weaker, from 10
6
for the inner ellipse to 10 for the outer ellipse. The survey data used to produce
these ellipses is the same as that described in Figure 5.12. The ellipses correspond to
measurements used for the Hubble parameter (dark brown curves - top left panel), the
angular diameter distance (orange - top right), a combination of the Hubble parameter
and the angular diameter distance (green - bottom left) and a combination of all three












tion 6.2.3 of the following chapter. In the case of the FoM used by the Dark Energy
Task Force (DETF) [66], the area of the ellipse and the DETF FoM are inversely pro-
portional. More information about the DETF FoM and other FoMs available with
Fisher4Cast are discussed in Section 6.2.3 in the next chapter.
5.6 Conclusion
Fisher Matrix formalism has a wide scope of application and is the cornerstone of fore-
casting in modern cosmology being able to produce rapid and insightful results. The
need for a software tool to encompass the requirements of students and researchers
to have a reliable and modular code that is able to address both the need for simple
quick intuitive use and advanced applications led to the development of Fisher4Cast.
This chapter highlights its use starting with a simple cosmological application
where the change in orientation and size of the ellipses as a function of redshift was
examined. We then studied more novel uses of the Fisher4Cast suite by exploring
the landscape of Fisher Matrix cosmology, as illustrated by Figures 5.7-5.9, as well
as depicting the effects of curvature on Fisher Matrix forecasts of future cosmological
surveys. This forms only a small sample of what can be done with Fisher4Cast and
more ideas are addressed in [2].
In the next chapter we turn our attention to the engineering of the code and some
of its usefull extensions that have recently been added. These can facilitate more

























This chapter is composed of extracts presented in [3] and the Quickstart guide released
with the Fisher4Cast code.
Fisher Matrix theory was introduced in Chapter 1 illustrating its value for predict-
ing the propagation of errors for functions of specific parameters. In a cosmological
context it is useful for predicting the sensitivity of future surveys and evaluating how
errors on measurements (data) map onto the space of errors on inferred cosmolog-
ical parameters. Examples illustrating the range of applications and versatility of
Fisher4Cast was highlighted in Chapter 5.
The aim of releasing the Fisher4Cast suite is to provide the community with a
standard, tested tool set for computing Fisher matrix predictions for general observ-
ables and survey parameters for use in both research and education. The toolbox
design is robust and modular allowing for simple additions and adaptation while
keeping the user interface intuitive and easy to navigate. The underlying modular
code of Fisher4Cast is completely general and is not specific to cosmology although
the default setup for the GUI is intended for cosmology. It provides parameter error
forecasts for cosmological surveys given angular diameter distance, Hubble expansion
and growth measurements in a general, curved FLRW background. These features
were illustrated in the prior chapter with an emphasis on the versatility and applica-
bility of Fisher4Cast.
A common criticism of scientifically released code is that it is poorly documented
with little thought given to future extensions, general usability and good coding
practices. For this reason we next examine the coding philosophy of Fisher4Cast with












118 Chapter 6. Fisher4Cast
in the flowchart of the code while the global accessibility of the input and output
structures are also documented. This is particularly useful since this forms a basis
for future open and modular development to Fisher4Cast.
The code is written in Matlab and can be freely used and modified under the terms
of the BSD License1. The code is composed of 3000 core lines of code (28 functions)
and an additional 800 lines for extensions and extra functionality (extra 25 functions).
Both the command line and GUI versions of the code yield plots that are generated
directly from the program and can be easily edited in the GUI and saved in a variety
of standard formats (eps, jpg, pdf etc...) for inclusion in research publications. There
is also a reporting extension which allows for either a text report to be generated
or a LATEX report, which produces the LATEX syntax for incorporating the input
and output in tables, matrices and even a snippet of code for the inclusion of the
figure. This allows for rapid and efficient export of the results from Fisher4Cast into
a research publication.
The simple start-up procedure and ease of use of the Fisher4Cast suite make
it a tool well-suited to both teaching and research purposes. The input to the
Fisher4Cast code can easily be changed and adapted, which in turn allows for the
generation of varied outputs quickly. This is well-suited to exploring how the specific
fiducial models of the parameters, observables and priors all combine to produce er-
ror ellipses, and is easily applicable to problems of survey optimisation. A shortened
version of the start-up procedure of Fisher4Cast is next outlined to familiarise the
reader with its functionality.
6.1 Quickstart Users Overview
This software is written to be run in Matlab (Tested extensively on Linux, Windows
and to a lesser extent on Mac OS X). The user needs Matlab installed (Tested on
Version 7) to be able to run this code. Free disk space of approximately 5MB and the
minimum recommended processor and memory specifications required by the Matlab
version being used is suggested. Currently the code is available at [113] or [114].
6.1.1 Getting started
The code can be run from the command line or the Graphical User Interface (GUI).
We describe the command line below, and mention how to get the GUI started. For
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The Graphical User Interface
• Running the GUI
The GUI can be started from the Matlab editor. The file FM GUI.m must
be opened from the directory, and once the file is opened (click on the file icon
from within the Command-line interface to open it with an editor) press F5 to
run the code. This will open up the GUI screen.
You can also launch the GUI from the command line by typing:
>>FM_GUI
This then functions in the same way as using FM run in the command line (as
explained in the following subsection).
For more information on the technicalities of the GUI, see an abridged version
of the manual in Appendix C.
• GUI Screenshots
We include some screenshots of the Graphical User Interface in Figure 6.1-
6.3. This shows how different ellipses can be plotted simultaneously along with
varying the colour schemes for the GUI and also highlighting how to select
alternate FoMs.
Figure 6.1: Plotting multiple ellipses on one axis - using the ‘Hold on’ multiple
error ellipses can be overlaid on one axis. The ‘Area Fill’ command allows a specific
colour to be chosen to fill the error ellipses with. Also shown is the ‘Running’ window
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Figure 6.2: Different background images and colour schemes - the background
images and colour schemes (skins) allow for a fully customisable Graphical User In-
terface.
Figure 6.3: Various Figures of Merit can be plotted - the drop-down list allows
for a choice between various Figure of Merit options.
The Command Line
• Running the code
Open a current version of Matlab and change the working directory to be the
same as the saved directory of Fisher4Cast. To run the code from the command
line with one of the standard test input structures supplied, type:
>>output = FM_run(Cooray_et_al_2004)
This will call the code using the pre-supplied test input data (Cooray et al 2004)
and then generate an error ellipse plot for the parameters and observables sup-
plied in the chosen input. All the relevant generated output is written to the
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>>output
and then examine each output individually by specifying it exactly. The details
of the output structure are given in Section 6.2.3. For example:
>>output.marginalised_matrix
will access the marginalised Fisher matrix from the output structure. You can
use the supplied input files as a template for generating new input files with
user defined parameters and values. All fields shown in the example structures
should be included in any user-defined structure.
The code can also be run from the Matlab editor. Once the code is opened
(open it from inside the Matlab window), press F5 to run the code. Note that
if the code is run from the Editor it will call the default input structure, which
is the Cooray et al 2004.m file. This is an example file containing input data
from the paper by Cooray et al. [115] and the output from Fisher4Cast should
be an exact match to that of Figure 1 in [115]. Another default input available
is Seo Eisenstein 2003.m [14] which was listed and used in Table 5.1 in the
previous chapter.
6.2 Software Engineering and Design
Throughout the code structures are used to allow different sub-parts of the general
code access to the data. These structures are defined as global variables, which means
that the data contained within them is available to all other functions without being
explicitly passed to them. The structures containing information on the input for the
code are either defined at the beginning or loaded from a file. All output structures
can be saved for later use. The flowchart shown in Figure 6.4 summarises the layout
and structure of the code, while the symbols are listed in Figure 6.5. We now
discuss the various components of the code in detail. With each subsection we give
an extract of the flowchart to show which set of components of the flowchart will next
be examined and describe.
6.2.1 Initial Processing
FM run
FM run.m is the general wrapper of the code and the descriptions listed below
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Figure 6.4: Fisher4Cast Flowchart FM run.m – Here the outline of the core
code of Fisher4Cast is shown listing the processes, decisions and storage of data in
order of execution. For a key to the symbols see Figure 6.5.
clear and easy to edit, all the main processes are called from this core function. Links
to separate functions called from FM run.m are documented in the comments and
preamble of the code. As explained in Section 6.1.1 only a single function is needed
from the command line to run Fisher4Cast. A specific input can be passed with
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FM initialise
This function initialises the input used throughout the processing of the
Fisher4Cast code. The values, names and areas of interest are specified here. It is
called by FM run.m to set the initial values for the input structure, which is then
globally accessible to all other parts of the code. Examples of the default initialising
functions provided are Cooray et al 2004.m, Seo Eisenstein 2003.m [14, 115].
The default input structures should be used as templates for future custom input
structures since the variables listed in the input files are expected by the code. The
entries are as follows:
• input.function names - A cell of strings containing the specific filenames of
the analytical derivatives. Note in the coded cosmological example that no
analytical derivative function is specified for the growth function, derivatives
are only taken numerically.
• input.observable names - A cell of strings specifying the names of the ob-
servables.
• input.observable index - A vector of the indices corresponding to the ob-
servable names of interest, e.g. [2 3] would imply that we are considering the
second and third observables listed in observable names.
Figure 6.5: Component Key for Fisher Flowchart – This key shows the symbols
contained in the flowchart, Figure 6.4. They are from, left to right, the begin and
terminate indicator; a simple processing function which would generally return an
output; an if statement, for or while loop; an input process function designed to be
edited and changed as per the user specifications and lastly a stored structure for
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• input.data{i} - These are the row vectors of the data for each of the respective
observables (indexed again from beginning to end by i). In the cosmological
example input.data{1} would be the redshifts of the Hubble parameter mea-
surements, for example.
• input.parameter names - A cell of strings containing the corresponding names
of the parameters which can be included for consideration to generate Fisher
ellipses.
• input.base parameters - A row vector of the parameter values (they must be
specified with the same order as the parameter names vector) for the assumed
base input model. The Fisher Matrix is taken around this fiducial model.
• input.prior matrix - The prior matrix for the parameters taken from previous
surveys etc. where large values correspond to good prior information to smaller
values which indicates less prior knowledge. The order of the matrix columns
and rows correspond to the respective parameters listed in parameter names.
If no prior knowledge is available then the values can either be set to zero or a
checkbox on the GUI is available to disregard the priors.
• input.parameters to plot - A row vector of the indices of the specific param-
eters that are to be plotted. If one index is checked then a likelihood function
for that parameter is plotted while if two are specified then an error ellipses is
plotted. Selecting more than two parameters will produce an error message, as
Fisher4Cast is only coded for up to 2-dimensional error contours.
• input.num parameters - This is a value that doesn’t doesn’t need to be
specified and is derived from the number of parameters which are considered in
parameters to plot.
• input.num observables - This is a value that doesn’t need to be given and is
derived from the number of observables under consideration in observable index.
• input.error{i} - The fractional error on the data from the observables (σXα/Xα).
It is key that there are as many error entries as there are observables being con-
sidered (i.e. input.error{1} gives the error on the measurements of the Hubble
parameter, measured at input.data{1}). In the case of uncorrelated observ-
ables only a row vector is required and this will be converted to a diagonal
covariance matrix. If the observables are correlated then the full covariance
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• input.numderiv.flag - A logical entry is expected (1-True ; 0-False) to specify
if a numerical derivative is required for each appropriate observable. This corre-
sponds to the order of observables as first listed in input.observable names.
• input.numderiv.f - This is a vector of single string entries which lists the
function names of the numerical derivatives that are to called for each respective
observable e.g. A numerical derivative for the observable of growth of structure
is required and is specified in input.numderiv.flag, the function to be called
to preform the numerical derivative for growth is given in input.numderiv.f
as g.m.
6.2.2 The Derivative Loop
The code now runs various operations in a loop over the observables. The in-
put.numderiv.flag for each observable is checked to determine whether numerical
or analytical derivatives are to be used. Both the analytical and numerical deriva-
tives return a matrix of derivatives for all the parameters and observables as well as
a vector of the function evaluated at the data points specified. The specific details of
the numerical and analytical derivative codes are next dealt with. Once the selected
derivative process is completed, the relevant output is stored in the output structure
which is globally available to any other function.
Numerical Derivatives
The numerical derivative code will calculate the numerical derivatives of any function
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(i.e. g = g(d, θA, θB, ...)), by calling on FM process numeric.m which in turn calls
FM num deriv.m and passes it the name of the function which have been selected
to take derivatives of.










where Im represents the imaginary part of the argument, and i2 = −1 as usual.
This method is a second order accurate formula and is not subject to subtractive
cancellation. Unlike the finite-difference method an arbitrarily small step-size can be
chosen and therefore the complex-step method can achieve near analytical accuracy.
In addition, the simple double-sided central derivative is coded in the FM num deriv.m
function. In order to use this algorithm the user must change the method field inside





g(d, θA + h, θB, ...) − g(d, θA − h, θB, ...)
2h
.
This is then iterated until the gradient converges for the parameter. Note that the
convergence criterion is quite stringent and an error message will result if there are
possible convergence issues. However this criterion can be relaxed by changing the
settings in the FM num deriv.m code.
Once the derivatives are saved the Fisher Matrix must be calculated for this
observable. This is accomplished by first calculating the data covariance matrix for
the observable. This is accomplished with FM covariance.m which is passed the
function value and the index specifying the observables under consideration. The code
checks if the error entry is a covariance matrix (in the case of correlated observables)
or a vector in the uncorrelated case. The covariance matrix is then calculated by
multiplying the variance with the function value at the data points considered.
FM matrix.m subsequently produces a Fisher Matrix (F ) from the covariance
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Analytical Derivatives
The analytical derivatives must be specified for each particular application. If one
knows the analytical form of both the function and of the Fisher derivatives, one
can include these functions explicitly. The only conditions on these functions are
that they must be of the form g = d(d, θ) and must return as output a matrix of
Fisher derivatives ∂g/∂θ and a vector of the function itself evaluated at the data
points d given in the input.data{i}. These derivative functions are supplied for
the Hubble parameter and angular diameter distance as FM analytic deriv 1.m
and FM analytic deriv 2.m respectively. The Fisher derivatives of the angular
diameter distance with respect to the cosmological parameter Ωk must be taken as
Taylor series expansion when Ωk → 0 (see Appendix B.1 for the full set of derivatives
in Fisher4Cast).
As in the numerical derivative case, once the derivatives are saved the Fisher
Matrix must be calculated for this observable. This is done by calculating the data
covariance matrix for the observable in FM covariance.m which is passed the func-
tion value and the index α of the observable. The code checks if the errors are given
as a covariance matrix (in the case of correlated observables) or a vector in the un-
correlated case. It then calculates the covariance matrix by multiplying the variance
with the function value at the data points considered.
FM matrix.m then produces a Fisher Matrix (F ) from the covariance matrix
(C) and the derivative matrix (V ) using matrix multiplication as F = V TC−1V .
6.2.3 Final processing
FM sum.m collates all the derivative matrices from the previous steps and sums
them together to form a full Fisher Matrix. The individual Fisher matrices for each
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complete Fisher Matrix is general and is assigned to the output structure for future
reference.
FM marginalise.m produces a marginalised Fisher Matrix (say F̃ ). It takes the
parameters of interest (specified as parameters to plot in the input structure) and
shuffles the Fisher Matrix into a block form. It then performs matrix multiplication
on the blocks to produced the marginalised Fisher Matrix, which is also assigned to
the output structure.
FM output fom then produces the appropriate error for the likelihood case and
a range of Figure of Merits (FoMs), listed below, for the case of an ellipse (e.g. if
the length of parameters to plot in the input structure is two then an ellipse will
be plotted). These FoM are then stored in the output structure. Fisher4Cast in-
cludes the standard FoMs as well as some new ones available through the GUI
and command line. The FoM are only calculated for the parameters chosen in
input.paramatertoplot and not the full 5-D matrix. It should be noted that some
of the FoMs are only defined for the error ellipse in the w0 − wa plane, where w0, wa
are the coefficients in the Chevalier-Polarski-Linder (CPL) [8, 9] parameterisation of
the equation of state for dark energy (see for e.g. [66]). We briefly outline the FoMs
used in Fisher4Cast:
• DETF
The FoM in the Report of the Dark Energy Task Force [66] is defined to be
the reciprocal of the area of the 2σ error ellipse in the w0 − wa plane of the
CPL dark energy parameterisation [8,9]. This is, equal to det(F 1/2)/(π
√
6.17).
Unfortunately the DETF report does not appear to use this definition, and
instead quotes det(F 1/2), which is the inverse of the 1σ ellipse in units of the
area of the unit circle. Because of the benefits of the geometric interpretation
Fisher4Cast returns the true inverse area of the 2σ ellipse. To convert from one





This Figure of Merit is the reciprocal of the 1σ error ellipse area in the parameter
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This FoM is defined as the trace of the covariance matrix of the data, C = F−1,
estimated as the inverse of the marginalised Fisher Matrix. This FoM is simply
the sum of the squares of the marginalised errors on each parameter.
• ∑AB C2AB
This FoM is defined as the sum of the squares of the entries of the whole
covariance matrix, C = F−1. Unlike the previous definition this FoM is sensitive
to the off-diagonal components of the covariance matrix as well as the diagonal
components.
FM output
The data from all parts of the code are saved in the output structure. The
structure formalism in Matlab means that each ‘.’ indicates a further sub-level in the
structure. Entries in the structure are of mixed type (i.e. output.function value is
a cell of vectors, one for each observable, while output.function derivative is a cell
of matrices of derivatives, again with one matrix of derivatives for each observable).
By the end of the execution of FM run.m the output structure should have the
following entries:
• output.function value - This is a cell which contains a set of vectors for each
of the observables considered. So if only one observable was selected in the input
then only the corresponding output.function value will contain data while the
other vectors will remain empty.
• output.function derivative - This cell now contains matrices of the Fisher
derivatives for the observable. Again, the entries of the observables not selected
will result in empty matrices.
• output.data covariance - This cell contains the calculated data covariance
matrix corresponding to each of the observables considered.
• output.matrix - This cell contains a separate Fisher Matrix for each of the
observables considered.
• output.summed matrix - This cell contains the sum of the Fisher matrices
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• output.marginalised matrix - The marginalised Fisher Matrix given here
depends on which parameters are of interest in each run of the code. The
marginalisation via matrix multiplication is outlined in Section 6.2.3.
• output.fom - This vector contains either a single entry (1σ error), in the case
where a one-dimensional likelihood function a parameter θA (for example) is
being considered or an array of different FoMs when an ellipse of two parameters
is being plotted. These are each explained in the previous section above.
6.2.4 Generating plots
FM generate plot calls either FM plot ellipse.m or FM plot likelihood.m
depending on whether a 1−D likelihood or an ellipse is required (whether one or two
parameters are specified in the parameters of interest field in the input struc-
ture). The style of the plot is controlled by the FM plot specifications.m file,
which controls variables such as the line style, the colour of the lines, the reso-
lution of the grid and the contour level (for example 1σ, 2σ). Similarly the file
FM axis specifications.m controls the x and y labels and the range of the plot
that will be generated.
Lastly FM save struct is called to save the input and output structures with
a user specified filename. One could invoke this function from the command line:
>>FM_save_struct(‘saved_filename’,input,output)
where input and output correspond to the structures that are being saved as
saved filename-01-Nov-2008.mat. The date on which the structure is saved is
appended to the end of the filename. If a filename is not specified then the default
name of FM saved data is used. It is important to note that the function overwrites
existing files with the same name and date and no warning is given. Care should thus
be taken to ensure different names are specified when saving important data on the













this will make the previously used input and output structures available in the
current session. Finally we provide a global view of the structure of the code in
Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: Linking of functions for FM run.m – The relationships between
the various functions, variables and structures of the code are illustrated here. The
vertical bars indicate the functions, variables and structures respectively while the
arrows illustrate how a function may produce a variable and how that variable is in
turn stored in a structure (left to right). Alternately the arrows can also show how
a variable is retrieved from a structure and (possibly) used in a function. The order
from top to bottom shows the chronological order in which the functions, variables
and structures are called FM run.m.
6.3 Extensions
The general philosophy of Fisher4Cast was to make it as easy as possible to mould
and extend to the needs of a general user. In line with this philosophy we have intro-
duced extensions as a means to add functionality and customisation to the existing
Fisher4Cast suite. As a design philosophy for future extensions we envisage that
extensions do not alter the core functions of the code but rather access the input,
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tributors to add and make available their own specific extensions while ensuring that
the robust design features of the core code remain intact.
An important element in ensuring the success of shared extensions is that all
contributors have a good appreciation of the structures used in Fisher4Cast while
also documenting and commenting their code thoroughly, including the purpose of
the extension, the required input and output produced, which files or structures the
extension interacts with from Fisher4Cast and whether it is run from the command
line or GUI. The latest extensions included in this release are listed below.
6.3.1 Reporting Features for the Fisher4Cast Suite
Two extension modules have been included to provide reports of the input and
output structures during a run of Fisher4Cast. These reports can either generate
an ASCII text file (.txt) or a LATEX file (.tex) which detail all the input and output
produced by Fisher4Cast.
In the case of the LATEX reporting function the resulting .tex file can be compiled
using LATEX to produce a Postscript file (.ps) or Portable Document Format file (.pdf).
This allows for a more polished presentation of the results generated from Fisher4Cast.
It also includes a figure of the ellipse or likelihood plot which is embedded in the
document. The additional benefit to generating a document in .tex format is that
one can cut-and-paste the LATEX formatted syntax of the figure or any of the tabulated
data for easy inclusion in an article or document containing the results from a run
of Fisher4Cast. These reporting features are accessible through the Graphical User
Interface, by clicking the scroll-down menu bar labelled ‘Saving Features’. This opens
a dialog box which in the case of the text report prompts the user for the .txt filename
that it should be saved as. Upon choosing a LATEX report, two dialogue boxes are
opened and the user is prompted for the names of both the .tex file and the .eps file
for the figure.
These two extensions can just as easily be called from the command line. To gen-
erate a text report one uses the functions FM report text.m. The user is required
to supply at least an input structure to generate a report. This input structure can
either be a default input structures, e.g. Cooray et al 2004.m, or a user cus-
tomised input. The function FM report text.m then calls FM run(input) with
the same supplied input which then produces the relevant output structure. Both
the input and output used and generated from Fisher4Cast are then recorded in the
report. The user can also specify a filename to save the report as (if no .txt extension












Figure 6.7: LATEX Report – The left panel shows excerpts from the .tex file that
was generated from the LATEX report while the panel on the right shows extracts
from the corresponding .pdf file that was generated from the .tex file.
Day-Month-Year.txt’ will be used, should no name for the report be specified, where
the Day-Month-Year are the date on which the report was generated. For example
the command:
>>FM_report_text(input,‘report_name’)
will generate a report with the name, ‘report name.txt’, as described above. If the
same report name is used, the previous report will be overwritten without warning.
Please specify a unique report name to ensure the report is correctly saved.
Finally there is an option of including a specific output structure in the report
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taken when using this option in the command line, as one runs the risk of generating
a report where the input and output are not appropriately related. In other words:
>>FM_report_text(input,‘report_name’,output)
generates a report as before with the name, ‘report name.txt’, using the input supplied
and assuming that the given output is associated with the respective input.
Much the same as the text report, the LATEX report is called using FM report latex.m
and requires at least an input structure. The filename the report is to be saved as
can also be specified (either with or without the .tex extension). The LATEX report
includes the EPS figure generated from Fisher4Cast. As a default the figure will
be saved with the same name as the .tex, except an .eps extension. The default
name of ‘Fisher4Cast Report-Day-Month-Year.tex’ is used, should no report name
be specified. The commands:
>>FM_report_latex(input,‘report_name’)
generate a report with the name, ‘report name.tex’, and a figure with the name
‘report name.eps’, where the names overwrite any existing files of the same name.
Additionally, one can use a specific figure in the report with the command:
>>FM_report_latex(input,‘report_name’,‘use_fig’)
In this case there is of course no guarantee that the figure and the output from
Fisher4Cast agree.
As in the case of the .txt report, one can specify the output structure directly
with:
>>FM_report_latex(input,‘report_name’,‘use_figure’,output)
which generates a report as before with the name, ‘report name.tex’, using a figure
called ‘use figure.eps’ where the output and figure are assumed to be associated with
the respective input supplied.
6.3.2 Obtaining Baryon Acoustic Oscillation Errors from Sur-
vey Parameters
Two modules are included that calculate errors on the Hubble parameter and angular
diameter distance in BAO surveys. The input for these modules can be supplied in an
input structure detailing the survey parameters. The provided codes are extensions
to Fisher4Cast, and should be placed in the same folder as the main code suite so












The first of these extensions, EXT FF Blake etal2005 uses the fitting formulae
of Blake et al. [13] to calculate the errors on the Hubble parameter and angular
diameter distance given certain survey specifications, such as the survey area and the
redshifts used for the measurements of H and dA. These are either given as central
redshift bins or as the edges of redshift bins along with the galaxy number density.
The module EXT FF SeoEisenstein2007 also computes the errors on the Hub-
ble parameter and angular diameter distance using the prescription set out in [117]
and the sound horizon scale as given in [118]. This module contains a wrapper to
call the Matlab version of the C code of Seo & Eisenstein [119]. In this module the
code does not need to be in the same directory as the Fisher4Cast suite, and runs
completely independently of Fisher4Cast.
In both of the above modules default input surveys are supplied. More specific
details of the inputs, outputs and code structure can be reviewed in the Appendix C.4.
Given the growing importance of the BAO surveys this extension will prove very
usefull in both quickly generating results from planned survey specification and in
addition be able to provide insight into future survey optimization and design.
6.4 Conclusion
There exists a need for a standardised software package that is specifically designed
for Fisher matrix applications. In this chapter we illustrate how Fisher4Cast meets
this niche by highlighting the design philosophy. Central to the software engineering
principle is that the code is opensource, general, modular and employs professional
programming standards. An overview of how these goals where achieved are ex-
plained.
Its modularity and object oriented style design is illustrated through the use of
flowcharts and an in depth description of each subfunction used in the FM run.m
code which is at the heart of Fisher4Cast. There is extensive documentation in the
form of the User Manual [3], Quickstart Guide and Readme.txt file (packaged with the
download file for Fisher4Cast). The benefit of a reference of this nature is two fold, it
enables end users to quickly learn and become familiar with the functionality of the
code. Secondly this allows developers to have an overview of the design philosophy
along with details of the function and how they can be called and integrated into new
code.
This lays a foundation for extensions and further development in the future. Two












to build on the current core code of Fisher4Cast. The two extensions lend additional
functionality to the cosmological applications. The first being a reporting extension
which allows for either a text or a LATEX report to be generated, which includes the
LATEX syntax for direct incorporation into research publication (including figures).
A second extension calculates the errors for the Hubble, H, and angular diameter
distance, dA, from given specifications for a BAO survey. One of two methods can
be selected for this calculation, either using the Blake et al. [13] module or Seo &
Eisenstein [119] module. This extension can be used to both examine the effectiveness













Optimization - Additional Plots
This appendix contains figures that supplement the discussion in Section 3.2.3 and
3.3.1. Figures A.1 and A.2 show the results of varying the proposed step size, σ, for
the MCMC algorithm applied to the Rosenbrock and Griewangk test functions. This
does not result in significant enough gain, in any of the cases, to outperform Hybrid
and is thus not a viable alternative strategy. Tuning σ also proves to be a very time
consuming practice, in particular as higher dimensional problems are considered.
Figures A.3 and A.4 show the results of the CPU running time in seconds for
MCMC, SA, Hybrid, MCMC-MTM and Hybrid-MTM applied to the Rosenbrock
and Griewangk test functions. In all cases Hybrid-MTM converges in the shortest
time to the lowest FoM. The Hybrid-MTM results for the 20-50D Griewangk test














































































































Figure A.1: Varying MCMC σ – The σ is the proposed step size for the MCMC
algorithm and is randomly selected from the proposal distribution which is assumed
to be a multivariate normal distribution. Illustrated above the σ is varied by a factor
from 1 (lightest blue) to 10 (darkest blue) for the MCMC algorithm. In all cases
an increase in σ does not help the rate of convergence and only results in an earlier


























































































Figure A.2: Varying MCMC σ – The σ is the proposed step size for the MCMC
algorithm and is randomly selected from the proposal distribution which is assumed
to be a multivariate normal distribution. Illustrated above the σ is varied by a factor
from 1 (lightest blue) to 10 (darkest blue) for the MCMC algorithm. In all cases
an increase in σ shows a faster initial rate of convergence but does not manage to












































































































































Figure A.3: CPU Time – Here a comparison between MCMC, SA, Hybrid, MCMC-
MTM and Hybrid-MTM is done on the Hyperboloid test problem to record how the
FoM changes as a function of CPU time recorded in seconds. Both Hybrid and Hybrid-
MTM have very comparable performance but in all cases Hybrid-MTM produces the






































































































































Figure A.4: CPU Time – Here a comparison between MCMC, SA, Hybrid, MCMC-
MTM and Hybrid-MTM is done on the Hyperboloid test problem to record how the
FoM changes as a function of CPU time recorded in seconds. As higher dimesions
are considered so Hybrid-MTM’s performance improves compared to the other algo-
rithms. Hybrid-MTM impressively outpreforms the other algorithms, producing an
























Fisher4Cast Applications - Analytic Derivatives
B.1 Fisher Derivatives for H(z) & dA(z)
We present the analytical Fisher derivatives of the Hubble parameter, H(z), given as
Eq. (5.2) and the angular diameter distance, dA(z), given as Eq (5.5) with respect
to the cosmological parameters (H0, Ωm, Ωk, w0, wa), where w0, wa are the CPL dark
energy parameters, and assume the forms f(z) and E(z) as given in Eqs. (5.4) and
(5.2) respectively. In all cases the derivatives are taken in a general Friedmann-
Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker background without assuming flatness.
B.1.1 The Hubble parameter
As the Hubble constant, H0 only appears as a multiplicative term in H(z), the Fisher
















Derivatives of the function E (z) ≡ H2(z)/H20 = E2(z) are found in all derivatives of
both H and dA and are worth defining separately:
∂E (z)
∂Ωm
= (1 + z)3 − f(z),
∂E (z)
∂Ωk
= (1 + z)2 − f(z),
∂E (z)
∂w0




= 3(1 − Ωm − Ωk)f(z) ln(1 + z),
∂E (z)
∂wa




= 3(1 − Ωm − Ωk)f(z)
(




For all the cosmological parameters we consider other than the Hubble parameter H0,








, θi ∈ (Ωm, Ωk, w0, wa). (B.3)
B.1.2 Angular Diameter Distance
In a FLRW background, dA(z) is given by Eq (5.5). The function χ(z) is defined by
Eq. (5.6). It is again useful to define first order derivatives of χ(z) with respect to











dz′, θi ∈ (Ωm, Ωk, w0, wa) , (B.4)
again where E (z) ≡ H2(z)/H20 . The Hubble parameter appears only in the pre-factor
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The matter density Ωm contributes solely to the χ(z) term, and hence can be expressed

























dz′ for θi ∈ (Ωm, Ωk, w0, wa). (B.7)
The curvature parameter is found both in the pre-factor and the sinh term of the











































































X(z, 0) ≡ X(z)|Ωk→0 , (B.10)
are the functions (for example E(z), χ(z)) assuming flatness. Using the definitions of
Eqs. (B.4) and (B.2), the derivatives of the angular diameter distance are expressed




































Fisher4Cast - Getting Started
Currently the code is available for download at one of the following websites [113,120].
Save this ‘.zip’ file into the directory you want to run the Fisher4Cast suite from.
C.1 The Graphical User Interface
The GUI can be started from the Matlab editor. The file FM GUI.m must be
opened from the directory, and once the file is opened (click on the file icon from
within the Command-line interface to open it with an editor) press ‘F5’ to run the
code. This will open up the GUI screen.
You can also launch the GUI from the command line by typing:
>>FM_GUI
The output data will not be saved into the workspace, but the ‘Saving Features’
button allows one to save the input and output from any particular run in text or
LATEX code.
C.1.1 The Basic Layout Explained
We describe the basic layout of the GUI, and illustrate the various actions with
screenshots taken of a working GUI.
The GUI has three main sections. The section on the top left controls the input
to the GUI. The bottom left panel controls the things one might like to use in the
analysis and the parameters you are interested in plotting. In Figure (C.1) we show













function G(z)), and the cosmological parameters relevant to the analysis (which are
the w0 and wa coefficients in the Chevallier-Polarski-Linder parameterisation of dark
energy [8, 121] – see Eq. (5.1)). The specific cosmological example is described in
detail in [2], which contains the set of analytical derivatives used in Fisher4Cast.
The right-hand side of the GUI controls the plotting commands for the ellipse. The
various actions used to control the output are described below.
Figure C.1: The start-up screen of the Fisher4Cast GUI.
C.1.2 Changing the Input Structure
In order to compute Fisher ellipses for different input structures, one can either choose
from a drop down list of default example structures contained within the distribution
(as shown in Figure (C.2)) or one can generate a unique input structure. This file can
then be loaded to the GUI, which must be given as ‘.m’ file. You can obviously also
just edit the input parameters in the GUI after the default input has been loaded or
alternately you can edit the input file (eg Cooray et al 2004.m).
C.1.3 Floating Help
Floating help is provided with the Fisher4Cast GUI for most commands. The floating
help is activated by moving the mouse pointer over the button or parameter on the
GUI and leaving it there for a few seconds. This generates a screen prompt, which
pops up and gives information about the function of the button or parameter in
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Figure C.2: Changing the default input structure from the drop-down menu.
Figure C.3: The floating help for the ‘Run’ button.
C.1.4 Running Fisher4Cast
Once satisfied with the observables considered and the parameters of interest, pressing
the ‘Run’ button will execute the code. A box will pop up that will state that the
code is running, and an error ellipse will appear when the code has finished running.
This is shown in Figure (C.4).
C.1.5 Errors in the Input
When the ‘Run’ button is pushed, the GUI first calls the FM errorchecker.m func-
tion with the input supplied. This checks for the input files, checks that the data












Figure C.4: Running the Fisher4Cast from the GUI.
error vectors (e.g. the fractional errors on the Hubble parameter, σH/H, at the red-
shifts above) are the same length and performs other consistency checks. Should any
of these tests fail, an error box will appear explaining which errors to fix before calling
the GUI again. A log file of these errors is created in the same directory the GUI is
being run in, and is called ‘log.mat’. Loading and reading this log file is described in
Section C.3. Figure (C.5) shows the error dialogue box indicating that a single error
has been found.
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C.1.6 The Fisher Ellipse
Once the code is running smoothly, the resulting Fisher error ellipse is plotted. This
is shown in Figure (C.6).
Figure C.6: The Fisher ellipse resulting from a run of Fisher4Cast.
C.1.7 Plotting more than one Ellipse
Should one want to superimpose more than one ellipse, click the ‘Hold on’ button.
This works both for the line and the area (although the same line and area fill prop-
erties will be used for both ellipses – see the below item for discussion of changing the
colour of the area fill). Figure (C.7) shows the resulting ellipse for two observables,
G(z), dA(z).
C.1.8 Area fill
Clicking on this button yields a filled error ellipse. Once it is clicked a colour must
be selected from the menu on the left pop-up box. Note that should more than one
error ellipse be plotted later, this area fill box must be ticked and un-ticked again to
change the colour, otherwise the same colour will be used for all filled ellipses. This
box is shown in Figure (C.8).
C.1.9 Importing Data
The input data can also be imported from a file - either as the redshift vector (the
data), the error vector or the matrix of prior information on the cosmological pa-












Figure C.7: Multiple ellipses are plotted in one figure.
Figure C.8: The Area Fill option with colour selection.
This brings up a screen in which one can either load the data from file, or from the
clipboard, in which case the data is cut and paste into the GUI fields. Figure (C.9)
shows the screens for the loading of data from a file in the directory. In addition there
is a check-box which specifies whether or not to use the prior matrix.
C.1.10 Multiple σ
It is possible to plot the ellipses for multiple confidence levels (i.e. 67%, 95%, 99%
specified by 1−, 2−, and 3 − σ respectively). This is done via a drop-down menu on
the right-hand side of the GUI, and is illustrated in Figure (C.10). It is worth noting
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Figure C.9: Loading data into the GUI.
Figure C.10: Ellipses with many σ.
C.1.11 Different Definitions of the Figure of Merit
Fisher4Cast provides various Figures of Merit in order to compare different surveys.
These are defined in detail in Section 6.2.3. Figure (C.15) illustrates how these various
FoMs are accessible in the GUI.
C.1.12 Controlling Output
The buttons on the right-hand side of the GUI all control the output specifications
of the ellipse, such as the limits of the x and y axis, the line style and colour of the
ellipse, and whether or not to have a grid on (over or under) the data. This is designed
for maximum flexibility in representing the ellipses in a unique and distinguishable












Figure C.11: Various Figures of Merit σ are calculated in Fisher4Cast.
C.1.13 Saving the Plot
Once satisfied with the ellipses plotted, figures are saved by clicking on the ‘Saving
Features’ menu and selecting the ’Save Plot’ option. This will bring up a window to
save the figure to a particular directory, in a selected file format (‘.eps’, ‘.fig’, ‘.png’,
‘.pdf’ etc.), as illustrated in Figure (C.12). No legend information (for example which
colours correspond to which ellipses) will be saved. If legend entries are required, the
figure must be saved as a ‘.fig’ file, opened with Matlab, with the required legend
entries added later. In addition to the simple saving of the figure, the reporting
Figure C.12: Saving the figure of your Fisher4Cast ellipse.
features of the Fisher4Cast code are accessed through this ‘Saving Features’ menu.
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outputs and Fisher matrices from the survey, in either ASCII text or LATEX format.
When clicking the ‘Text report’ feature the user is prompted to save the resulting
‘.txt’ file. Similarly if one chooses the LATEX report, both a ‘.tex’ report and an
Encapsulated Postscript File will be generated, and the user is prompted to save
both the figure and the LATEX document. These reporting features are discussed in
more detail in Section 6.3.1.
C.1.14 Skins
The GUI is available in a variety of skins and backgrounds. These can be chosen
from a drop-down list (consisting of both colour schemes and background images
[122, 123]); additional background images can be loaded by the user. This is shown
in Figure (C.13).
Figure C.13: Changing the skins and background images.
C.1.15 Fisher4Cast Menu
A Fisher4Cast menu is defined in the top left-hand corner of the Fisher4Cast GUI.
From this drop-down menu one can access the Readme file of the code suite, the
Users’ manual and Quickstart Guide for easy reference, and the version his-
tory of the code. The BSD licence [124] for the Fisher4Cast suite is also available
from the drop-down list. This list is illustrated in Figure (C.15). In addition to












for Fisher4Cast. In future releases of the code this menu will select the extensions
themselves, at present it provides the Readme for the modules.
Figure C.14: The Fisher4Cast drop-down menu with information on the code and
version.
C.1.16 Interactive Plotting
Interactive ‘point-and-click’ plotting is available in Fisher4Cast Version 1.2, available
by selecting the ‘Activate Interactive Plotting’ option from the ‘Fisher4Cast Exten-
sion’ menu. Once selected the user interactively sets the values for parameters being
plotted by clicking on the plotting area of the GUI. The arrow is activated for the first
click on the plot area, the next click will run the code and produce the appropriate
ellipse. The values selected will be displayed in the parameter input section of the
GUI, the same as they would have been if manually entered. Care should be taken
not to step to very unphysical values of the parameters, e.g. very positive values of
w0.
C.2 The Command Line
C.2.1 Running the Code
Open your version of Matlab and change the working directory to be the same as
where you saved Fisher4Cast in. To run the code from the command line with one of
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Figure C.15: The Interactive Plotting Feature in the Fisher4Cast code. This allows
you to click on the parameter plane to change the assumed fiducial model.
>>output = FM_run(Cooray_et_al_2004)
This will call the code using the pre-supplied test input data (Cooray et al 2004)
and then generate an error ellipse plot for the parameters and observables supplied in
the chosen input. All the relevant generated output is written to the output structure.
You can see the range of outputs to access by typing:
>>output
and then examine each output individually by specifying it exactly. For example:
>>output.marginalised_matrix
will access the marginalised matrix field in the output structure. It is worth noting
that each ‘.’ denotes another sub-level in the input structure.
Example input files are supplied as a template for generating new input files
with your own customised parameters and values. All fields specified in the example
inputs must be specified in any user-defined example input. These are outlined in
Section 6.2.1.
The code can also be run from the Matlab editor. Once the code is opened (open
it from inside the Matlab window), pressing ‘F5’ will run the code. Note that if
the code is run from the Editor it will call the default input structure, which is the
Cooray et al 2004.m file. This is an example file containing input data from the
paper by Cooray et al. [115]. This output can be directly compared to that of Figure 1
of that paper. If your output compares correctly, you have a working installation of













The error-checker function acts ‘behind-the-scenes’ to check that the input structure
and all the required variables are correct before executing the code. It can be run
directly by using the command:
>>FM_errorcheck(FM_initialise)
where FM initialise is the specific function to initialise the input structure. The
error checker validates, among other things, that all the derivative functions (whether
analytical or numerical derivatives are going to be implemented) do in fact exist and
that the data and corresponding variances vectors are the same length. This error
checker is continually being updated to facilitate ease of use of the code. All error and
checking messages are displayed to the screen and are also saved in the Matlab file
‘log.mat’ which can be loaded and examined at a later stage by invoking the following
command:
>>load(log.mat)
C.4 Obtaining Baryon Acoustic Oscillation Errors
from Survey Parameters
Two modules are included that calculate errors on the Hubble parameter and angular
diameter distance in BAO surveys characterised in input structures of survey param-
eters. The provided codes are extensions to Fisher4Cast, and should be placed in the
same folder as the main code suite so that they can access the required elements of
the Fisher4Cast suite.
The first of these extensions, EXT FF Blake etal2005 uses the fitting formulae
of Blake et al. [13] to calculate the errors on the Hubble parameter and angular
diameter distance given certain survey specifications, such as the survey area and the
redshifts used for the measurements of H and dA. These are either given as central
redshift bins or as the edges of redshift bins. The galaxy number density is also
required, and is expected in units of 10−3Mpc−3h3.
All files associated with this module have the same prefix to identify them as
external modules for the fitting formula of Blake et. al [13]. The fitting formu-
lae contain coefficients specific to either photometric or spectroscopic surveys, and
hence it must be specified which survey one is considering. The input parame-
ters to this module are supplied in an input structure, which is explained in the
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• Input survey.base parameters: The fiducial values of the cosmological param-
eters are specified here, as (H0, Ωm, ΩK , w0, wa), in the same way as the input
parameters are defined in the main Fisher4Cast code.
• Input survey.surv type: This specifies either a photometric or spectroscopic sur-
vey by either setting it to ‘spec’ or ‘phot’. This defines which of the sets of
coefficients to use in the fitting formulae.
• Input survey.z type: This field indicates that the redshift data being used
are either given at the ‘edge’ of the bins or as the ‘central’ redshifts. If In-
put survey.z type=‘central’ then an additional input for width of the redshift
bins, dz, is required.
• Input survey.area: This field specifies the area of the survey in units of 1000
square degrees.
• Input survey.n: This gives the number density of galaxies and is measured in
units of 10−3h3Mpc−3
• Input survey.vecH and Input survey.vecDA: These entries give the redshift vec-
tors of the survey for the Hubble parameter H(z) and angular diameter distance.
dA(z)
• Input survey.biasH and Input survey.biasDA : These entries specify the bias for
the Hubble parameter and angular diameter distance. These two vectors should
have the same length as that of ‘Input survey.vecH’ and ‘Input survey.vecDA’
respectively.
An example of a default input structure supplied in the file
EXT FF Blake etal2005 Input.m. The command used to run the Blake et al. [13]
fitting formula is given as:
>>[z_H_central,z_DA_central,vol_H, vol_DA,sigH, sigDA] = ...
>>EXT_FF_Blake_etal2005_Main(Input_survey)
Should no input structure be specified when calling the code, the default input
(EXT FF Blake etal2005 Input.m) is assumed. The module comprises of var-
ious smaller modules to compute the oscillation scales in the radial and transverse
direction, and hence the errors on the angular diameter distance and Hubble param-













• z H central: A vector of the central redshifts of the H(z) data bins, related to
the Input survey.vecH fields specified in the input structure.
• z DA central: A vector of the central redshifts of the dA(z) data bins, related
to the Input survey.vecH fields specified in the input structure.
• vol H: A vector of the volume of the redshift bins for the Hubble parameter.
• vol DA: A vector of the volume of the redshift bins for the angular diameter
distance.
• sigH: A vector of the fractional error on the Hubble parameter: σH/H. For
percentage errors, multiply this by 100.
• sigH: A vector of the fractional error on the angular diameter distance: σdA/dA.
For percentage errors, multiply this by 100.
The module EXT FF SeoEisenstein2007 also computes the errors on the Hub-
ble parameter and angular diameter distance using the prescription set out in [117]
and the sound horizon scale as given in [118]. This module contains a wrapper to
call the Matlab version of the C code of Seo & Eisenstein [119]. In this module the
code does not need to be in the same directory as the Fisher4Cast suite, and runs
completely independently of Fisher4Cast.
The module also takes an input structure (a default input structure with all fields
specified is given in EXT FF SeoEisenstein2007 Input.m) with the following pa-
rameters defined:
• Input survey.number density: The galaxy number density in units of h3
Mpc−3
• nput survey.wmap: A flag (1 or 3) specifying which WMAP power spectrum
to use.
• Input survey.sigma8: The value of σ8, the amplitude of linear clustering on
a scale of 8 Mpc.
• Input survey.Sigma z The line of sight real mean squared comoving distance
error due to redshift uncertainties.
• Input survey.beta: The redshift distortion parameter is entered.
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Figure C.16: The flow of inputs and functions within the Blake et al. [13] extension
module to Fisher4Cast.
Sigma perp (the transverse rms Lagrangian displacement) and Sigma par (the
radial displacement) are calculated and saved to the input structure. The module is
comprised of smaller functions; the flowchart of the module is shown in Figure (C.17).
As in the case of the Blake et al. module, the Seo and Eisenstein module code
can be called from the command line using:
>>[Drms,Hrms,r,Rrms] = EXT_FF_SeoEisenstein2007_Main(Input_survey)
The outputs of the code are the root mean square error on D/s and Hs, where s is
the oscillation scale. These are both given as fractional error, for percentage error
multiplied by 100. In addition the correlation coefficient between D and H is given
(r), and the diagonal entry in the covariance matrix between D and H.
To be sure that the extensions have access to the functions contained in Fisher4Cast we












Figure C.17: Flowchart of the code in the Seo and Eisenstein BAO extension module
to Fisher4Cast.
the path is specified to both Fisher4Cast and the extensions. One can use the path
command to do this:
>>path(path,‘/path-to-folder/Fisher4Cast-v2.0’)
>>path(path,‘/path-to-folder/EXT_FF_Blake_etal2005’)
where the ‘path-to-folder’ is the path specifying the directory where the extension
or Fisher4Cast code is kept on your local computer. Similarly, to run the Seo and
Eisenstein [117] module, you will need to ensure that the respective extension is either
in the same directory or the path is specified:
>>path(path,‘/path-to-folder/Fisher4Cast-v2.0’)
>>path(path,‘/path-to-folder/EXT_FF_SeoEisenstein2007’)
All files associated with this module have the same prefix to identify them as
external modules for the fitting formula of Blake et. al [13]. The fitting formu-
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hence it must be specified which survey one is considering. The input parame-
ters to this module are supplied in an input structure, which is explained in the
EXT FF Blake etal2005 Readme.txt file. They are:
• Input survey.base parameters: The fiducial values of the cosmological param-
eters are specified here, as (H0, Ωm, ΩK , w0, wa), in the same way as the input
parameters are defined in the main Fisher4Cast code.
• Input survey.surv type: This specifies either a photometric or spectroscopic sur-
vey by either setting it to ‘spec’ or ‘phot’. This defines which of the sets of
coefficients to use in the fitting formulae.
• Input survey.z type: This field indicates that the redshift data being used
are either given at the ‘edge’ of the bins or as the ‘central’ redshifts. If In-
put survey.z type=‘central’ then an additional input for width of the redshift
bins, dz, is required.
• Input survey.area: This field specifies the area of the survey in units of 1000
square degrees.
• Input survey.n: This gives the number density of galaxies and is measured in
units of 10−3h3Mpc−3
• Input survey.vecH and Input survey.vecDA: These entries give the redshift vec-
tors of the survey for the Hubble parameter H(z) and angular diameter distance.
dA(z)
• Input survey.biasH and Input survey.biasDA : These entries specify the bias for
the Hubble parameter and angular diameter distance. These two vectors should
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